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Multi-processor architectures using networks-on-chip (NOCs) for communication are becoming the standard approach in the development of embedded systems and general purpose platforms. Typically, multi-processor platforms follow a globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) timing organization. This thesis focuses on the design of Argo, a NOC targeted at hard real-time multi-processor platforms with a GALS timing organization.

To support real-time communication, NOCs establish end-to-end connections and provide latency and throughput guarantees for these connections. Argo uses time division multiplexing (TDM) in combination with a static schedule to implement virtual end-to-end circuits. TDM is a straightforward way to provide guarantees and to share the resources efficiently, and it has an efficient hardware implementation. Argo supports a GALS system organization, and additionally it explores more flexible timing within its structure, to address signal distribution issues, using a network of asynchronous routers.

NOCs consist of a switching structure of routers connected by links, with network interfaces (NIs) that connect the processors to the switching structure. Argo uses a novel NI design that supports time-predictability, and asynchronous routers that form a time-elastic network. The NI design integrates the DMA functionality and the TDM schedule, and uses dual-ported local memories. The routers combine the router functionality and asynchronous elastic behavior. They also use a gating mechanism to reduce the energy consumption. The combination of the NI design and the router design supports the formation of end-to-end paths in the NOC, from the local memory of a sending core to the local memory of a receiving core. These end-to-end paths do not require any dynamic arbitration, buffering, flow control, or clock synchronization, in the routers or the NIs.

This thesis explores the implementation of the individual components of Argo, as well as several complete instances of the Argo NOC. The implementations target both FPGA technology and 65 nm CMOS technology. It is shown that (i) the NI design is scalable and four to five times smaller than previously published NIs for similar NOCs, (ii) the router design is power efficient and two to three times smaller than equivalent router designs, and (iii) the overall Argo NOC is around four times smaller than other TDM NOCs. Argo is an important part of the T-CREST platform and used in a number of configurations.
The flexible timing organization of Argo combines asynchronous routers with mesochronous NIs, which are connected to individually clocked cores, supporting a GALS system organization. The mesochronous NIs operate at the same frequency, possibly with some skew, while the network of asynchronous routers absorbs this skew within certain limits. The elasticity of the asynchronous network is explored, answering the question of how much skew the Argo NOC can absorb. A qualitative analysis studies the parameters affecting the elasticity and its limits. A quantitative analysis models the Argo behavior using timed-graph models and worst-case timing separation of events analysis to evaluate the elasticity of Argo. The results show that the skew absorbed by the network of routers can be two or more cycles, depending on the frequency applied at its endpoints, the NIs.

Overall this thesis presents the design and implementation of Argo, and the analysis of its elastic behavior. It shows that Argo provides hard real-time guarantees in a straightforward way, it has an efficient implementation and it is time-elastic.
Multi-processor arkitekture der bruger intra-chip netværk (eng: NOCs) til kommunikation er ved at blive en standard tilgangen i udviklingen af indlejrede systemer og generelle platforme. Typisk er tidssynkroniseringen i en multi-processor platform organiseret i et globalt asynkron lokalt synkron (GALS) domæne. Denne afhandling fokusere på designet af Argo, der er et NOC målrettet til multi-processor platforme til hårde realtids systemer med en GALS organisering af tidssynkroniseringen.

For at supportere realtids kommunikation, etablere NOCs end-to-end forbindelser og tilvejebringer latens og gennemløbs garantier for disse forbindelser. Argo bruger tidsmultiplexing (eng: TDM) i kombination med en statisk tidsplan til at implementere virtuelle end-to-end kredsløb. TDM er en ligefrem måde hvorpå garantier og effektiv deling af ressourcer kan tilvejebringes med en effektiv hardware implementering. Argo supportere systemer organiseret ved hjælp af GALS og derudover kan Argo bruges til at udforske en struktur med en mere fleksibel tidssynkronisering, der adressere signal distributions problemer med et netværk af asynkrone router.


Denne afhandling udforsker implementerioner af de individueller komponenter i Argo, såvel som en række af komplette instanser af Argo NOC’en. Implementerionerne henvender sig både til FPGA teknologi og 65 nm CMOS teknologi. Det bliver vist at (i) NI designet er skalerbart og fire til fem gange mindre end tidligere publiceret NI designe af lignende NOC’er, (ii) router designet er energi effektivt og to til tre gange mindre end lignende router design, og (iii) i alt...
er Argo NOC’et cirka fire gange mindre end andre TDM NOC’er. Argo er en vigtig del af T-CREST platformen og brugt i et antal af konfigurationer.


Samlet set præsentere denne afhandling design og implementation af Argo og analysen af dennes elastiske opførsel. Afhandlingen viser at Argo leverer hårde realtids garantier på en lige frem måde, samt har en effektiv implementation og en elastisk tidsopførsel.
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Part I.

Introduction and State of the Art
Digital systems are an integral part of everyday life; they exist as embedded systems in commonly used devices. Consumer electronics, household appliances, telecommunication systems and industrial, transportation, and medical applications are some of the areas that use embedded computational systems. The functionality of these systems is often critical for the safety of people, as in transportation and medical applications. In addition, the timing of these systems is important, as in transportation. Thus, besides the requirements for efficiency, these systems also have real-time requirements for their operation.

**Real-Time systems** are systems with real-time requirements from their environment. They are built to guarantee the response of each operation within strict timing constraints. Efficiency is not the primary goal. To provide timing guarantees, it must be possible to analyze them and to provide worst-case guarantees of their operation and timing.

According to Moore’s Law, increasing computational needs drive demands for higher performance systems. The high performance processors built nowadays do not satisfy these computational needs. The current approach to providing higher performance systems is to integrate a number of processors in a single system on a chip. *Multi-processor Systems-on-Chip (MP-SoC)* facilitate the construction of larger systems in a composable way, the reuse of individual components, the reduction of design-time, and high performance. Such systems require a communication medium that satisfies the communication requirements, which increase as the system gets larger. Networks-on-chip is the most promising approach to deal with the increasing communication requirements.

Furthermore, advances in silicon technology and manufacturing processes lead to integration of larger systems in smaller areas. The effects of long wires and signal distribution in large systems cause critical problems for the functionality of these systems. An important problem is the clock distribution over the entire system. Problems of clock skew and jitter demand complex solutions for correct operation.
The focus of this thesis is the implementation of a Network-on-Chip for a MPSoC platform that is suitable for real-time systems. This implies that it must be analyzable and able to offer real-time guarantees. In addition, as determined by technology advances, it must be efficient, matching the current computational needs, and it must be able to handle signal distribution issues over the chip area.

1.1. Real-Time Systems

Embedded systems commonly have real-time requirements.

Real-time systems are those systems in which the correctness of the system depends not only on the logical results of computation but also on the time at which the results are produced [155].

While general purpose systems focus on performance improvement, real-time systems focus on the time-predictability and analyzability of the system. The goal is to provide guarantees on the worst-case behavior, rather than optimized performance. A special subcategory is hard real-time systems. In such systems the consequences of failing to meet a deadline are severe [155]. Hard real-time systems are the context of this thesis.

Real-time requirements refer to both hardware and software. The development of such systems puts emphasis on the analyzability of the entire system. The standard approach for computational systems emphasizes optimizing the average-case performance. However techniques aiming at performance optimization often make the system difficult to analyze or have a negative effect on the worst-case execution. Real-time systems should be developed in a way that they are easy to analyze and are time-predictable, and consequently they are able to provide worst-case execution-time (WCET) guarantees. A metric for optimization is to optimize the worst-case performance instead of the average-case.

Approaches that satisfy the WCET guarantees focus on controlling the execution of tasks over time. This may include analysis of task data flows, or time scheduling of tasks.

1.2. MPSoC and NOCs

The increasing computational needs and Moore’s Law have led to exploration of architectures that take advantage of modularity and reuse. According to International Roadmap of Semiconductors [161] the silicon process leading to higher transistor density, the demands for higher performance, and the demands for decreasing time-to-market, drive the development of integrated systems with many processing cores on a single chip, i.e., Multi-processor systems-on-Chip (MPSoCs). MPSoC systems allow modularity and reuse, thereby reducing the time-to-market and increasing productivity. In addition, they offer higher computational power compared to single high-cost and high-performance processors.

MPSoCs aim at increasing the performance of systems. They provide architectures that take advantage of reuse and modularity and provide better performance. While they meet their goal in terms of design productivity and computational needs, limitations arise with regard to the on-chip communication. As systems become larger with more processing cores to satisfy the
computational needs, the communication becomes a bottleneck. Additionally, the evolution of silicon technology with regard to transistor sizes, i.e., deep submicron technologies and nanotechnologies, leads to high-density integration and allows bigger systems to be placed on a chip, further increasing the on-chip communication. The challenges in deep sub-micron and nanotechnologies, including increased leakage power, temperature susceptibility, signal integrity, and parameter variability, make it even more important to find an efficient and reliable way of implementing the communication. The above factors indicate the need for efficient communication.

Traditionally, buses have been used to facilitate on-chip communication. However, they do not meet the current demands for performance and scalability. In large systems, with many processing cores demanding access to a shared bus, the bus becomes a bottleneck. Networks-on-Chip (NOCs) satisfy the needs for communication performance, scalability and flexibility.

1.3. Timing Organization

The increasing size of systems integrated on a single high-density chip raises signal distribution issues. Signals such as clock and reset that need to be distributed over the entire chip area pose a big challenge for most systems. Traditional globally synchronous systems fail to maintain the performance scaling improvements. Approaches to meeting the clock distribution challenge include extensive clock-tree synthesis to achieve maximally simultaneous arrival of the clock to every part of the chip and more flexible timing organizations of the system, such as mesochronous or asynchronous timing. These flexible timing organizations offer timing elasticity, such that they tolerate clock variations or entirely eliminate the clock. When applied to an entire system, all these techniques carry an overhead. The most widely used approach, especially in MPSoCs, is the GLOBALLY-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous (GALS) organization. GALS systems consist of a number of synchronous islands that communicate with asynchronous protocols. This organization is ideal for the modular construction of MPSoCs. However, the problem of signal distribution is still apparent for NOCs, which span the entire chip area. Therefore, the clock distribution within the NOC is still a challenge, requiring a more flexible solution for the NOC itself.

1.4. Goals and Challenges

The focus of this thesis is a NOC suitable for real-time systems and for GALS system organization. The goal is to design and implement a NOC that is: (i) time-predictable, such that it provides guarantees for real-time requirements, (ii) time-elastic, such that it is tolerant to signal distribution and synchronization issues, and (iii) has an efficient implementation.

A particular challenge with this goal is to combine time-predictability and time-elasticity, two intuitively contradicting features, in one design. Traditional approaches offer solutions that achieve one or the other feature, and combinations include the elements of both solutions with an increased cost for integration. Our approach deals with both features in one solution, while also facing the challenge of finding an efficient implementation. It achieves that by rethinking
the design and applying each feature in different levels of the design as it will be explained in
detail in [4].

1.5. Contributions

This thesis contributes the design, the implementation, and the elasticity analysis of an asyn-
chronous time-predictable NOC, named Argo. The contributions of this thesis fall within two
domains: Firstly the design and implementation of the Argo NOC, and secondly the analysis
of its elastic behavior.

Design and Implementation:

The first domain to which this thesis contributes is the design and implementation of Argo.
The contributions include the design of the NOC’s building blocks, i.e., router and network
interface (NI), the integration of them in the Argo NOC, the novel timing organization, and the
implementation of Argo.

- **Router:** A contribution of this thesis is a novel NI design. This supports the time-
predictability of the NOC by applying a TDM communication scheme. The NI is imple-
mented in ASIC and FPGA technologies, and evaluated in terms of area and scalability.
The implementation results show that the NI is very efficient compared to alternative NI
designs in the literature.

- **NI:** A second contribution is the design and implementation of an asynchronous router,
using the time-division multiplexing (TDM) scheme. The contribution involves explo-
ration of several designs, their implementation in ASIC and FPGA technologies, and
evaluation. The ASIC implementation includes both synthesis and layout of the designs.
The final asynchronous Argo router is area-efficient, time-elastic, power-efficient on idle
traffic, and with comparable speed to the equivalent synchronous designs.

- **NOC:** The integration of the above components into the entire Argo NOC involves a
number of design decisions. The combination of the design decisions both in the router
and NI lead to an efficient Argo NOC design. This novel design creates direct paths
from the local memory of a processing core to the local memory of a remote processing
core, thereby allowing the data to traverse the NOC without the need for any arbitration,
buffering, end-to-end flow control, or synchronization. The contribution of this thesis
includes implementation of the integrated Argo NOC in ASIC and FPGA technologies.
The ASIC implementation includes synthesis and layout. The FPGA technology offers
the possibility to prototype. Argo is shown to be very area-efficient, while being time-
predictable.

- **Timing Organization:** Another contribution of the design refers to the timing organi-
zation of the NOC. Argo supports GALS system organization. The novel contribution
of this thesis refers to the combination of time-predictable NIs with a time-elastic asyn-
chronous network of routers. This timing organization is a novel approach that allows
the NIs to operate mesochronously while the elastic asynchronous network absorbs skew in signal distributions. This organization offers time-predictable communication that is highly tolerant to signal distribution issues.

**Elasticity Analysis:**

The second domain to which this thesis contributes is an analysis of the elastic timing behavior of the Argo NOC. The contribution includes an elasticity analysis of the network of asynchronous routers and its safe encapsulation in a time-predictable environment of mesochronous NIs.

- **Qualitative Analysis:** A contribution of this thesis is the understanding of the principles of the elastic network of asynchronous routers. This thesis contributes by providing insight into the elastic behavior and exploring its limits. A qualitative analysis contributes a relation of elasticity to performance. The exploration of the limits of the elasticity sets the elasticity bounds for safe operation.

- **Quantitative Analysis:** The last contribution of this thesis is a model analysis of the Argo NOC structure. This thesis contributes in describing the elastic behavior of Argo in timed-graph models, and analyzing them with an algorithmic/mathematical tool. The results of this analysis are supported by the implementation of an Argo instance. The quantitative analysis shows the wide limits of Argo elasticity.

### 1.6. Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized in four parts. Part I sets the scene for the thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the topic and the main aspects that are dealt with in the thesis. Chapter 2 presents the background and context of the thesis. The chapter includes background on real-time systems, multi-processor systems-on-chip, networks-on-chip, networks-on-chip from the real-time aspect, and asynchronous design. In addition Chapter 2 presents the T-CREST multi-core platform, which is the context for the network-on-chip developed in this thesis. Chapter 3 reviews the state-of-the-art in real-time projects, the approaches in real-time NOCs and in timing organization of NOCs. Furthermore, it analyzes in more detail some representative NOC designs in the area of real-time NOCs.

Part II of this thesis presents the design and implementation of the Argo NOC. Chapter 4 presents the basic principles of Argo. It deals with the overall NOC architecture and the overall timing organization. This includes the initialization process, the scheduling of the communication, and the real-time properties of the NOC obtained through a WCET analysis. Chapter 5 presents the Argo NI design and its implementation. This includes the basic ideas that lead to an efficient design, its architecture and functionality, and its interaction with the asynchronous network of routers. The chapter also presents the results of the NI implementation. Chapter 6 presents the asynchronous Argo router design and its implementation. The chapter also presents the alternative router designs that were explored in this work. Finally, implementation results of all the design are presented and compared. Chapter 7 presents the Argo NOC
implementation. This includes simulation, and implementation of various instances in various technologies, the challenges, and the results from this implementation. Additionally, this chapter presents the implementation of the entire T-CREST platform and ways to use the Argo NOC at the application level. As the Argo NOC code is open-source, the chapter provides information on how to access the code.

Part III of this thesis presents the elasticity analysis of Argo. Chapter 8 presents the elastic timing behavior of Argo and the qualitative analysis of the elasticity of Argo. Chapter 9 presents the quantitative analysis of the elasticity in Argo. This includes the description of the Argo NOC in two different timed-graph models and a analysis through the timing separation of events approach.

Finally, part IV gives an overview of the work done in this thesis and the insights gained. Chapter 10 presents the conclusions of this work. This includes a review of the contributions, assessment of the results, potential open issues and overall conclusions.
This chapter provides the background knowledge which this thesis builds on. It describes the basis concepts of real-time systems and the various parameters related to them, and presents MPSoCs and the challenges they involve in more detail, as they were briefly touched upon in Chapter 1. It also presents the T-CREST project, as the MPSoC platform that is the context for the Argo NOC, and provides a more in-depth presentation of NOCs, explaining terminology and the basic concepts. After presenting the background on real-time systems and NOCs, this chapter focuses on real-time NOCs and their timing properties. Finally, this chapter provides some background material on asynchronous design, required for the understanding of the principles and concepts used in the development of the asynchronous Argo NOC.

2.1. Real-Time Systems

As mentioned in Chapter 1,

*real-time systems* are those systems in which the correctness of the system depends not only on the logical results of computation but also on the time at which the results are produced [155].

A common basis for all real-time systems is the *predictability* of the system. A system is predictable if it can guarantee that an operation can be completed within its requirements [154]. For a system to be *time-predictable*, it should provide a way to analyze whether the operations executed on the system meet their deadlines. To do so, the operations of the system are organized in *tasks* with specific deadline requirements and known *worst-case execution times (WCETs)*.

Many classifications of real-time systems, based on different parameters affecting them, have been presented in the literature. Stankovic et al. [154] define five dimensions, according to which they classify real-time systems. These dimensions are: (i) the granularity of the
deadline and the laxity of the tasks, (ii) the strictness of the deadline, (iii) the reliability requirements, (iv) the size and coordination of components, and (v) the environment. Kopetz [77] makes the following distinctions: (i) hard and soft real-time systems, (ii) fail-safe and fail-operational, (iii) guaranteed response and best effort, (iv) resource-adequate and resource-inadequate, (v) event-triggered and time-triggered.

Some of the parameters affecting a real-time system and the corresponding classifications are explained below:

- With respect to the strictness of the deadline of an operation or task, real-time systems are divided into soft and hard real-time [154, 77]. Hard real-time systems require their tasks to be completed within strict deadlines. In soft real-time systems, tasks may complete, even after the required deadline. A system may also execute a combination of hard and soft real-time tasks.

- With respect to the reliability and the effect of failure, some operations are defined as critical [154] or safety-critical. Missing a deadline of a critical task has severe consequences. Resources are therefore often dedicated to critical tasks, even if they are not used for the remaining operation. A system may solely execute critical tasks or have tasks of different criticality levels. To avoid the severe consequences after a failure, some real-time systems detect and identify the failure, such that they make a transition to a safe state or operational state with minimal consequences, gracefully degrading. The former type of system is called fail-safe and the latter fail-operational [77].

- With respect to the guarantees given, a real-time system can be classified as guaranteed response or best effort [77]. A guaranteed response system can provide analytic guarantees, based on load and fault worst-case assumptions. A best effort system provides the best achievable response in its current condition.

- With respect to the provision of resources a real-time system can be classified as resource-adequate or resource-inadequate [77]. Resource-adequate systems offer sufficient resources for every possible scenario. As this may result in a waste of resources, some real-time systems are resource-inadequate but rely on probabilistic analysis and dynamic allocation of resources. However, safety-critical systems need to be resource-adequate.

- With respect to the size of the system, the coordination of components may cause complications [154]. Tasks or components of a system need to operate in coordination. The completion of one task may depend on the completion of others. Isolating the execution of tasks simplifies the predictability analysis, but as the size of a system increases the interactions become more complex.

- With respect to the way in which operations are executed in a system, real-time systems are classified as event-triggered or time-triggered [77]. In event-triggered systems, operations are initiated by given events. In time-triggered systems the operations are initiated at specified points in time.

- With respect to the environment and the interaction of the system with it, real-time systems are classified as static or dynamic [154]. The environment of a system can be
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deterministic and well-defined but in many cases the environment is dynamic. Systems that operate in deterministic environments can be static. To interact with a dynamically changing environment, a system needs to adapt to the changes of the environment. Such a system is dynamic.

A system is composed of a number of components at the hardware and software level. The hardware platform, the operating system, the compiler, and the application tasks comprise different layers of the system. Stankovic et al. [154] refers to two approaches to achieve predictability. In the layer-by-layer approach, every layer of the system is required to be predictable. In such a system, all components need to provide WCET guarantees, e.g. for the use of hardware resources, or for the execution of application tasks. This method requires careful planning and scheduling of all operations involved, as well as their interactions, such that everything is guaranteed. In the top-layer approach, an effort is made to ensure that the top layer is time-predictable and that the rest of the layers support the necessary actions, so that predictability is achieved at the top level.

The operation of real-time systems often relies on scheduling and careful planning of the sequences of the tasks. The scheduling is done statically or dynamically. Static scheduling evaluates the requirements of the tasks executed on the system and generates a static schedule of the tasks. It considers all tasks and their requirements to be known. This type of scheduling is good for systems in static environments, or in systems with static behavior. Dynamic scheduling considers the current condition of the system and evaluates a schedule based on this. Scheduling can be done off-line or on-line. Schedulability analysis can also be applied to analyze whether a system running a set of tasks is able to meet its requirements [156]. Liu et al. [82] deal with scheduling algorithms for multiple tasks on a single processor for hard-real-time systems. Ramamritham et al. [134] explore the scheduling and operating system support for real-time systems, and also scheduling algorithms for real-time multiprocessor systems [133].

The Argo NOC presented in this thesis was developed in the context of a hard real-time system. The approach to predictability followed in the system is the layer-to-layer approach. It uses isolation of operations and provides guaranteed responses in the operations executed in the NOC. Argo follows off-line static scheduling of communication. This also includes analysis for the adequacy of resources, as the requirements are analyzed to generate the schedule. The operations executed in the system are time-triggered.

2.2. Multi-Processor Systems-on-Chip

To meet the increasing computational needs and to exploit modularity and reuse, the dominant design approach in embedded systems is to use multi-processor systems. A typical multi-processor architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.1. It consists of several processing elements (PEs) or processing cores, organized in grids or clusters. The architecture includes a memory system. This can be a single off-chip shared main memory (DRAM), or multiple on-chip memory units, owned privately by the cores, or shared among clusters of cores. The memory is organized in a hierarchy that consists of the main memory, caches in the cores, and possibly local private memories. In addition, the cores typically contain DMA controllers, implementing data transfers separately from the core operation. In this way, computation is separated from
communication. The cores and the shared memory are connected with an interconnection medium. This medium may be a shared bus or a network. The network, as shown in Figure 2.1, is typically a structure of routers (R) connected through network interfaces (NI) with the cores. Challenges in the development of such systems include optimization of communication, memory access, real-time guarantees, and software development for parallelization [68].

### 2.2.1. On-chip Communication: Networks-on-Chip

The focus of this thesis lies on the challenges of on-chip communication. Traditionally, buses have been used for this purpose, but they do not meet current demands on performance and scalability. In large systems with many processing cores demanding access to a shared bus, the bus becomes a bottleneck. Benini in [19] suggests that the interconnection technology will be the limiting factor in future SOCs. Interconnection networks, and in particular Networks-on-Chip (NOCs) offer a better and more flexible solution for meeting the communication requirements. NOCs satisfy the needs for scalability and flexible sharing of the communication network [57], [19]. They offer reliable and efficient communication, in terms of power and clock synchronization [18]. They are scalable, modular, testable, and reliable [147]. Arteris presents a comparison between a traditional bus example design and a NOC architecture [8]. NOCs are also supported as a better solution over direct wiring connections, for their advantages in structure, performance, modularity and reliability [36] [176]. NOCs and their fundamentals will be presented in more detail in Section 2.4.
2.2.2. Timing Organization and GALS

The increasing performance demands and the evolution of silicon technology has led to integration of larger systems with multiple components on a single chip. Therefore, the distribution of a single clock signal to the entire, dense chip area is becoming an increasingly challenging process due to parameter uncertainty and variability [161]. Different synchronization options are presented by Messerschmitt [94].

*Globally synchronous* systems require the concurrent arrival of the clock to every part of the system. In large multi-processor systems, with long wires, skew and jitter effects make this an impossible task. Techniques to deal with these effects include building buffer networks to balance the clock delays in different parts of the chip [136].

Another approach to dealing with clock distribution and synchronization is *mesochronous* timing organization. The global clock arrives with some phase difference, i.e., *skew*, to various areas of the chip. Thus, one global frequency is maintained throughout the chip, but with different phase differences in different areas. With mesochronous timing organization, the various parts of the system operate on the same frequency but with a bounded phase difference. Parts with clock skew are synchronized using mesochronous synchronizers [105], [93].

*Entirely asynchronous* timing organization is also possible. However, the implementation of an entire multi-processor system asynchronously is a challenging task. As the asynchronous design process is not well-supported by EDA tools, the development and testing of a large system is a practical challenge.

A different approach, widely used in recent years, to timing organization is the *Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous (GALS)* organization [78]. The design consist of a number of parts operating in independent clock domains, and therefore locally synchronous. The individual clock domains communicate asynchronously, so the system is globally asynchronous. A NOC-based MPSoC platform naturally supports a GALS timing organization where the components of the system operate within different clock domains [78]. The most common way to resolve synchronization among the different clock domains is with FIFO based synchronizers. Some solutions are presented in [30], [29], [17].

2.3. The T-CREST Platform

This thesis was conducted within the FP-7 project T-CREST. The T-CREST project aims at the development of a real-time multi-core platform. The goal is to redesign each of the components of the architecture with a focus on analyzability and time-predictability. The typical design approach for general purpose systems is to optimize the average case, possibly leading to a poor worst-case performance. The design strategy of the T-CREST project is to optimize the WCET instead of average-case execution time and to achieve a low WCET bound. The project deals with the design of the hardware platform, the compiler, the WCET analysis tools, and the development of industrial test cases to evaluate the platform.

The T-CREST platform consists of a number of Patmos processors connected by the Argo NOC, and a shared memory, accessed through a second NOC. The architecture of T-CREST platform is shown in Figure 2.2. Patmos [143] is a RISC-style, time-predictable processor. It includes caches designed with an emphasis on the WCET analysis (method cache [42], data
cache, stack cache [2]), each optimized for the specific sets of data which it holds. For each processor there exists a local, private scratch-pad memory (SPM). The Argo NOC connects the Patmos processors, implementing message-passing between them, and is the focus of this thesis. Argo offers end-to-end channels for DMA-controlled transfers of data from an SPM to a remote SPM. A second NOC, the BlueTree [50], a tree-based NOC, provides access to the shared off-chip main memory. Access to the memory is controlled by a memory controller [5, 79, 52].

2.4. NOCs in More Depth

As requirements for high performance lead to multi-core architectures integrated on a single chip (MPSoC), the requirements for on-chip communication increase as well. As presented in Section 2.2.1 a bus is not a suitable medium for large scale communication. NOCs aim at dealing with this communication challenge. As shown in many publications (e.g. [36], [44], [135]), NOCs are the most promising solution for the current communication needs. They offer flexible communication, scalability and favor reuse and composable architectures [36], [57], [19]. This section focuses on NOCs, discussing their basic concepts and architecture.

2.4.1. Basic Concepts

A NOC is a shared medium that provides the infrastructure to implement communication paths among cores connected to this infrastructure. It consists of switching nodes and links connecting the nodes. These comprise the shared resources that are shared among a number of
communication channels. From an architectural point of view, the basic building blocks of a NOC are: (i) the switching nodes or routers, (ii) the links, and (iii) the network interfaces (NI) or network adapters that connect the processing cores to the network of routers and links, as shown in Figure 2.1. Routers and links comprise the switching network and NIs bridge the processing cores and the switching network of routers. From a conceptual point of view, the basic concepts of NOCs are their topology, the ways data are transferred throughout the network (routing scheme, flow control), and the quality of service which they offer.

Protocol Stack

A relationship between the NOC design and the OSI protocol stack is often proposed ([19], [135], [22]). This section does not provide a precise OSI mapping but aims at building an understanding of the functionality and the services which a NOC offers. Benini et al. [19] propose a micronetwork stack adaptation of the OSI protocol stack to the services that MPSoCs connected by a NOC implement. According to the micronetwork stack, the architecture and the control of the NOC relate mainly to the data link layer, the network layer, and the transport layer. The physical layer of the stack corresponds to the physical wiring in the NOC.

The data link layer relates to services implemented by the routers and the links, concerning the propagation of data from router to router through a link. As the physical layer relates to the physical wires of the link, ways to ensure reliable use of the link are required. These include flow control over the link, and error detection or synchronization functionality implemented in the routers or links. The network layer relates to the network formed by the routers and links. It considers the way the nodes are connected, i.e. topology, the way the data is transferred within the network structure, i.e. routing scheme, etc. The transport layer relates to functionality offered at the endpoints of the network to the processing cores. These services are implemented typically in the NIs and include end-to-end flow control and reliable transfer of entire messages, without knowledge of the internal structure of the routers.

Data Organization

Data is organized in units and the different layers in the above layer abstraction operate on different granularity units. Cores at the end of the NOC consider transactions or messages as the basic communication data units. At the NIs, messages are organized into packets. A Packet is the basic data unit for an end-to-end transmission. Packets consist of a number of flits (flow-control digits). A flit is the smallest data unit to which flow-control and routing are applied, as explained further in this section. Flits can be further divided into phits (physical digits). A phit is the data unit that propagates through a physical pipeline stage in one clock cycle. The transport layer is responsible for translating messages to packets. Services of the network layer are applied at the granularity of packets or flits. Services of the data link layer are applied at the granularity of flits or phits. Services of the physical layer operate at the granularity of phits.

Topology

The topology of a NOC refers to the arrangement of routers in the network structure and the way they are connected. The topology can be ring, tree (binary or fat), mesh, torus or bi-
torus, star, and many hybrid and custom structures [38]. The mesh and torus structures can be two-dimensional (2D) or N-dimensional for arbitrary N, and they are the most common [137]. Routers in mesh structures are connected in four dimensions with other routers. The example network shown in Figure 2.1 follows the mesh topology. Tori follow the same principle, with wrap-around at the endpoints of the mesh. Bi-tori use bi-directional links. Æthereal [54] and aelite [59] are examples of mesh topologies while Nostrum [96] follows a bi-torus topology. Proteo [146], Octagon NOC [69], and the time-triggered NOC [140] follow a ring topology. SPIN [57] and Butterfly FT [118] follow a fat-tree topology. Pande et al. [119] compare a number of topologies.

Routing scheme

The routing scheme refers to the way in which the path which a packet follows from source to destination, over a number of nodes (hops) of the switching structure, is chosen. There are several routing algorithms based on the requirements and focus of an NOC. Routing decisions may be made at the source node, (source routing), or in the switching nodes, (distributed routing). In source routing the routing information of the packet is attached to the packet at the source and travels along with the packet throughout the route. In distributed routing the decision is made and executed in the switching nodes. There are minimal and non-minimal algorithms, in terms of whether the chosen route is the shortest or not. Based on the outcome of the routing algorithm, the algorithm may be deterministic or adaptive. Deterministic routing algorithms always result in the same route for the same source-destination pair. The adaptive algorithms consider the state of the network while making the route selection dynamically [44]. These algorithms reduce congestion in the network, but are more complex to implement, thus they introduce a high implementation cost. Static routing is also possible, by analyzing the behavior of the NOC and providing static connections.

An example of an algorithm that is deterministic and minimal is the dimension-order routing. According to this, packets are routed in every dimension in strict order. XY-routing is often used in 2D mesh or tori. In XY-routing, packets are routed first in the X and then in the Y dimension. Hu et al. [64] and Siebenborn et al. [145] analyze the communication to provide static routing decisions. Neeb et al. [110] compare deterministic and adaptive routing algorithms. Hu et al. [63] and Ascia et al. [9] further explore routing techniques.

Flow control

Another characteristic of a NOC is the flow control or switching technique. Flow control refers to the way data is forwarded through the network [44], [135]. It can be viewed as a resource allocation problem or a contention resolution problem [38]. The resources involved can be bandwidth, buffering or control. Flow control is applied on the level of routers, i.e. from one router to the next, or at the level of NIs, i.e. end-to-end flow control.

There are two main switching techniques that control the propagation of data from router to router; circuit-switching and packet-switching. In circuit-switching, connections are set before transmitting the data, such that end-to-end paths, i.e., circuits, are established and the data travels unblocked from source to destination. Consequently, circuit-switching requires no buffering. In contrast to this, packet-switching allocates bandwidth and buffering to data units,
i.e., packets or flits. Flow control in packet-switching is applied at the granularity of packets or flits and it requires corresponding buffering resources in the routers.

In more detail, depending on the granularity of the packet-switching mechanism, we can distinguish between mechanisms applied when using packet granularity and flit granularity. Store-and-forward and (virtual) cut through are packet-switching flow-control mechanisms applied with packet granularity. Wormhole switching or wormhole routing is applied at the granularity of flits. In store-and-forward, a router stores a packet and waits until the entire packet arrives before forwarding it to the next node. In virtual cut-through, the router forwards the data as soon as the header arrives. Both techniques forward the packets as long as there is enough space for an entire packet in the next router. In wormhole routing a flit is forwarded upon arrival if the next router has available buffering space for a flit. Thereby, a packet transmission is pipelined through the network and a router needs to store only one flit. Most NOCs are packet-switching NOCs with wormhole routing and varying buffering configurations, e.g. [4], DSPIN [99], QNOC [27], XPIPES [21], Hermes [103], etc. Bufferless packet-switching NOCs are also possible; these drop the packets that cannot be forwarded to the next hop. Such NOCs include techniques for detecting and resending the packet if it is dropped. A way to control the availability of buffering space over the next hops is by using credit-based schemes as in QNOC [27] and MANGO [25]. Virtual-channels (VCs) are used to multiplex the use of physical links. MANGO [25] is an example of a NOC using VCs. Mello et al. [92] evaluate the use of VCs in Hermes [103].

An alternative approach for flow-control is virtual circuit-switching. Virtual circuit-switching multiplexes the allocation of resources to data units. Time-division multiplexing (TDM) allocates resources to virtual circuits over fixed-duration time-slots, such that end-to-end circuits are formed in specific time-intervals. Nostrum [96], Æthereal [54], and Aelite [59] are based on TDM schemes. Spatial division multiplexing is another way of multiplexing multiple virtual circuits over a link. Leroy et al. [81] propose a NOC that statically allocates subset of links to virtual circuits.

A different aspect of flow-control, concerned with the allocation of resources at the endpoints, i.e. in the NIs, is end-to-end flow-control. A widely used type of end-to-end flow control is credit-based flow control. According to this scheme, credits related to the available buffering space at the end-points are exchanged between source and destination. Data transmission at the source is initiated when sufficient credits are received from the destination. Since this is an end-point functionality, it is commonly implemented in the NIs [131].

Quality-of-Service

Another feature of a NOC is the Quality-of-service (QoS) which it offers. Aspects of the QoS can be throughput, latency, and data integrity. Two main categories appear with respect to the guarantees they offer to the connections which they implement: Best-effort NOCs (BE) and Guaranteed Service NOCs (GS) [135]. BE NOCs provide no guarantees. They are optimized for the average-case scenario and aim at providing easy, efficient and fair sharing of the network resources. Their main focus is to minimize the latency of a packet transmission under the given conditions, without any guarantee. GS NOCs provide guarantees on throughput and latency. They are optimized for worst-case scenarios and aim at providing guarantees to connections by reserving resources. Most NOCs in the literature aim at providing BE services. However,
some NOCs support the combination of the two services in one NOC \cite{135}. Æthereal NOC \cite{54} implements both services. BE NOCs using priorities aim at providing “softer” guarantees. Examples of such NOCs are the QNOC \cite{27}, and the NOC proposed by Felicijan \cite{47}. NOCs based on circuit-switching or virtual circuit-switching, i.e. TDM, provide “hard” GS. Examples are aelitelit \cite{59}, MANGO \cite{25}, and Nostrum \cite{96}.

### 2.4.2. Architecture

As mentioned at the beginning of this section the basic building blocks of a NOC are: (i) the routers or switching nodes, (ii) the links, and (iii) the network interfaces (NIs).

#### Routers

A typical router provides storage space and control functionality. The functionality it offers ranges from simple switching input to output ports to complex routing and arbitration. The router functionality depends on the specific features which the NOC implements, e.g. the routing scheme, the flow control, the quality of services, etc. A typical packet-switching router supports buffering, routing, allocation of resources, arbitration, and switching. The latency of a packet or flit to propagate through the router depends on the pipeline stages of the router, i.e. the functionality it implements. Various router designs have been published in the literature and their stages range from single to multiple. The typical pipeline stages of a wormhole router include buffering, at the input or output ports, switching of inputs to output ports, and arbitration of output ports. In addition, in the case of distributed routing, the router pipeline implements the routing algorithm. Furthermore, if multiple VCs share a link, a VC allocator allocates VC resources. Peh et al. \cite{122} present the micro-architecture of a typical wormhole router in more detail and a delay model for the router. In bufferless flow control schemes, such as circuit-switching, buffers are eliminated.

The area of a router depends mainly on its buffering capabilities, and additionally on the functionality it implements. As mentioned by Salminen et al. \cite{137}, and as shown in many NOC examples (e.g. \cite{75, 146}), the buffers occupy 50-90% of the router area. The buffer area depends on the topology, the flow control scheme, and the flit width. The topology determines the number of ports. The buffers are placed at input ports, output ports, or both. Multiple VCs sharing a link may be associated with separate buffers. The depth of the buffers is also a design decision for the NOC, as well as the flit width. However, the router is highly dependent on the specific features of the NOC which it is a part of, and therefore the router architecture, area and latency vary, depending on the details of the NOC.

#### Links

Links connect routers to form the network structure. They may be uni-directional or bi-directional, may be shared among several channels, and may be simple physical wires or implement more complex functionality. In the basic case they are simple wires. Alternatively, they address issues of synchronization, link level flow-control, reliability, additional buffering, pipelining and encoding. For example, links in the Aelite \cite{59} and in Spidergon STNoC \cite{33} implement mesochronous synchronization.
Network Interface

The network interface (NI) bridges the processing cores with the network of routers. The NIs translate the processor transactions to the network-specific stream of packets. They implement functionality of the transport layer [19], [33], [22], and they decouple computation from communication [135]. NIs consist of a front end and a back end (alternatively shell and kernel [33]), as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The front end implements the interface to the cores. This is a bus-style read-write transaction interface, based on some standard protocol such as AMBA AXI [7] or OCP [3]. The front end transforms the processor transactions into a form of connection-oriented packet-streaming interface, and encapsulates the services provided by the network. The back end implements the interface to the network of routers. This is a packet-stream interface and is specific to the NOC. It implements functions that are related to the NOC functionality, like splitting and re-assembling of packets, routing, buffering and end-to-end flow control.

The NI design architecture is related to the OSI stack model. It follows a layered design approach to separately implement services intended for the different stack layers. The back end corresponds to the services of the network and the front end to services of the transport and session layer.

There are few papers in the literature addressing the design of NIs, and reporting implementation results. Saponara et al. [138], Radulescu et al. [131], Hansson et al. [59], and Copola et al. [33] are a few exceptions reporting implementation results of NIs. Radulescu et al. [131] present the implementation of an NI for the Æthereal NOC. Hansson et al. [59] present the NI implementation of the aelite NOC. Copola et al. [33] addresses the design of a NI for the Spidergon NOC developed by ST Microelectronics, and Saponara et al. [138] reports details of the NI for the same NOC. Saponara et al. [138] compares against a number of other NI designs, including an NI for the Æthereal NOC [131]. The area measures that Saponara et al. [138] report for typical NIs range from 7 to 50 kgates, where a kgate is 1000 minimum size two-input NANDs. Common to all the designs is that the NI back end includes a large amount of buffering, which is the reason for their large area.

2.4.3. Core-to-Core Communication

In most multi-processor platforms, processing cores contain some cache memory and some local scratchpad memory (SPM). Figure 2.3 shows a typical processing core and NI architecture. The processing cores contain instruction and data caches, and a local SPM. The SPM of a processing core contains the message to be transferred to the local SPM of another processing core. Typically, DMA controllers implement background DMA-driven block transfers from core to core. They are typically placed in the processing cores as shown in Figure 2.3 and their role is to offload the core from the data-transfer operations across the network. In this way they isolate the program execution from the network-related operations, making WCET analysis easier. The functionality of a DMA controller includes the transfer of the message data from the local SPM of the core to the local NI. The NI is responsible for organizing the data into packets and inject them to the network of routers.

For a message transfer in a multi-processor platform with a typical NI architecture and a mesochronous network of routers, data crosses several layers of functionality, and several clock
domains from the sending SPM, through the network of routers, and into the receiving SPM. The transfer is illustrated in Figure 2.3 and the following steps describe the process:

1. At the source end, the DMA controllers transfer the data from the local SPM to the front end of the NI, across a clock-domain. A clock-domain crossing (CDC) is required in the interface between the core and the NI. The NIs buffer the data as a number of connection-oriented channels, and organize them into packets for the different channels.

2. Several channels request access to the network of routers and arbitration among them is required. The back end of the NI performs arbitration and injects the packets into the network of routers. The packets travel across the network of routers to the receiving NI, through synchronizers placed on every link. The synchronization along the path and the limited buffering capabilities in the NIs call for end-to-end flow control among the NIs.

3. At the receiving end, the NIs restructure the messages from the packet streams, and the DMA controllers transfer the data from the front end of the NI to the local SPM, across another clock-domain (CDC).

The above steps of the data transfer show that an amount of buffering is required in the NIs. In addition, arbitration and end-to-end control among NIs is required. Clock-domain-crossings at the source and receiving ends, and mesochronous synchronizers along the router paths, add to the complexity of the architecture. Even with TDM that achieves low complexity in the routers, the overhead from arbitration, end-to-end flow control, buffering, and synchronization is large. The Argo architecture entirely eliminates this overhead by a number of design decisions.
2.5. Real-Time NOCs and WCET

Most of the NOCs published in the literature are designed to support BE traffic, and the focus is typically on minimizing average-case latency and maximizing bandwidth utilization. The fact that a NOC is a shared communication medium comprising multiple independently-arbitrated resources (routers, links) may severely complicate timing analysis. The latency that the NOC adds to a read or write transaction towards the main memory or a local memory in a remote node is very difficult to analyze. In a multi-processor platform that consists of several processing cores and contains several caches, local memories, and a shared main memory, the traffic in the NOC depends on the execution history of all processing cores. This makes it extremely hard to compute the WCET of a given application executing on a given processing core, in order to guarantee the real-time behavior of this application.

A NOC for a real-time multi-processor platform must provide guarantees on bandwidth and latency for individual processor-to-memory or processor-to-processor transactions. This requires some form of end-to-end connection. There are essentially two ways of achieving this: (i) circuit switching, which can be physical or virtual, e.g. with TDM, and (ii) non-blocking routers with rate control.

Pure circuit-switching (SoCBUS [171], 4S project NOC [174]) establishes connections that own resources exclusively. Therefore real-time guarantees are easily achieved. However, this may result in low utilization of resources. TDM (Æthereal [54], Aelite [59], Nostrum [96]) is another way to implement circuit switching. TDM implements virtual circuit switching, which may result in better resource utilization. The alternative to circuit-switching is to use non-blocking routers with rate control (MANGO [24], Kalray [40]). Packets are arbitrated locally at the routers, where buffering is required. Rate control is applied either locally or at the source to achieve guarantees.

The proposed solutions are analyzed in detail in Section 3.2. In this section we focus on the NOC contribution to the WCET of a transaction and identify the parameters of the NOC design that affect the WCET.

2.5.1. WCET Analysis

There has been a lot of work in the literature on WCET analysis techniques and on scheduling algorithms [82] that consider the WCET of tasks for single processor systems. Scheduling algorithms consider a set of tasks with deadlines and WCET values and evaluate a specific task execution schedule. The WCET analysis of a transaction in the system considers the specific schedule of instructions that are executed, and takes into account the individual components of the hardware platform, i.e. the processor, the cache, and the main memory. To derive the timing of a remote read instruction, the WCET analysis considers the processor pipeline, the time to access the remote memory, and the time to transfer the data.

In a multi-processor platform, as shown in Figure 2.1 analyzing the WCET of a task executing on a processing core is in principle similar. However, the complexity is higher, as the accesses to remote memories will experience some additional latency resulting from interfering traffic in the NOC. The latency which a remote memory transaction experiences in a multi-processor system comes from the latency due to traversing the NOC and the latency to access the remote memory. The latency for the NOC traversal depends on the NOC design,
and on interference from traffic in the NOC. The latency for the memory access involves a possible wait time before access to the memory is granted and the time it takes to access the memory. The latter depends on the memory design and implementation. This section focuses on the latency that the NOC contributes to the execution time of a transaction. To analyze the timing for a remote network access, we identify the parameters affecting it.

The nodes of a multi-processor platform compete for network resources. The communication traffic generated by all the nodes and the outcome of this competition depend on the task execution history in all the nodes of the system. This makes the analysis very difficult in practice. We consider systems that are by design time-predictable and analyzable; in this case the execution history is analyzable and generates predictable communication traffic. Interference from unpredictable communication traffic is out of the scope of real-time multi-processor systems.

Another interference to be noted is the local interference of instructions executed on the same processing node. This is a local issue handled by the processor in question. For a real-time processor, the task execution is analyzable and time-predictable, thus, the local interference is expected to be incorporated in the WCET analysis of the processor.

Additionally, shared memory complicates the analysis of communication time. It is a point where all traffic towards memory converges, so arbitration is needed to grant access to the various memory transactions. This may produce a bottleneck, depending on the traffic in the overall system and the arbitration scheme, and which may severely affect the execution time of a transaction. However, since arbitration is a function of the memory controller, it lies outside the scope of this thesis and will not be taken into consideration.

The focus of this section is to analyze the way in which a NOC impacts the execution time of the instructions of an application. Thus, the scope is limited to estimating the latency of traversing the NOC when the processor accesses resources in remote nodes. The latency of accessing these resources depends on their design.

### 2.5.2. Impact of NOC on the WCET

An application executed in a processor may contain various sources of network accesses, each potentially affecting the execution time of the application. Sources of network traffic can be cache misses, originating from the instruction/data/stack caches accessing the main memory. Another possible source can be instructions bypassing the caches and directly accessing the main memory. The main memory can also be accessed by block transactions handled by DMAs, producing another source of network accesses. Finally, DMAs can initiate block transfers through the network to and from local memories of other processing cores. The various sources of network accesses generate various patterns of network traffic. The different NOC designs facilitate this network traffic in a different way. However, we identify three parameters that affect the timing of the above mentioned network accesses. These are: (i) the waiting time to acquire access to the network, (ii) the throughput of the network, i.e. the rate in which packets are inserted in the network, and (iii) the latency of one packet to traverse the network from one point to another. In the following, we provide an analysis of the various network accesses and evaluate their timing in regard to the above network parameters.

With regard to the network accesses listed in this section, we distinguish two types of network traffic in terms of the amount of data to be transmitted through the network: Single-word
transactions, coming from load or store instructions bypassing caches, or block transactions, initiated either by DMAs or by cache misses. With respect to the type of transaction, i.e. read or write, four different cases can be identified: (i) single-word read transactions, (ii) single-word write transactions, (iii) block-read transactions, and (iv) block-write transactions.

Depending on the type of transaction, the latency introduced by the NOC consists of two parts: (i) the time for the request to traverse the network, and (ii) the time for the response to traverse the network in the other direction. More specifically, all cases may experience some waiting time \( T_{\text{wait}, \text{req}} \) in order to get access to the network before the transaction request is sent through the network (taking time \( T_{\text{req}} \)). Depending on the case, a reply might need to be sent back. This would also require some waiting time for gaining access to the network (\( T_{\text{wait}, \text{reply}} \)) and some time to transfer the reply through the network (\( T_{\text{reply}} \)) back to the requesting node. In general, the network’s contribution to the latency of a transaction is then:

\[
T_{\text{NOC}} = T_{\text{wait}, \text{req}} + T_{\text{req}} + T_{\text{wait}, \text{reply}} + T_{\text{reply}}
\]  

(2.1)

In the following, we take a closer look at each of the four cases, further explaining each timing parameter. The timing parameters do not include the front end services of the NI, i.e. interaction with the processing cores, but rather the network of routers and links and the back end functionality of the NIs.

**Single-word read transactions:** These consist of a request for data and a reply with the data. \( T_{\text{req}} \) represents the time of a read request, i.e. the transmission latency of one packet from one end-point to another. \( T_{\text{reply}} \) corresponds to a single word of data as a response to a read request. It also involves a point-to-point packet transmission latency, similar to \( T_{\text{req}} \). Parameters \( T_{\text{wait}, \text{req}} \) and \( T_{\text{wait}, \text{reply}} \) depend on the specific network design. Thus, the time interference from the network for single work read transactions, \( T_{\text{sr}} \), is determined by the (two-way) transmission latency of one packet and the waiting times to acquire access to the network.

\[
T_{\text{sr}} = T_{\text{wait}, \text{req}} + T_{\text{latency}} + T_{\text{wait}, \text{reply}} + T_{\text{latency}}
\]  

(2.2)

**Single-word write transactions:** These consist of a write request along with the data to be written and optionally a completion acknowledgment. \( T_{\text{req}} \) includes the time for a write request, and for the data to be transferred from one end-point to another. As a single-word transaction, it corresponds to the point-to-point transmission latency of one packet. Depending on the write scheme, an acknowledge reply is considered or not. In the unacknowledged-write schemes, parameters \( T_{\text{wait}, \text{reply}} \) and \( T_{\text{reply}} \) are ignored. In the acknowledged-write schemes, parameter \( T_{\text{reply}} \) corresponds to a point-to-point packet transmission latency. Thus, the time interference from the network in the cases of acknowledged writes, \( T_{\text{swa}} \), and unacknowledged writes, \( T_{\text{sw}} \), is determined by the transmission latency of one packet and the waiting time to acquire access to the network.

\[
T_{\text{swa}} = T_{\text{wait}, \text{req}} + T_{\text{latency}} + T_{\text{wait}, \text{reply}} + T_{\text{latency}}
\]  

\[
T_{\text{sw}} = T_{\text{wait}, \text{req}} + T_{\text{latency}}
\]  

(2.3)

(2.4)

**Block read transactions:** These consist of a request for data and a reply. \( T_{\text{req}} \) is a read request and corresponds to a point-to-point packet transmission latency. \( T_{\text{reply}} \) represents the
time for a block of data to be transferred. This depends on the number of packets in the block of data \((n)\) and on the rate at which packets can be injected into the network (throughput). An additional point-to-point packet transmission latency is needed for the last packet of data to traverse the network. Thus, the time interference from the network in block read transactions, \(T_{br}\), is determined by the throughput, the size of the block of data and the waiting time to acquire access to the network.

\[
T_{br} = T_{wait,req} + T_{latency} + T_{wait,reply} + \frac{n}{throughput} + T_{latency}
\]  

(2.5)

**Block write transactions:** They consist of a write request along with the data to be written, and optionally a completion acknowledgment. \(T_{req}\) includes the time required to send the write request and the transmission of data to be written. This depends on the throughput and the number of packets in the block of data \((n)\). Depending on the write scheme, an acknowledge reply is considered or not. In the unacknowledged-write schemes, parameters \(T_{wait,reply}\) and \(T_{reply}\) are ignored. In the acknowledged-write schemes, parameter \(T_{reply}\) corresponds to a point-to-point packet transmission latency. Thus, the time interference from the network in the cases of acknowledged block writes, \(T_{bwa}\), and unacknowledged block writes, \(T_{bw}\), is determined by the throughput, the size of block of data, and the waiting time to acquire access to the network.

\[
T_{bwa} = T_{wait,req} + \frac{n}{throughput} + T_{latency} + T_{wait,reply} + T_{latency}
\]  

(2.6)

\[
T_{bw} = T_{wait,req} + \frac{n}{throughput} + T_{latency}
\]  

(2.7)

### 2.6. Asynchronous Design Perspective

The increasing computational requirements lead to larger, composable systems, like MPSoCs. At the same time advances in technology with decreasing transistor sizes and denser chip areas impose greater challenges in the design process. The synchronous design has been the typical design style. However, clock distribution challenges lead to the exploration of different design styles, in the direction of more flexible timing organizations. As presented in Section 2.2.2 various timing organizations are explored. GALS design is the dominant trend, maintaining the synchronous design principle locally. A re-orientation towards an entirely flexible organization is offered by the asynchronous design style. This section provides an introduction to the basic asynchronous design principles needed for an understanding of the Argo NOC design. The interested reader is refered to [151], [15] for more details.

#### 2.6.1. Why Asynchronous?

The typical design method in circuit design is the synchronous. The operation of a synchronous circuit relies on a clock signal. The functionality is organized in combination logic stages separated by registers. The propagation of data from one stage to the next is synchronized with a global clock signal. The computation is done in a pipelined fashion and is dependent on the fact that all stages are synchronized to the same clock signal. Synchronous design is simple and efficient as it relies on a global clock signal. To facilitate the design process, and reduce
the time-to-market, electronic design automation (EDA) tools have been developed to support the design process with a focus on the synchronous design method. However, decreasing transistor sizes allow bigger circuits to be placed in smaller areas. This makes the distribution of a global clock signal to all parts of the circuit a challenging task. The presence of skew, jitter, crosstalk, and the process variations, call for a more robust way of organizing the computation and propagating data through the circuit pipeline.

As maintaining global synchronicity becomes a challenge, the asynchronous design style gains more attention. Like in the case of synchronous design, asynchronous circuits are organized in combinational logic stages. In contrast to synchronous design, however, the asynchronous circuits do not rely on a global clock. This eliminates the clock distribution issues. The propagation of data from one stage to the next is done through handshaking. This implies a fine-grained control mechanism applied locally between stages. This control mechanism requires handshake control signals and some logic to implement the handshake protocol. Several asynchronous protocols and data encodings have been proposed and Section 2.6.3 presents the different options. The multiplicity of options creates a diverse design space for asynchronous circuits.

There are several potential advantages of asynchronous circuits. Some of these advantages are as follows:

- **No clock distribution issues**: Synchronous circuits need to distribute the global clock signal in the entire circuit, and handle the various phase differences that appear in different parts of the circuit. The principle of asynchronous circuits is that they operate on handshaking instead of a global clock signal and therefore avoid all clock distribution issues.

- **High performance** [89], [113]: Synchronous circuits are designed based on the global worst-case performance of their combinational logic stages. As all stages need to be synchronized to a global clock, the period of this clock needs to be sufficiently long to include even the slowest logic stage. Asynchronous circuits use local handshaking, which is determined by the local delays.

- **Low power consumption** [165], [166], [49]: Synchronous circuits consume power constantly, as every part of the circuit needs to be clocked even when not processing any data. Clock-gating mechanisms are implemented as additional functionality to reduce the power consumption. In addition the clock tree that drives the clock consumes considerable power. The data-driven nature of asynchronous circuits allows them, as an inherent mechanism, to save power by being idle.

- **Less electromagnetic interference (EMI)** [49], [121]: Synchronization of all parts of a synchronous circuit to a global clock creates high electromagnetic emissions, i.e. high noise, at the frequency of the clock. As asynchronous circuits perform local handshaking, they produce control signal ticks at various times and therefore do not suffer from high electromagnetic noise.

- **Robustness** [89], [111]: Synchronous circuits are clocked based on their worst-case conditions. Thus they need to take into account delays from variations in the fabrication...
process, in the supply voltage and in the temperature. As the asynchronous circuits are event-triggered, they adjust to these variations, in dynamically changing conditions.

- **Composability and modularity** [88], [107], [158], [153]: Asynchronous circuits implement local handshaking. This allows the control to be implemented locally. Stages operating with the same handshake protocol can be composed in a plug-and-play way. In addition, asynchronous design includes methods that are insensitive to delays, therefore, the asynchronous circuits built according to these methods can be easily composed without any timing considerations.

### 2.6.2. Challenges in Asynchronous Design

Asynchronous circuits have many potential advantages, but they also face challenges. One of the big challenges is the complex design process, which contrasts with the simplicity of the synchronous design process. The design, the implementation, the debugging, and the testing are not straightforward processes and require deeper knowledge and experience from the designer, and these are also required for an asynchronous design to take advantage of the listed benefits. Moreover, the design process is not supported by suitable EDA tools. The EDA tools that are widely used today are intended for a synchronous design process. Therefore, they are not able to accurately handle the steps in the design process of asynchronous circuits. There has been an effort to develop EDA tools for asynchronous circuits to automate or facilitate the design process, but the design flow has not been entirely automated and still requires some manual work from the designer to complete the process.

### 2.6.3. Handshake Protocols

There are several communication protocols to synchronize the communication between blocks of computation. Asynchronous communication is based on handshake protocols. This section presents the most commonly used asynchronous handshake protocols.

**Four-phase**

The four-phase protocol requires two additional signals, besides the data, to implement the handshake, i.e. a request and an acknowledge signal. The four-phase protocol is a return-to-zero (RZ) protocol, as both signals have to be reset to zero between handshake cycles. For a complete handshake cycle four actions take place. Initially, all handshake signals are set to ‘0’.
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![Timing diagram showing two complete handshake cycles in a two-phase protocol.](image)

Figure 2.5.: Timing diagram showing two complete handshake cycles in a two-phase protocol.

(1) When the data are available, a rise transition of the request signal initiates the handshake. (2) A rise transition of the acknowledge signal indicates the reception of the request and the data. (3) The request signal is reset to ‘0’. (4) To complete the handshake the acknowledge signal is also reset to ‘0’. Different variations of the protocol allow the data to change as soon as the acknowledge is raised, or required them to stay stable until the falling of the acknowledge and the completion of the handshake. Figure 2.4 illustrates a timing diagram of a complete four-phase handshake cycle.

**Two-phase**

The two-phase protocol, like the four-phase protocol, requires two additional signals, i.e. the request and the acknowledge signal. The protocol is a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) protocol or transition-signaling protocol, as no reset operation is required and the actions are represented as transitions of the signals and not specific values. For a complete handshake in a two phase protocol two actions take place. Initially, all handshake signals are set to the same value. (1) When the data are available, a transition of the request signal, either positive or negative, initiates the handshake. (2) A transition of the acknowledge signal, in the same direction of the request transition, completes the handshake. After this, the data are allowed to change. A timing diagram showing the signal transitions of two complete handshake cycles in the two-phase protocol is shown in Figure 2.5. The two-phase protocol uses two transitions to complete the handshake cycle instead of four the four-phase protocol uses. Therefore, it appears more promising in terms of handshake cycle period and power consumption.

### 2.6.4. Data encodings

There are several communication protocols in asynchronous design. They combine a data encoding with a handshake protocol to synchronize the communication. This section presents the most commonly used data encodings.

**Bundled Data**

The bundled-data protocol considers bundle channels of data and control signals. The bundle channels consist of the normal data lines and two additional lines for the handshake protocol signals, i.e. the request and the acknowledge signal. The bundle channel implements a handshake protocol that can be either a four-phase or a two-phase protocol.
The bundled-data protocol relies on a timing assumption. The assumption is that the data should be ready when the request signal rises and should be kept stable until the acknowledge signal completes the handshake. This assumption is illustrated in the timing diagrams in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. In a pipelined design this means that the combinational logic in a stage should complete the evaluation of the data for the next stage before the request arrives at the receiver. To satisfy this timing assumption delay elements in the request line match the delay of the combinational logic stage.

**Multi-Rail / Delay Insensitive**

The multi-rail or one-of-N protocol considers the data in an N-bit encoding and an acknowledge signal. Each bit of data is encoded in N bits such that the completion of the computation and the validity of data is encoded within the data lines. In other words the request signal is encoded in the data lines. Since the validity of data is encoded within the data, no special timing assumption is required. For this reason, these protocols are called delay insensitive (DI), as delays in the circuit do not affect the operation of protocol [167]. However, the encoding of data in multiple rails introduces more area and power consumption.

The multi-rail encodings, similar to the bundled-data channels, may also appear with a four-phase or a two-phase handshake protocol. The simplest encoding is the 1-of-2 encoding, or dual-rail. **Dual-rail with four-phase** and **dual-rail with two-phase** handshake protocols are the most commonly used. The latter is also referred to as level encoded dual rail protocol (LEDR) as it is based on signal level transitions. The two protocols are presented in the following.

**Dual rail with four-phase handshake protocol:** In dual-rail encoding, or 1-of-2, a bit of data \( d \) is represented with two wires/rails. One rail, \( d_t \), holds the true value of the signal and the other rail, \( d_f \), holds the false value. With two rails there exist the combinations appearing in Table 2.1 with the corresponding meaning. Every handshake cycle includes a normal phase and a reset phase. During the normal phase the value of data is transmitted in its dual form in \( d_t \) and \( d_f \), and the acknowledge signal is raised. During the reset phase the reset value (see Table 2.1) is transmitted over the two rails followed by a fall transition in the acknowledge signal. A request for a new handshake is encoded in the data, as one of the two rails switches value following the reset phase.

**Level Encoded Dual Rail protocol (LEDR):** In level-encoded dual rail, a bit of data \( d \) is also represented with two wires/rails. One rail \( d_t \) holds the true value of the data and the other, \( d_p \) holds the parity value. In level encoded dual-rail there is no reset phase. Instead of a true and a reset phase, an odd and an even phase alternate. In both phases the true rail, \( d_t \), holds the true value of the data. The parity rail, \( d_p \) holds the parity value in the odd phase and the true value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d.t</td>
<td>d.f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1.: Dual-rail encoding with four-phase handshake protocol.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d.t</td>
<td>d.p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>value ‘0’ (even)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>value ‘0’ (odd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>value ‘1’ (odd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>value ‘1’ (even)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2.: Level encoded dual-rail (LEDR) encoding protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>previous state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>previous state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3.: Truth table for C-element.

in the even phase. The data information is encoded as shown in Table 2.2. A request for a new handshake is encoded in the data, as either the true or the parity rail switches value between phases.

Level encoded transition signaling (LETS) with more rails are also possible, with 1-to-4 LETS encoding also being used and explored [90].

2.6.5. Muller C-element

A component that is widely used in asynchronous circuits is the Muller C-element or just C-element [108]. Such circuits often rely on the detection of transitions in a set of signals and synchronization on their transitions. The C-element holds a state and it maintains its state until all input signals change to the opposite state, whereupon the output changes to match the inputs. The truth table of the C-element appears in Table 2.3.

C-elements are either implemented with standard CMOS gates or are custom made. The implementation of C-elements has been studied and comparisons between different implementations appear in the literature [144], [46], [13], [104]. In this work we follow an implementation of the C-elements with standard CMOS gates, as a simple SR latch.

2.6.6. Timed-Graph Models

Asynchronous circuits are event-driven systems that operate on the principle of concurrent occurrences of events that are related in a cause and effect relation. In other words, the occurrence of an event triggers the occurrence of another event. To specify this behavior, directed graphs models are commonly used. PetriNets (PNs) are a graph tool to describe asynchronous and concurrent systems [109]. They are widely used and have many subclasses, include simplifications, interpretations, and variations to describe accurately the behavior of specific systems. Yet they form a basis for graph representations of many systems’ behavior. In this work we
focus on a subclass of PetriNets, the Marked Graphs (MG), and in particular, an extension of them to include timing specification, the Timed-PetriNets [31]. The specific models we use are an extended version of the Signal Transition Graph (STG) model [32], and the Full Buffer Channel Net (FBCN) model [14]. This section provides specifications for PetriNets and the subclasses used in this work and gives a background for understanding the models.

PNs are bipartite, directed and weighted graphs formally defined as follows [109]:

**Definition 2.6.1.** A PetriNet is a 5-tuple \( PN = (P, T, F, W, m_0) \) where:

- \( P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_m\} \) is a finite set of places,
- \( T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_n\} \) is a finite set of transitions,
- \( F \subset (P \times T) \cup (T \times P) \) is a set of arcs (flow relation),
- \( W : F \to \{1, 2, 3, ...\} \) is a weight function,
- \( m_0 : P \to \{0, 1, 2, 3, ...\} \) is the initial marking,
- \( P \cap T = \emptyset \) and \( P \cup T \neq \emptyset \).

In a more intuitive way, the nodes of the graph are of two types, places, \( p \), and transitions, \( t \). The arcs connect places to transitions, \( (p, t) \), or transitions to places, \( (t, p) \). Arcs are annotated with integer weights, \( w(p, t) \) and \( w(t, p) \), respectively. A place can hold a number of integer tokens. A marking \( m \) (state) of the PetriNet is an assignment of tokens to places. PetriNets have an initial marking \( m_0 \). In accordance with the flow functions (arcs), a transition \( t \) is enabled when each of its input places \( p \) contains at least as many tokens, as the weight of the arc connecting them, \( w(p, t) \). A transition fires by consuming \( w(p, t) \) tokens from each of its input places \( (p, t) \) and producing \( w(t, p) \) tokens on each of its output places \( (t, p) \). A way to interpret a PN is to consider transitions as events, their input places as preconditions and their output places as post-conditions.

Both STGs and FBCNs belong to a subclass of PN, named Marked Graphs (MGs). In MGs for each place in the graph there exists exactly one input transition and one output transition [109]. According to the MG specification, and for simplicity, the input and output place of each transition can be ignored in the graph representation. Thus, the transitions are connected directly with an arc that represent their relation.

Timed-PetriNets are PNs extended with a function that assigns timing values or ranges of values to the transitions or places of the PN, introducing timing constraints on the semantics of transition firings [31], [20], [168]. Timed-STGs are a subclass of Timed-PetriNets. The specification of STG and FBCN models that are used in this work are presented in more detail in Chapter 9, where they are used to model Argo.

Performance analysis of concurrent systems modeled in PNs relies on the evaluation of the cycle time of a PN. A cycle time is the time of the critical cycle of the graph. A cycle \( c \) is defined as the sequence of places and transitions connected by arcs, where the beginning node is the same as the ending node. The cycle weight is the sum of delays of the all the arcs of the cycle \( d(c) \) divided by the sum of the tokens placed along the places in the cycle \( t(c) \), \( d(c)/t(c) \). The critical cycle(s) are the ones with the highest weight and this weight is the cycle time of the system. In concurrent systems the cycle time determines the performance of this system.
This chapter reviews the state-of-the-art in real-time multi-processor systems, in real-time NOCs, and in timing organizations, as those are the main topics which this thesis explores. In particular, this chapter presents work in real-time multi-processor platforms, and research projects that focus on real-time systems. It presents the approaches for implementing real-time NOCs and reviews some representative NOC designs, analyzing their timing behavior. As one of the main challenges in the current state-of-the-art in NOCs is the global signal distribution and timing organization, this chapter presents proposed solutions for more flexible timing organizations in NOCs.

3.1. Real-time Platforms and Projects

Several research projects focus on the area of real-time architectures. Some of these are MERASA, parMERASA, JEOPARD, PREDATOR, ALL-TIMES and Scalopes/CoMPSOC.

The FP-7 project MERASA (Multi-Core Execution of Hard Real-Time Applications Supporting Analyzability) project [164] aims at multi-core designs for hard real-time systems along with software support and the tools for timing analysis of multi-core systems. The MERASA platform is a multi-threaded architecture using TriCore processors, connected by a bus. Both hard real-time and non-hard real time threads run on the platform. The processors include dynamically partitioned caches and scratchpad memories. In addition, the project involved development of an analyzable real-time memory controller, and adaptation of the WCET analysis tools OTAWA [12] and RapiTime2 [159] for use in the project platform. The ParMERASA project [163] follows MERASA with parallelization of applications and software support. In contrast to MERASA it uses a NOC for communication instead of a bus.

In the FP-7 project JEOPARD (Java Environment for Parallel Real-time Development), a Java environment (architectures, software, tools) for development of real-time systems was
explored. JEOPARD focused mainly on the development of tools. However, it also involved exploration of the real-time Java processor JOP [141] with dedicated caches optimized for specific purposes, and of TDMA-based memory access arbitration and its WCET analysis [124].

The FP-7 project PREDATOR aims at reducing the uncertainty of real-time system behavior and minimizing the cost of this uncertainty. Within this perspective, its goals are to study systems behavior, to create awareness of time-predictability and its problems, and to provide disciplines for system design that improves predictability properties and performance analysis [162].

The FP-7 project ALL-TIMES [58] focuses on timing analysis for safety-critical embedded systems. The project aims at developing a framework of timing analysis tools and methods. The goals are to develop complete methodologies, enhance the interoperability of existing tools and develop new ones, such that it provides integrated tool-chains.

The Scalopes project aims at supporting the development and evolution of low-power, multi-core platforms. The CoMPSOC platform [53] and tool flow [56] were developed within the project. The CoMPSOC platform has a scalable tile-based architecture [101], [102] with composability and predictability properties. Communication in the CoMPSoC platform is based on a network-on-chip. The Æthereal [54], and the aelite [59] NOCs have been developed within the CoMPSOC platform. Aelite has been a source of inspiration for the Argo NOC.

3.2. Real-Time NOC Approaches

A NOC used in a real-time system has to be analyzable and time-predictable. This implies that it must be able to provide latency and bandwidth guarantees. However, a typical NOC consists of multiple shared resources, implementing a number of message transactions, making it difficult to analyze individual transactions. To provide guarantees for the individual transactions, end-to-end connections need to be defined, such that each communication of a connection can be isolated from the overall network traffic and analyzed individually. As proposed by Goossens et al. [55], there are two design approaches to end-to-end connections. These are (i) non-blocking routers with rate control, and (ii) circuit-switching. Circuit switching builds end-to-end connections either through physical circuit switching or virtual circuit switching. The alternative solution is to use non-blocking routers with rate control. The rate control can be applied in several ways, e.g. with priorities, arbitration schemes, or by using complex mathematical analysis methods to control the communication flow. This section reviews the solutions proposed in the literature, giving an overview of the state-of-the-art in real-time NOCs. A number of specific NOC designs representative of each approach are explained in more detail along with their timing behavior in Section 3.4.

Physical circuit switching is a straightforward way to offer real-time guarantees. NOCs implementing circuit-switching are the NOC used in the 4S-platform [174], SoCBUS [171] and the NOC based on spatial division multiplexing presented by Leroy et al. [81]. The 4S-platform NOC [174] forms circuits by statically connecting input to output ports in the routers and assigning a portion of the links, i.e. a number of wires, to a circuit. Leroy et al. [81] follow the same concept of assigning a subset of the links to circuits. The connections are defined at initialization and owned exclusively, potentially leading to low utilization. This
approach is efficient for small numbers of connections [81]. SoCBUS establishes the circuits through a dial-up mechanism. The connections are reconfigurable but the dial-up attempt is not guaranteed to succeed. Overall, circuit-switching is a straightforward way to offer real-time guarantees, yet it is not scalable or flexible, due either to wasting resources on one hand or to inability to setup a connection on the other. Argo implements virtual circuit switching through time division multiplexing (TDM). The end-to-end circuits are statically defined, and thus there is no possibility of failure at runtime. In addition, in Argo the connections share the resources more efficiently, in a time-multiplexed fashion.

Virtual circuit-switching is another way to implement end-to-end connections. TDM involves multiplexing the use of the shared resources over time. Time is organized in fixed duration time-slots and the end-to-end connections are defined by a repeating schedule. Examples of NOCs using the TDM scheme are the Æthereal [54], the aelite [59], the Nostrum [96], and the TTNoC [140], [120]. In these TDM NOCs, the connections are defined in a static schedule. Sharing of resources is based on the application and communication requirements and since the communication is statically defined, it is straightforward to provide guarantees. In addition, since the circuits are based on a static schedule, the routers do not need to implement arbitration and flow control, and do not need to provide buffering. The result is very simple router designs. Argo follows the same approach, based on TDM, but in contrast to alternative TDM NOCs, Argo uses an asynchronous implementation offering elastic timing properties.

The alternative approach to circuit switching in order to establish end-to-end connections is by using non-blocking routers with rate control [175]. The rate is controlled in a number of ways, based on an arbitration scheme, on priorities, or on more complex techniques for analysis of the traffic flow. MANGO NOC [25] and the Kalray NOC [39] follow this approach. MANGO uses round-robin arbitration at the routers. Kalray uses static paths for the connections. Kalray enforces at the source point a throughput rate over a time interval, by constraining the traffic flow of a connection when a throughput limit is reached. In these NOCs, connections share the links but require buffers in the routers. In addition, they require complex arbitration and flow control at the routers, resulting in a large crossbar implementation. The high requirements for buffering and the complex crossbar implementation result in a costly router design. A typical MANGO router is ten times larger than an aelite router [55, 150]. The Argo router avoids all arbitration and buffering, resulting in a very efficient router.

Approaching the problem from another angle, research has been done on methods for analyzing and evaluating the performance of a NOC, or for controlling the flow of communication. Queuing theory [112], [115] uses probability distributions, and performs statistical analysis to analyze the traffic load, and evaluate the performance of the NOC. Queuing theory was applied to evaluate the performance of the Spidergon NOC [100]. Traffic flows of end-to-end connections are used in schedulability analysis [177], [67] to evaluate throughput, and to control the flow. Scheduling techniques attempt to give guarantees by enforcing throughput limits or by assigning priorities to traffic flows [27]. Network calculus [80], [11], [85] is a complex mathematical tool to estimate arrival curves for traffic flows in order to derive performance estimates, and set rates for the traffic flows [130]. These techniques assume buffering capacities, and hardware components to implement the arbitration or the rate control.
3.3. Timing Organization in NOCs

The timing uncertainties and clock distribution challenges motivate systems with more flexible timing organization. The structural way of building multi-processor platforms connected by a NOC allows the systems to be naturally organized in a GALS style, by having components in confined areas of the chip operate within a clock domain. A NOC implements the communication between those clock domains that are placed in different areas of the chip, so it must span the entire chip area, making the synchronization and timing organization within the NOC even more challenging.

The synchronization challenges of the NOC, even within a GALS design, trigger the exploration of NOC designs with flexible timing organization. A first step towards a more flexible timing organization is a mesochronous timing organization of the NOC [37]. A mesochronous NOC operates on one clock frequency, but its components (NI, routers, links) may exhibit a bounded phase difference. The typical way to achieve synchronization is to use synchronization elements between synchronous components. DSPIN [117] and aelite [55], [59] use bi-synchronous FIFOs [116], [169] on the links between routers. The bi-synchronous FIFOs are elastic buffers that bridge the clock phase difference between neighboring routers, and they are needed in every link. This incurs a significant area and power overhead.

Mesochronous synchronizers use FIFOs in their implementation. The bi-synchronous FIFO presented in [116] uses a five-stage FIFO and a token-ring. The full-custom FIFOs presented in [169] are implemented as asynchronous latch pipelines and improve the area overhead. The latter, used in aelite, is reported to halve the area of the bi-synchronous FIFO [59, Ch. 8]. Work in [84] presents FIFOs optimized specifically for mesochronous systems. Other approaches merge this FIFO into the buffers of the router [86] to minimize the overhead. However, the overhead cannot be entirely eliminated.

A more flexible design would be an entirely asynchronous one, consisting of asynchronous routers and links. CHAIN [10], MANGO [25], QNOC [43], and ANOC [16] explore asynchronous implementations. However, it is difficult to combine elastic timing and real-time guarantees. From the asynchronous NOCs, only MANGO offers real-time guarantees and therefore is suitable for real-time systems.

3.4. Real-Time NOC Designs

This section analyzes in more detail a number of real-time NOC designs that are representative of the proposed solutions existing in the literature as mentioned in Section 3.2. This section also analyzes their WCET following the analysis approach described in Section 2.5.

3.4.1. SoCBUS

SoCBUS [171] [139] [170] is a pure physical circuit-switching NOC. We present the key features below.
Key Features

SoCBUS is a packet-switching network. It uses the concept of a packet connected circuit (PCC) to dynamically setup physical end-to-end connections, i.e. circuits. After a circuit is setup it owns the resources of this circuit, and, thus it operates as a pure circuit-switching NOC. To establish a connection with the PCC concept, a packet traverses the switching network and locks the resources along the path. The circuits can be used when the entire circuit from end-to-end is locked and acknowledged. There are four phases for the setup procedure: (i) a packet traverses the network, as in a packet-switching network and temporarily locks the resources it traverses (routers, links). (ii) An acknowledge signal is sent back along the reserved for this connection path. If the attempted connection fails to be established, a negative acknowledge is sent back, freeing the temporarily locked resources. (iii) When the acknowledge is received at the source of the circuit, the reserved circuit can be used for data transfers. (iv) When a packet is received at the destination, it is acknowledged back. This acknowledge also cancels the circuit if it is no longer needed.

SoCBUS uses five-ported routers to implement a two-dimensional mesh. Each router is connected to a processing core through a wrapper. The wrappers have the role of the NI, i.e. to bridge the processing core interface with the packet-based interface of the routers. They implement clock-domain crossings and provide buffering for the packets to be transmitted. The links connecting the routers are bi-directional and also include control information for mesochronous clocking and for acknowledgments. Mesochronous timing is used in the links to cover clock skew and delay uncertainty in gates and wires.

For the setup procedure, a packet is routed with dynamic arbitration through the packet-switching network, based on a minimum path algorithm. At every router, the packet is forwarded to one of the available routers according to the destination address. If there are no available routers, the circuit setup process fails and a negative acknowledge is sent back, releasing the reserved resources. The attempt is repeated again at a later point in time. A successful connection reserves a circuit that can be used in its full bandwidth.

SoCBUS in a later version uses the packet of the setup process to transmit short messages without reserving and tearing down connections.

WCET Properties

When a connection is established, it exclusively owns all the resources it has reserved (routers, links, buffers), and thus real-time guarantees are trivially achieved. These connections have no waiting time and a high throughput. On the other hand, short messages have the high cost of the setup and tearing down of the connection compared to the latency of the packet transmission. This makes SoCBUS suitable for data streaming applications but not for single packet transactions. Since connections are exclusively reserved, they are not efficiently shared among connections, potentially resulting in low utilization.

It is also possible that a required connection fails to be setup due to lack of resources. Unsuccessful connection attempts lead to overloading the network with unused traffic and wasting bandwidth. This dynamic behavior may cause changes in the execution time of tasks in an unpredictable way, compromising the real-time properties. Moreover, since the success of a
connection setup procedure is not guaranteed, SoCBUS is unsuitable for hard real-time platforms.

Argo uses the available resources in a time-multiplexed way. Resources are reserved for a circuit on a time-slot basis and do not stay locked for a long period of time. In this way Argo achieves better utilization of the resources. Additionally, there is no possibility of failure of a connection attempt. Resource allocation is evaluated before runtime, and thus it is known whether the resources are sufficient to meet the requirements.

### 3.4.2. 4S project Network

The NOC developed by the University of Twente for the 4S project (Smart ChipS for Smart Surroundings) \[174\], \[173\] is a pure physical circuit-switching network. We present the key features below.

**Key Features**

The 4S project NOC is a reconfigurable circuit-switching NOC that offers GS. The connections are formed by statically connecting inputs to outputs in the routers. An end-to-end circuit owns a portion of the link lines exclusively. The connections are predefined and configured at startup. Reconfiguration requires a restart of the network. The concept this NOC is based on is the allocation of portions of the links. The links are organized in fixed-width portions (lanes). The number and the width of the lanes in a link is fixed for the network and is decided at design time. An end-to-end connection owns a number of lanes and therefore a portion of the bandwidth.

The router of this NOC consist of a crossbar, configuration tables, and a crossbar configuration unit. The crossbar switches input lanes to output lanes, based on the information stored in the configuration tables. The router consists of one pipeline stage to register the outputs of the router after the crossbar switch. The configuration unit configures the tables with the predefined routing information during the startup. A data-converter unit has the role of the NI and connects the router to a processing core. The data-converter translates the processor messages to lane-width data units (phits), performs packetization at the sender end, and reassembly of messages at the receiver end, generating and decoding the corresponding packet headers, respectively. Additionally, it provides the required buffering for the end-to-end connections.

Data is organized in lane-width phits at the data-converter. Each router consists of one pipeline stage and the links are wires without pipelining. Thus for a packet to traverse a hop, it requires as many clocks as the lane-width phits which it consists of.

A window counter mechanism is used to implement end-to-end flow control and prevent buffer overflow at the end-points. Each end-point maintains a counter that reflects the buffering capabilities of the other end. An acknowledge signal indicates the reception of the data and updates the information in the counters.

A second network is proposed to handle the BE traffic of the system and for configuring the circuit-switching GS network \[172\].
WCET Properties

Circuit-switching networks allocate resources to circuits to provide guaranteed services. In the 4S-platform NOC, the resources, i.e. lanes, are exclusively owned by circuits. With this method, there is no waiting time to access the network, and it provides high throughput to the end-to-end connections. The latency and throughput depend on the width of the lanes, a design feature of the NOC. Moreover, it supports a limited number of connections. The circuits do not share the resources efficiently, leading to low utilization and low flexibility.

Argo achieves a better utilization of resources, as the resources are not exclusively reserved for specific circuits. Argo reserves the links in a time-multiplexed fashion providing more efficient sharing. The links are dedicated to a circuit for the duration of a time-slot.

3.4.3. Nostrum

Nostrum, [96], [97], is a virtual-circuit switching NOC. It implements virtual circuits through the TDM mechanism. We present the key features below.

Key Features

Nostrum is a packet-switching network that supports both GS and BE traffic. It implements virtual circuit switching in a time-multiplexed fashion, using the concepts of temporally disjointed networks (TDN), and looped containers (LC). TDNs are used to isolate traffic of different flows and the LCs to facilitate the TDM mechanism. For BE traffic, routing decisions are made dynamically in the routers. For GS, virtual circuits are predefined and information is stored in lookup tables in the routers. Deflection routing ensures that the delay to traverse a router is fixed, and packets are not stalling in the routers.

Nostrum architecture is a mesh of five-ported routers, known as switches. A switch is connected to four other switches in the four directions, and with a processing element (known as a resource). The interface of the switch to the resource is implemented with two components: the resource network interface (RNI), and the network interface (NI). The RNI has the role of the front-end of the typical NI, translating the resource communication protocol to the NOC protocol. The Nostrum NI implements the back end functionality of the typical NI, offering a number of communication services which are then utilized by the RNI.

The use of TDNs ensures isolation between traffic of different types (GS and BE), as well as between different virtual circuits. TDNs can be thought of in terms of different coloring of neighboring routers or buffering/pipeline stages: Two neighboring routers or stages have different colors, and packets are routed from a router or stage of one color to another of a different color. In this way different colored partitions are created. The number of partitions or TDNs depends on the topology of the network and the buffering stages of the network. In every time-slot, packets travel from TDNs of one color to TDNs of a different color. In this way, packets that reside in TDNs of different colors during a specific time-slot can never interfere.

The use of LCs is a way of providing bandwidth to a virtual circuit. A virtual circuit is implemented as a looped path including the source and destination point of the virtual circuit.
LCs assigned to a virtual circuit travel along this looped path, potentially carrying data. The number of LCs assigned to a virtual circuit reflect the bandwidth of this circuit.

The number of TDNs is a design feature of the network. The virtual circuits are predefined, static, and configured into the network at startup. The LCs in a virtual circuit can be reconfigured at runtime and adjusted according to the requirements. The maximum bandwidth is determined by the number of TDNs.

The combination of TDNs and LCs implement time-division-multiplexing. LCs are equivalent to time-slots in a TDM network. A looped path can accommodate multiple virtual circuits by time-interleaving their LCs. The virtual circuits are still independent and provided with guarantees, similar to using different time-slots in a TDM schedule. The maximum number of TDNs in a specific network determines the maximum number of virtual circuits that can share a link, and consequently the number of LCs available for reservation. Thus, TDNs can be seen as the repeated period of time-slots in a TDM network.

A specific mechanism for end-to-end flow control is not considered in Nostrum. As traffic is predefined and operated within the time multiplexing mechanism, the end-points are assumed able to handle the traffic. However, sufficient buffering should be considered at the endpoints, such that no overflowing of data occurs. The evaluation of the buffering space requires some analysis and results in a corresponding cost.

**WCET Properties**

In Nostrum, resources are shared among predefined virtual circuits and BE traffic. For each virtual circuit, bandwidth is guaranteed. The number of virtual circuits that exist in a network is a static design decision, depending on topology and other architectural characteristics. Bandwidth guarantees can be adjusted at run-time by issuing and removing LCs in a virtual circuit. The round-trip time in a virtual circuit is a multiple of the maximum number of TDNs, going through this virtual circuit. The size of a packet is assumed to be one flit.

The latency of a single packet is proportional to the number of hops in the path it traverses. For a packet to be transmitted there is also some initial waiting time until an LC for this virtual circuit arrives at the source point. This waiting time is a fraction of the TDM period. The throughput is inversely proportional to the TDM period. The bandwidth guarantees offered are a fraction of the total bandwidth. The timing is affected by the topology properties of the entire network, and the overall traffic is taken into consideration in the timing behavior. This leads to a predefined and predictable timing behavior well-suited for real-time systems.

Argo also implements virtual circuits following the TDM approach. Argo defines the virtual circuits as end-to-end connections, while Nostrum defines looped paths that contain the endpoints of the connection. This approach considers forward and reverse path for each circuit, potentially wasting the bandwidth of the reverse path if the communication is one-way. In addition, Argo supports only GS, maintaining a very simple router design. Nostrum also support BE traffic with the design complexity it implies, since arbitration, buffering, and flow control are required.
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3.4.4. Æthereal/Aelite

Æthereal and aelite [54], [55], [60] and [59], are also based on the virtual circuit-switching approach through TDM. We present the key features below.

Key Features

Æthereal and Aelite belong in the same family of NOCs. They follow the virtual circuit switching approach based on TDM. Æthereal supports both GS and BE. Aelite supports only GS and has very lightweight routers.

Both Æthereal and Aelite are based on TDM, so time is divided into fixed-duration timeslots. Within a timeslot a flit is forwarded from one hop to the next. A hop can be a router or a link if the links provide some additional functionality. End-to-end virtual circuits are defined, and routing and time scheduling are evaluated before runtime. The static TDM schedule evaluated before runtime is configured into the NOC at startup. During the operation of the NOC the TDM schedule is repeated periodically.

End-to-end virtual circuits are defined as end-to-end connections through a number of hops. The TDM schedule defines the overall traffic in the NOC, such that in one time-slot the use of a resource is dedicated to one virtual circuit. Guarantees are given to virtual circuits by assigning them a number of timeslots within a TDM schedule period.

Since the traffic is predefined, no contention appears in the routers. In every time-slot a flit from one input port in the router is forwarded to an output of the router, without blocking or waiting. In this way, no arbitration and no buffering is required in the routers. The Æthereal router stores tables with routing information, as it is defined in the TDM schedule. Aelite uses source routing, eliminating the routing tables from the routers and resulting in a very lightweight router.

Æthereal additionally provides BE services. A separate component in the Æthereal router is responsible for BE traffic and the links are shared. The BE router part implements wormhole-routing with source-routing and link level flow control. The Aelite router compared to Æthereal is very lightweight since it avoids the overhead for the BE traffic. In addition, due to the source-routing, the routing tables are placed in the NIs instead of the routers.

At the endpoint of the NOC, NIs connect the routers with processing cores. The NIs implement protocol translation from the read/write transaction protocol of the processing cores to streams of packets. They also split the data in packets and flits at the sender’s end and reassemble the messages at the receiver’s end. The NIs are also responsible for buffering packets for the end-to-end virtual circuits and implementing end-to-end flow control. Both Æthereal and Aelite apply credit-based flow control, to prevent buffer overflow at the endpoints. The destination point sends credits to the source points indicating the buffering available at the receiving end.

TDM relies on the timeslot mechanism and the global synchronization of all parts of the network, as they need to follow a global schedule. To avoid the need for global synchronization, Aelite uses mesochronous links. They are implemented as simple FIFOs. They adjust clock skew but imply an additional hardware cost.

Æthereal and Aelite perform scheduling at the level of flits. In addition, the flit size matches the pipeline depth of the Aelite router and the timeslot duration which is three cycles. This re-
lates the hardware resources to the scheduling, simplifying the scheduling. On the other hand, this bounds the hardware resource granularity to three stages, such that for every additional functionality, e.g. link pipelining, a multiple of three should be added.

**WCET Properties**

Æthereal and Aelite are based on the concept of TDM, i.e. time organization in fixed-duration timeslots and repeated execution of time-slot schedules. This implies that a TDM schedule is repeated with a fixed period. For a virtual circuit, considering a period of time slots, a number of slots are assigned to the circuit, reflecting the reserved bandwidth for this circuit. The time properties for a message transaction depend on the TDM schedule as well as on design parameters of the NOC. These are the pipeline depth of a router, the duration of a time slot in cycles, and the number of flits comprising a packet. In both Æthereal and Aelite, the above parameters are chosen to be identical, with a value of 3. In this way the scheduling is simplified but the hardware resources are bound to the scheduling.

Æthereal and Aelite provide a latency of a single packet transmission proportional to the hops in the traversed path. A waiting time, which depends on the TDM period, has to be considered at the beginning of transmission. Throughput of a virtual circuit is inversely proportional to the TDM period and depends on the number of reserved time-slots for this circuit. A universal view of the network must be considered to evaluate the TDM schedule, and consequently affects all the timing parameters. On the other hand, the universal view and the well-defined behavior of the TDM schedule offers great predictability, making TDM networks highly suitable for real-time systems.

Argo is also a TDM NOC that follows the same principle as Æthereal and Aelite. It was inspired by Aelite and it is similar in its timing behavior, and its properties. In contrast to Aelite, Argo follows an asynchronous implementation of the routers and, thus providing a more flexible time organization while still offering the same strong time-predictability.

### 3.4.5. MANGO

MANGO [24], [25], [26], [23], is an asynchronous NOC, using non-blocking routers with rate control. We present the key features below.

**Key Features**

MANGO implements end-to-end virtual circuits using routers with dynamic arbitration, enforcing rate control. It supports both GS and BE traffic. A MANGO router consists of a BE router and a GS router, and the two types of traffic share the links in the NOC. The sharing of the links is done by implementing multiple Virtual Channels (VCs) over a link. Another feature of MANGO is that it is implemented entirely as an asynchronous circuit.

To provide GS, MANGO supports end-to-end virtual circuits. Multiple virtual circuits share the links of the network. Every link is divided locally into a number of VCs. For every VC, a separate physical buffer exists in the router output port that leads to this link. Every end-to-end virtual circuit using the link is assigned to a VC, and consequently to the corresponding buffer for this VC. A crossbar switch forwards the packets from the input ports to the corresponding
output ports, and specifically to the corresponding VC buffer. This implies a high complexity in the crossbar and high buffering requirements, and results in a large router implementation. For example, in a 2D-mesh MANGO NOC with 8 VCs sharing each link, and five-ported routers, the crossbar switch has five input ports and $5 \times 8 = 40$ output ports, and each output port has its own VC buffer.

The MANGO router consist of a BE router and a GS component which are implemented as separate components. A number of VCs are assigned to end-to-end virtual circuits and a number to BE traffic. The crossbar performs input-to-output switching statically. The static connections are setup at initialization. In this way, a virtual circuit is a sequence of VC buffers connected by crossbar switches. A credit-based flow control scheme on the links prevent the VC buffers from overflowing.

Arbitration modules at the output ports of the routers perform admission control and determine the flow rate on the link. The arbitration scheme is applied locally and determines the bandwidth and latency of the end-to-end virtual circuits. A fair-share scheme or a priority-based scheduling scheme (ALG, [25]) are used in MANGO. The first provides equal guarantees to all VCs sharing the link. The second grants link access first to the VCs with higher priority.

The MANGO network is implemented as an asynchronous design. The routers use bundled-data and the links are delay insensitive, implemented as two-phase dual-rail pipelines.

Network adapters (NA) connect the routers with the processing cores. They bridge the processing cores interface, implementing a OCP protocol, with the packet-based interface of the router. The MANGO NA also bridges the asynchronous domain of the network or routers and links with the clock-domain of the processing core.

**WCET Properties**

MANGO follows an entirely asynchronous implementation. It supports a GALS architecture, resolving the problems of timing synchronization and clock distribution throughout the chip, while providing real-time guarantees. MANGO applies flow control locally within the routers, as it implements fine-grained arbitration and rate control in the routers. Therefore, it does not require end-to-end flow control. Due to the fine-grained arbitration the routers in MANGO become more costly. They have increased area since they support separate buffering for each VC. The timing properties depend on the number of VCs that share a link and the link arbitration scheme.

The timing parameters in MANGO depend on local factors. The arbitration is done locally in the routers and arbitration decisions are based on the local traffic. The latency for the transmission of a single packet through MANGO depends on the number of VCs that share this link. Throughput is inversely proportional to the VCs using the link. In contrast to TDM, there is no waiting time in the beginning of transmission, as traffic is controlled locally in the routers. This provides high flexibility and adjustment to traffic needs. However, this flexibility has a high cost in area, as each VC is buffered separately in every router, and the switching is done among all the VC buffers.

Argo follows the TDM approach, i.e. relies on a global schedule to control the traffic. As opposed to local traffic control in MANGO, Argo follows a global traffic control. The global schedule in Argo allows for very simple router designs, as opposed to the high area of MANGO
3.4.6. Kalray NOC

Kalray [40], [39], [61] applies rate control using flow regulation [85] to provide guarantees to connections. We present the key features below.

**Key Features**

The Kalray architecture contains two separate NOCs that provide different services and accommodate different types of traffic. One NOC is dedicated for data (D-NoC) and the other for control (C-NoC). The D-NoC offers GS, using rate control. The C-NoC handles short control messages without GS. Each of the two NOCs is a 2D mesh, connecting 16 clusters of cores and 16 IO subsystem nodes, i.e. consists of 32 NOC nodes. A NOC node consists of a router that is connected to a cluster of cores or an IO subsystem node through an Rx and an Tx interface. The Rx and Tx interfaces have the role of the NI. The Rx interface provides receiver services and the Tx provides transmitter services. The routers are connected with bi-directional links.

The Kalray D-NoC provides GS by regulating the traffic flow in the network. Source-routing is used and the flow regulation is applied at the source node. The regulation is based on network calculus. The network calculus considers a number of constraints on the link bandwidth and the buffer capacities of the routers and evaluates a limit over a time window for each connection. For each connection, a regulator, the packet shaper, at the source node regulates the traffic for this connection. For every packet to be transmitted, the corresponding regulator evaluates whether the data flow in this connection has exceeded its limit within a time frame. If not, it injects the packet into the network. In this way the regulator enforces the connection limit on a packet basis over a time interval.

The routers in the Kalray D-NoC are five-ported and are connected in a 2D mesh topology. A router consists of a number of buffers placed at the output ports of the router. Each output port has one buffer per originating input port. The routers multiplex the incoming packets to the destination defined in their packet header. In the output ports a round-robin arbitration scheme is used to select which buffer uses the link.

The end-to-end connections are evaluated for all flows through a routing phase. Then constraints for each connection are defined. The constraints follow from application requirements, available link bandwidth and available buffer capacity in the routers. Using these constraints a worst-case delay for every flow can be evaluated.

The Kalray D-NoC follows a source routing scheme avoiding complex dynamic arbitration in the routers. The rate control is applied at the source eliminating this complexity from the routers. However, buffering is still required in the routers, and is a limiting factor for the flow rate and the services provided.

**WCET Properties**

The Kalray D-NoC is dedicated to providing GS. Therefore it is not required to support BE traffic. Since no arbitration for BE traffic is needed, the routers are expected to be less complex.
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However, the virtual circuits require buffers in the outputs of the routers. The number of buffers depends on the number of input ports and not on the number of virtual circuits using this output port and link. The depth of the buffers is a design parameter considered as a constraint in the traffic flow analysis to determine the bandwidth for a connection.

The timing parameters of the Kalray NOC are based on the network calculus analysis of traffic flows. Taking into account the link bandwidth and the buffer capacity of routers, the analysis evaluates a guaranteed bandwidth for this connection over a time window. This is controlled by setting a rate limit at the source. Based on this scheme, the initial waiting time depends on the rate limit and whether the rate limit is reached for the current time window. The throughput depends on the rate limit over the time window. The latency of a packet transmission depends on the number of hops and some latency in the routers. The latency of a packet in the router amounts to the depth of the buffers in the worst-case.

All timing parameters of Kalray NOC are affected by the rate limit applied over a time window. The time window concept is similar to the TDM schedule period used in Argo. The rate limit in the time window resembles the number of time-slots in a TDM period assigned to a connection in Argo. They both consider the overall traffic to determine the bandwidth limits and the guarantees for a connection. However, since all traffic in Argo is precisely scheduled in all the routers, the packets do not wait within the network, and therefore there is no need for buffering in the routers.

3.4.7. Summary

This section presented a number of representative real-time NOC designs and their WCET properties, and compared them with Argo.

The SoCBUS and the 4S-platform NOC are representative physical circuit-switching NOCs. SoCBUS initializes circuits in a dynamic way during runtime, and if the initialization is successful, the circuit owns the resources. This implies the possibility of failure, contrary to the concept of GS. The 4S-platform NOC defines the circuits, and allocates the resources statically. They both offer high throughput and low latency to the circuits, but the circuits do not share the resources efficiently. Argo offers low latency and fixed throughput. In Argo the connections share the resources efficiently, in a time-multiplexing way. Moreover, the circuits cannot fail, as opposed to SoCBUS, as they are statically defined in the TDM schedule.

Nostrum, Æthereal and aelite all follow the TDM approach, like Argo. They offer low latency and fixed throughput to statically defined virtual circuits. They all share resources efficiently. Nostrum offers adjustment of throughput guarantees during runtime, but potentially wastes bandwidth by using circuits in looped paths, instead of source-to-end. Argo, in contrast to these TDM NOCs, uses an asynchronous implementation, offering high timing flexibility, high robustness, and considerable area gains.

The MANGO and Kalray NOCs implement non-blocking routers with rate control. They enforce a rate by regulating the traffic flow and Kalray uses network calculus to evaluate precise throughput guarantees. They both require buffering and arbitration in the routers resulting in high area cost compared to Argo. MANGO is implemented asynchronously providing robustness. The Kalray NOC operates on time windows and still faces the clock distribution and synchronization issue.
Compared to all the above NOCs, Argo offers fixed throughput guarantees with low latency. It is a robust design, that tolerates clock distribution issues. It achieves the above in a very small implementation.

3.5. Asynchronous Design and Analysis

Asynchronous pipeline circuits, similar to synchronous, are organized in pipeline stages. As described in Section 2.6, there are several ways to implement an asynchronous communication protocol. Nowick et al. [114] present an overview and comparison of high performance asynchronous pipelines. These include micropipelines [158], the Mousetrap pipeline [148], and the GasP pipeline [157]. From the comparison of the above pipelines, Nowick et al. [114] conclude that the GasP pipeline achieves the highest performance, but requires high design effort, due to its complex circuit structure that does not comply with standard EDA tools. The second best performance is offered by the Mousetrap pipeline. In addition, the Mousetrap pipeline requires minimum design effort as it uses standard cells. The Argo router uses the Mousetrap pipeline.

One of the challenges in asynchronous design, as mentioned in Section 2.6, is the lack of EDA tools to support the design process. This lack is dealt with by using standard EDA tools developed for synchronous design, and working around certain limitations. Alternatively, dedicated EDA tools for asynchronous design have been developed. Petrify [34] performs synthesis, optimization, and analysis of the control part of the asynchronous circuit, starting from a PN specification. High-level languages have also been introduced for high level description of asynchronous circuits, e.g. Tangram [76] and Balsa [45]. However, the tools and methods developed for asynchronous design address issues in certain steps of the design process, and do not yet provide an entirely automated flow. For this reason, we implemented Argo using standard EDA tools.

For the performance analysis, models and algorithms for concurrent systems are used. Petri Nets (PNs) [109] are the most widely used model, with many subclasses to support various specifications. STGs [32] are a subclass of PN that is used in this work. Full Buffer Channel Net (FBCN) [14], [15], is another subclass of PNs used to describe asynchronous circuits. Many analysis techniques rely on PNs to analyze the performance of asynchronous designs [109], [31]. Performance analysis is based on the evaluation of the cycle time of a PN. The simplest way to evaluate the cycle time is to enumerate all cycles of the PN. Ramamoorthy et al. [132], Magott [87], and Bereel et al. [14] and [15] present algorithms for the performance analysis of timed MGs that rely on the cycle time metric. The cycle time is straightforward to evaluate and is a direct metric for the average-case performance of the system. However, the cycle time is not a measure for the worst-case performance. Maximum timing separation between events (TSE) is a way to evaluate worst-case performance of a concurrent system [65], [91]. Hulgaard et al. [65] proposed an algorithm evaluating worst-case bounds on the timing separation of events and this is used in this thesis. In this thesis, we used STGs and FBCN models to describe Argo and TSE to perform worst-case analysis, to provide a timing evaluation and verification of Argo.
Part II.

Design and Implementation
This Chapter presents the architecture of the Argo NOC. Argo is intended to be used in the T-CREST platform to connect the Patmos processors and implement message-passing functionality among them. The requirements for the Argo NOC are to support real-time multi-processor platforms, and to support a flexible timing organization supporting the GALS system organization. This chapter describes the design choices made to meet these requirements and the underlying ideas that lead to an efficient NOC implementation.

The content of this chapter appears in the following publications:

- “Router Designs for an Asynchronous Time-Division-Multiplexed Network-on-Chip”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki, Jens Sparsø, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, and Kees Goossens [74].
- “Argo: A Real-Time Network-on-Chip Architecture with an Efficient GALS Implementation”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki, Martin Schoeberl, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, Christoph Müller, Kees Goossens, and Jens Sparsø [71].
- “D3.2 - Simulation model of the self-timed NOC”, T-CREST Project Deliverable [125].

4.1. Fundamental Architecture Decisions

The Argo NOC is a packet-switching NOC that implements virtual circuit switching using time-division multiplexing (TDM). The TDM scheme, also used in a number of NOCs such as Æthereal [54], aelite [59], Nostrum [96], and TTNoC [140], [120], is the basis for providing real-time guarantees. Alternative approaches for real-time NOCs, as presented in Section 3.2
include physical circuit switching [174, 171], rate-controlled routers with arbitration [25, 61], and analytical approaches to set priorities or flow rates to provide guarantees [177, 67, 130]. Rate-controlled routers with arbitration result in a complicated router design with high buffering requirements that inflate the area and degrade performance in the routers. Physical circuit switching wastes resources, as they are dedicated to a circuit whether it is used or not. Finally, analytical approaches provide bounds based on analysis of traffic flows and communication load. They also rely on a router design with dynamic arbitration and buffering, while requiring a complicated analysis process. Thus, we chose TDM scheme as the most straightforward and efficient way to provide time guarantees.

From a timing organization point of view, a network-on-chip spanning the entire chip area needs a flexible timing organization. A synchronous implementation of the NOC requires the clock to be distributed to the entire chip area. A mesochronous design requires mesochronous synchronizers added to the synchronous design, introducing a significant overhead [117, 55, 59, 169]. An asynchronous design is a better fit as it inherently offers timing flexibility. Thus, we chose an asynchronous design for the core network of routers, as a flexible and efficient design. However, mesochronous functionality is still maintained at the borders of the NOC, at the NIs, due to its straightforward relation to the TDM schedule. To support GALS organization, synchronization is required only with the processors at the endpoints of the NOC. Section 4.4 describes the timing organization of Argo and Chapter 8 provides a detailed analysis of its timing properties.

The main design principles of Argo are the statically scheduled TDM scheme and the use of an asynchronous network of routers. However, TDM is based on a global notion of time used to enforce the TDM schedule. Synchronization of all components of the NOC to a global clock is essential to maintaining the global TDM schedule. This contrasts with the flexibility of an asynchronous network, which inherently operates in a time-elastic way. Argo faces the challenge of combining the two opposing principles – the TDM global synchronicity and the asynchronous time elasticity – to offer hard real-time guarantees in an efficient way. The following section explains how Argo deals with the above requirements and challenges.

4.2. Overall Argo NOC Architecture

The Argo NOC is a packet-switching network that implements virtual circuit switching using TDM. It implements asynchronous message passing functionality among processing cores. Argo consists of a network of routers, that propagate a packet stream from one processor to another, and NIs that connect the processing cores to the network of routers. Figure 4.1(a) shows a block diagram of a multi-processor platform connected with the Argo NOC. The Argo routers have five ports and are connected in a bi-torus topology. The NIs of Argo form a bridge between the standard read/write transaction interface of the processors and the packet stream interface of the routers.

The Argo NOC implements asynchronous message passing as “push” operations, i.e. writes to remote cores. The message passing is implemented in the form of DMA-driven data transfers. As illustrated in Figure 4.1(b) the cores contain caches (instruction and data), and local explicitly managed scratchpad memories (SPMs). The local SPMs of the processing cores, in addition to their normal functionality as private memories, serve as communication memories,
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Figure 4.1.: Block diagrams of a multi-processor platform and the Argo NI, from [71].

i.e. as source and target for the message passing. Processing cores set up the DMA controllers through the read/write transaction interface (OCP [3]) to initiate the transfer of a message. The DMAs control the transfer of messages from the private SPM of one processing core to the private SPM of another core. They organize the variable-sized messages into fixed-sized packets and forward them to the network of routers. The packets traverse the network of routers from end-point to end-point and are written into the remote SPM.

Argo uses source routing. In this form of routing, the choice of which route the packet is to follow is made at the source NI, and the route and destination address are attached to the packets. This implies that the TDM schedule and the route information for each virtual circuit is set in tables placed in the NIs. Routers do not store any routing information and therefore they are very lightweight.

The Argo NOC is based on two key ideas that lead to an efficient implementation. The first is the NI design with TDM-driven DMA controllers and the second is the use of asynchronous routers to provide time-flexibility. The two key ideas combined create a direct path from the local SPM to a remote SPM, without any arbitration, buffering, end-to-end flow control or synchronization (either mesochronous or crossing different clock-domains) along this path. The next two subsections present the two key ideas Argo is based on.
4.2.1. NIs with TDM-driven DMA Controllers

One of the core ideas of the Argo NOC is a novel NI design that integrates DMA controllers with the TDM schedule and places them in the NI. Along with the use of a dual-ported SPM for clock-domain crossing between the processor cores and the NIs, this eliminates the need for buffering, arbitration, end-to-end flow-control and clock-domain crossings for the data in the NIs.

Argo, like many typical multi-processor architectures, uses DMA controllers to implement background DMA-driven data transfers from core to core. The idea used in the Argo design is that since the DMA operation is closely related to the network, it seems natural for the DMA functionality to be part of the NI instead of the processor, as shown in Figure 4.2. Thereby, the DMA operation is integrated with the time-multiplexing of the TDM schedule and the functionality taking place in the NIs. Each NI contains a table with DMA controllers. Each DMA controller corresponds to an entry in the DMA table and is bound to one outgoing channel. A channel is a one-way point-to-point connection from a source NI to a destination NI through routers with a defined path. The number of DMA controllers, i.e., outgoing channels, from an NI is configurable. During a time-slot of the TDM schedule, one DMA controller is active and injects a packet into the corresponding channel. This removes the need for arbitration of the various channels in the NIs in order to access the network. DMA controllers are assigned a number of time-slots of the TDM schedule, to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of the corresponding outgoing channel.

In addition, a dual-ported SPM implements the clock-domain crossing between the processor cores and the NIs. The SPM offers two interfaces with different clocks, one to the processor and one to the NI. In the Argo design, the dual-ported SPM is used to bridge the processor cores
with the NIs for the data payload, as shown in Figure 4.2. In combination with the placement of DMA controllers in the NIs, it results in a very efficient scheme. The DMA controllers placed in the NIs can directly access the data placed in the local SPM of the processing core, eliminating the buffering requirements in the NIs. At the receiving end the data can be directly written to the SPM, eliminating the need for end-to-end flow-control. The only clock-domain crossing needed in the Argo design is in the processor and NI interface for the programming of the DMA controllers.

The above scheme entirely eliminates the need for arbitration and buffering in the NIs, for end-to-end flow control, and for clock-domain-crossing of the data payload, which are required in typical architectures. The NI design creates a direct path for the data from the source SPM to the network of routers and from the network of routers to the receiving SPM.

### 4.2.2. Asynchronous Network of Routers

In the network of routers, we exploit the idea that asynchronous pipelines inherently operate as FIFOs. Therefore, we combine the router functionality and the elastic synchronization in the asynchronous router pipeline.

In mesochronous networks, the way to handle clock distribution problems and skew among the synchronous routers is by using mesochronous synchronizers at the links between routers. The synchronizers are typically FIFO structures with a number of stages. As discussed in Section 3.3, they consist of five stages in the typical case, a number that can be lowered to three in custom-made FIFOs. The synchronizers resolve skew issues up to a certain amount of skew, and need to be placed on every link, introducing additional latency and a considerable area overhead.

In asynchronous pipelines, the concept of synchronization is inherent and is implemented locally among neighboring pipeline stages with an asynchronous handshake protocol. Thus, asynchronous pipelines operate as self-synchronizing FIFOs. In addition, the asynchronous pipeline implements the required router functionality in the same way as a synchronous pipeline. By implementing the routers as asynchronous pipelines we combine the router functionality with an elastic FIFO behavior and avoid the explicit synchronizers and their cost.

In an asynchronous network, the global synchronization required by the TDM scheme is implemented in a distributed way, rather than by enforcing synchronization of all components to a global clock. To explain this distributed synchronization, we look into the Argo router pipeline.
appearing in Figure 4.3. The Argo router was inspired by the Aelite router [59], which is also a TDM router and consists of the same pipeline stages. The Argo router is a three-stage pipeline using handshake latches in the pipeline stages instead of registers. The handshake latch consists of a normal enable latch and a latch controller implementing the asynchronous handshaking. The three stages of the pipeline are: (i) link traversal, (ii) header parsing unit (HPU), and (iii) crossbar (Xbar). Details of the design are presented in Chapter 6. The distributed synchronization is enforced by the crossbar which is implemented as a strongly indicating component [151]. As such, in every handshake cycle, it consumes five phits from the input pipelines (join functionality) and produces five phits in the output pipelines (fork functionality). In this way, it synchronizes all input pipelines, implementing join-fork (JF) functionality of the five router ports, mimicking the clock tick. This allows asynchronous pipelines to be time-elastic between JF points but synchronized at the JF point.

4.3. Packet Format

The data transmitted over every packet-switching network is organized in packets [36]. The length of the packet is specific for the individual network. A packet consists of one or more flits (flow-control digits). A flit is the basic flow-control unit, i.e. the smallest data unit that can be individually routed and on which flow control is applied. A flit consists of a number of phits (physical digits). A phit is the basic unit of the physical layer, i.e. the smallest data unit that is stored in one pipeline stage.

In Argo the size of a packet corresponds to one flit, and so the terms flit and packet coincide. The Argo packet/flit consists of three phits. Figure 4.4 shows the specific packet format of the Argo NOC. As Argo uses source-routing, the first phit is a header phit and the two following phits are payload phits. Each phit is a 32-bit data word and three control bits. The vld bit indicates whether the phit carries valid data (valid-phit) or not (void-phit), the sop bit indicates the start of the packet, and the eop bit indicates the end of the packet. Since fixed size packets are used, the explicit encoding of start and end of packet is not necessary; however it avoids counters in the routers and further simplifies the router design. The header phit contains the route, route, which the packet will follow, and the destination write pointer, wp. The route field is 16 bits wide. Two bits encode the output destination in every router, thus, the 16-bit route field encodes a path of at most 8 routers. The wp field is the write address for the data at the destination SPM.
4.4 Timing Organization

The Argo NOC implements a novel timing organization, consisting of three different timing layers: (i) an asynchronous layer, (ii) a mesochronous layer, and (iii) an individually synchronous layer. The overall timing architecture of Argo is illustrated in Figure 4.5, which shows a 2x3 multi-processor platform, connected by an instance of Argo, and the different layers of timing organization. In the inner layer, six asynchronous routers form an elastic network. This network is wrapped in a layer of six mesochronous NIs. An asynchronous implementation of the NIs is also possible. However, the NI functional complexity favors a synchronous design. In addition, NIs enforce the TDM schedule and in a clocked design it is straightforward to control the frequency of the clock signal and thereby the TDM time-slotting. The outmost layer consists of six independently clocked processing cores. This organization is consistent with the GALS system organization.

The network of asynchronous routers behaves as a structure of elastic FIFOs, synchronizing in a distributed way as explained in Section 4.2.2. The global synchronization is maintained at the end-points of the time-elastic structure, i.e. at the NIs, by maintaining the data flow rate in addition to the distributed synchronization. The NIs operate mesochronously based on a common NI clock. TDM time-slotting is based on the NI clock. TDM counters, placed in the NIs and driven by the NI clock, drive the TDM schedule and enforce the NI clock rate in the time-elastic structure. In this way, Argo, from the point of view of the processor cores, is seen as a mesochronous network, able to absorb an amount of skew.

The skew present between NIs is a result of clock as well as reset signal distribution. The reset signal initializing the TDM counters may also arrive skewed at the endpoints. The effect
of both, clock and reset skew, results in a phase difference in the TDM counters that can potentially be more than a clock cycle. This *TDM skew* should be absorbed by the elastic network of routers for correct operation of the NOC.

The amount of skew that can be absorbed depends on the design, the implementation technology and the operating frequency of the NI clock. The network of routers in the Argo NOC can be seen as a mesh of elastic FIFOs, connected by points of enforced synchronization (JF, NIs). An expanded view of Argo as a structure of FIFOs is shown in Figure 4.6. This representation omits the combinational logic of each stage for clarity and shows only the handshake latches and the JF points of synchronization. Between synchronization points, the asynchronous pipeline stages of the router (three-stages) offer a fixed amount of elasticity, determined by the design parameters of the pipeline. Additional elasticity can be provided by adding more pipeline stages between NIs and routers. In Argo we decided to place one additional FIFO stage in the channel from NI to router, and two FIFO stages in the channel from router to NI, the *Local FIFOs*, as shown in Figure 4.6. This decision aims at a balanced design with three pipeline stages between every synchronization point.

A design parameter that determines the timing and performance of asynchronous pipelines is the number of latch stages per token in the pipeline. A token in an asynchronous pipeline
is a data unit that can occupy one pipeline stage, i.e. a phit. The dynamic wavelength $W_d$ of the pipeline is the number of latches per token for which maximum performance is achieved \[151\]. In Argo, based on implementation results, we evaluated the dynamic wavelength to be approximately 1.5, and therefore we initialize the three-stage pipeline with two tokens, i.e. void-phits, to its optimal state. The choice of three pipeline stages is further discussed in Section 6.2.2. This state is shown in Figure 4.6, where the data tokens are represented as dots in the handshake latches in the Argo structure.

During operation, global synchronization is maintained, since each NI injects one token and removes one token into/from the elastic network of routers at the clock rate of the NIs. The JF synchronization points handshake only when there are tokens in all five input pipelines, simultaneously producing five tokens in the output pipelines. This maintains the token flow in the asynchronous structure, keeping the number of tokens in the structure invariant.

To operate correctly, Argo relies on the timing assumption that the NI clock frequency is slower than the handshake capabilities of the asynchronous network of routers. On one hand this depends on the design and implementation technology, which are analyzed in Chapters 6, 5 and 7. On the other hand, the presence of skew alters the state of the asynchronous pipelines by filling or draining them. This brings them away from their optimal state, affecting their handshake capabilities. However, for a given amount of skew, there is a slower operating frequency for which this skew can be absorbed. This indicates a relationship between the operating frequency and the amount of skew that can be absorbed by the asynchronous network. This relationship is explored in Chapter 8.

4.5. Interfaces

In the Argo NOC there are three different layers of timing organization. Therefore, two types of interfaces separate the timing layers and one more operates between pairs of routers in the core network of asynchronous routers. The three interfaces have different requirements for timing and data organization.

Firstly, in the core asynchronous network, the routers are connected in a bi-torus topology. Synchronization among neighboring routers is achieved through asynchronous handshaking. The handshaking protocol is a two-phase bundled-data \[151\] (NRZ) protocol, as described in Sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4. The router pipeline implements the protocol, and thus achieves an elastic timing synchronization among pipeline stages. Therefore no further synchronization mechanism, e.g. mesochronous synchronization, is required. As regards data organization, this interface considers streams of packets. The packets have the specific format for the Argo architecture shown in Figure 4.4.

Secondly, the mesochronously clocked NIs are connected to the asynchronous routers. The interface is shown in Figure 4.7. The connection of a clocked interface to a two-phase handshake protocol requires translation. In the channel going from the NI to the router, the clock signal is divided by two and is connected to the request signal of the asynchronous protocol. This generates a transition in the request line for every positive edge of the clock. The acknowledge signal from the router is ignored. Under the assumption that the NI clock period is larger than the handshake cycle of the router, it is safe to ignore the acknowledge signal. If a clock pulse initiates a handshake, the acknowledge signal completing the handshake will
arrive before the next clock pulse, thus no metastability will occur. A similar condition holds in the channel going from the router to the NI. The clock signal divided by two is connected to the acknowledge signal line of the asynchronous channel. This generates a transition in the acknowledge line for every clock pulse. The request signal from the router can safely be ignored.

Thirdly, in the outermost layer the independently clocked processing cores are connected to the mesochronously clocked NIs. The processing cores have the role of the master and generate read/write transactions. The cores interface with the NIs in two ways. On one hand, the local SPM implements the interface between the cores and the NIs. Both the cores and the NIs access the dual-ported SPM directly, as masters, through an OCP interface [3]. The dual-ported SPM supports two ports for two different clocks for read and write transactions for each port. Hence, it is used to implement the clock-domain crossing between the processing cores and the NI. Thus, the data can directly be accessed by the cores and the NIs, without additional synchronization cost. On the other hand, the cores access the DMA controllers to initiate a message transfer or get status information. For this interface a clock-domain crossing is required. This adds an additional delay, which is a fixed and bounded number of clock cycles, to the transaction. A clock-domain-crossing is explored in more detail in [6]. The interface for both purposes follows a subset of the OCP protocol. The complete OCP documentation can be found in [3]. The subset that is implemented in the Argo design is the OCPio, as described in Patmos Handbook [142], which supports single-word read or write transactions. The interfaces between the Argo NIs and the processing cores allow Argo to support a GALS system organization, as the cores are able to operate at their own frequency.

4.6. Initialization Process

Argo requires an initialization process. The initialization includes the resetting of the asynchronous structure to its initial state, and the configuration of the TDM schedule in the NIs.
The process is initiated by a global reset signal which resets the asynchronous pipelines and the TDM counters in the NIs.

The global reset signal sets the asynchronous router pipelines to contain two void-tokens, which is their optimal performance state, as explained in Section 4.4. These tokens are shown as black dots in Figure 4.6. In addition, the entire asynchronous structure needs to be initialized in a stable state, such that there is no handshaking until the NIs are synchronized to the same time-slot and start the operation of the TDM schedule. Therefore, the input local FIFOs, in the channels from NIs to routers, are initialized with no tokens. This initialization policy prevents the JF points at the Xbar from handshaking until the NIs start injecting tokens, and prevents the structure from entering a non-deterministic state due to reset skew.

When the global reset signal is de-asserted, the TDM counters in the NIs start free-running, i.e. without a TDM schedule yet. To bring the input local FIFOs to their optimal state as well, i.e. with two tokens in three latch stages, the NIs inject two void tokens without removing tokens from the output local FIFOs. This happens in all NIs after a small and fixed number of cycles. Figure 4.6 shows these tokens as white dots in the local FIFOs. After the injection of these two void tokens, the network enters the steady state of operation, where NIs inject one token and remove one token in every time-slot, maintaining the number of tokens in the network invariant.

At this point each processor configures the TDM schedule into its local NI. The configuration includes writing the assignment of time-slots to circuits and the route for each circuit. This is done in a fixed number of cycles for all NIs, and thus they all become synchronized in the same time-slot. The NOC is then ready for normal operation based on the TDM schedule.

## 4.7. TDM Scheduling

Argo implements virtual circuit switching based on the TDM scheme. As described in Section 3.2, time in TDM is divided into fixed-duration time slots. The duration of a time slot in Argo is three clock cycles, matching the number of phits in a packet. The overall traffic over the network of routers is based on a static, predefined schedule that establishes connections in the routers for each time-slot. In each time-slot, specific circuits are active, eliminating contention and the need for dynamic arbitration in the routers. Packets never wait and are immediately forwarded to the next router. The schedule describes the assignment of a number of time-slots to virtual circuits, providing different throughput guarantees to different virtual circuits.

The TDM schedule is computed before run-time based on the communication requirements of each virtual circuit and is re-computed periodically. It is static and programmed into the network during the initialization process. As Argo uses source-routing, the schedule is stored in tables in the NIs. These tables are initialized by the processor through the OCP interface during initialization. The schedule information initialized in the NIs includes the assignment of time slots to virtual circuits and the route of each virtual circuit.

Scheduling can be done on different levels of granularity (packets, flits, phits). Argo uses scheduling at the level of phits. The Argo router is a three-stage asynchronous pipeline, using enable latches in the pipeline stages. This differs from a synchronous pipeline using registers in the ability to store at most two phits instead of three. The phits stored in a router pipeline...
and the packet length do not match and this creates a misalignment of packets in the routers. Thus scheduling should be done in the level of phits.

Moreover, phit-scheduling is more flexible than flit-scheduling. Aelite and Æthereal use scheduling at the level of flits. The flit size matches the pipeline depth of the router, relating the hardware components (routers) with the flit size and time slot duration. This simplifies the scheduling but requires the hardware to be a multiple of the flit size. Thus any additional hardware components, e.g. link pipelining or mesochronous synchronizers, need to have a multiple of three pipeline stages. Argo uses scheduling at the level of phits and does not have this limitation. The reason that Phit-scheduling is more flexible is that it decouples the hardware from the flit length and the time slot duration, and allows it to be optimized independently.

A phit-scheduler has been developed for the Argo NOC [149]. The scheduler was developed within the T-CREST project by Rasmus Bo Sørensen. The scheduler takes as input a topology graph defining the hardware platform and a task graph defining the task communication and the bandwidth requirements of the virtual circuits. The scheduler evaluates the bandwidth requirements and the available resources, and produces a communication schedule at the level of phits. The generated schedule guarantees that there is no collision of packets, the packets are routed on shortest paths and in-order, and bandwidth requirements are met. The schedule always satisfies the communication requirements. However, in some cases the schedule is so long that it requires a frequency greater than the maximum frequency of the design, meaning that the network resources are not sufficient to satisfy the requirements. The solution is to restructure the application or increase the resources of the network.

4.8. WCET Analysis

Argo NOC has the requirement to be time-predictable, i.e. be able to provide execution time guarantees. We chose the TDM scheme as it is a straightforward way to enable WCET analysis. In TDM all communication is scheduled, based on a pre-evaluated static schedule. This section evaluates how Argo contributes to the WCET of a message transaction.

Argo operation is based on the concept of periodic execution of a specific TDM schedule. The schedule period consists of a number of time slots assigned to virtual circuits. Argo performs DMA-driven “push” operations, and thus the transactions are block transfers. Each message consists of a number of packets. As presented in Section 2.5, the timing contribution of a NOC to the execution time of a message transfer is reflected in three metrics. For Argo, as a TDM network, the three metrics are as follows: (i) the waiting time ($T_{wait}$) until a time slot assigned to the specific virtual circuit is reached, (ii) the transmission ($T_{transmission}$) time, as the rate in which packets can be inserted in the network in one cycle, determined by the TDM schedule, and (iii) the latency of the last packet to travel through the network from one point to another ($T_{latency}$). The latency of a message transfer through the network of routers is given by the following equation:

$$T_{m,trans} = T_{wait} + T_{transmission} + T_{latency}$$ (4.1)

Considering a TDM schedule with a period of $P$ time slots, a virtual circuit is assigned $p$ time-slots within one period of the schedule. Other design parameters affecting the transaction latency are the pipeline depth of a router, $D$, the duration of a time slot in cycles, $c$, and the
packet length in phits, $l$. These parameters in Argo take the values $D = 3$, $c = 3$, $l = 3$. For a message transaction of $n$ packets the timing parameters are analyzed below.

**Wait time:** For the transmission of the first packet through a virtual circuit, the packet needs to wait for the assigned time slot. For $p$ time slots assigned to this virtual circuit in the period, the waiting time in the worst case is $T_{\text{wait}} = (P - p) \cdot c$ cycles, where $p$ lies in the range $[1, P]$. The waiting time is affected by the position of the time slot. $T_{\text{wait}} = (P - p) \cdot c$ is a pessimistic bound, as the $p$ time slots, in the typical case, will be spread out over the period of the schedule. In the Argo design it is $T_{\text{wait}} = 3 \cdot (P - p)$ cycles.

**Transmission:** The injection of $n$ packets of data into the network is determined by the throughput of the network. The throughput of a virtual circuit in a schedule period of $P$ time slots depends on the number of time slots which it owns. For a virtual circuit owning $p$ time slots within a period, $p$ packets can be inserted in the network in one period. Therefore, a circuit can reach the total throughput of $p / (P \cdot c)$ packets per cycle. Argo throughput is $p / (3 \cdot P)$ cycles. For a transaction of $n$ packets, $(p \cdot n) / (3 \cdot P)$ cycles are required.

**Latency:** The latency of one packet to propagate through a router is the router pipeline depth, $D$. No waiting occurs in the routers. Therefore, for an end-to-end path of $h$ hops, i.e. routers, the latency is $T_{\text{latency}} = h \cdot D + l = 3 \cdot h + 3$ cycles.

The latency given by Equation 4.1 applies to all TDM NOCs. Specifically in Argo, the worst-case latency for a message transaction is additionally affected by the TDM skew. The asynchronous network of routers allows the TDM schedule to drift apart among NIs. The TDM skew that the asynchronous network is able to absorb is a limited number of cycles. As analyzed in Chapter 8, this elasticity can reach two or three cycles. This number has a fixed upper limit for a specific instance of Argo and an operating frequency. For a maximum skew of $s$ cycles the overall latency of message transaction for Argo is given by the equation:

$$T_{\text{m.\,trans}} = 3 \cdot (P - p) + (p \cdot n) / (3 \cdot P) + 3 \cdot h + 3 + s \quad (4.2)$$

### 4.9. Discussion

This chapter presented the main design principles of Argo architecture and its key ideas. It showed how Argo is time-predictable, time-elastic, able to support GALS architecture and efficient by design. It uses a TDM scheme, based on a static schedule which is pre-evaluated on the basis of the communication requirements. The operation of the TDM mechanism controls the overall traffic in the NOC, resolving the contention in the routers and providing hard throughput guarantees. A novel aspect of Argo is its timing organization and its NI design. The combination of the two creates the conditions for a very small and lightweight design as will be shown in the next chapters.

The novel NI design integrates DMA controllers and a TDM schedule, by interleaving the operation of DMA controllers based on the schedule. This flattens the layered implementation of the typical NI and allows an efficient implementation that eliminates arbitration, buffering and end-to-end flow-control. The dual-ported SPM implements clock-domain-crossing, solving the synchronization issue between processors and NIs. A clock-domain-crossing is required only for the configuration of DMA controllers. The network of asynchronous routers inherently provides synchronization. The connection between routers and NIs is safe from
metastability under the timing assumption that the frequency of the NIs is slower than the handshake capabilities of the asynchronous network. The overall design creates a direct path from local SPM to remote SPM without any buffering, end-to-end flow control or synchronization along the path.

The timing organization includes an asynchronous network of routers, wrapped in a timing boundary of mesochronous NIs. The asynchronous routers perform synchronization in a distributed way. They maintain the data flow by utilising a join-fork mechanism, synchronizing all the packets when they arrive. At the boundaries of the asynchronous network, the NIs also maintain the data flow based on the TDM schedule by inserting and removing one packet in the network in every time-slot.

The Argo NOC supports a GALS system organization. The NIs operate on a global NI clock directing the TDM scheme. The processors directly access data in their local SPM, without additional synchronization needed. The NIs also directly access the data in the local SPM from its second port, without additional synchronization. A clock domain is crossed between processors and NIs only at start-up for schedule initialization, and during normal operation for programming the DMAs. This interface separates two clock domains and requires explicit synchronization. This synchronization adds a limited number of cycles in the execution of a message transfer. This delay is added in the initialization process and during normal operation for setup and control of a DMA message transaction, but not for the data payload. Setup and control is a rare event compared to the main operation of the NI, thus the overhead is limited.

Argo is time-predictable and time-elastic. These two principles are somewhat contradictory. TDM is a way of providing latency guarantees. To do that, it requires global synchronicity. On the other hand the asynchronous network of routers allows time-elasticity between the NIs. The Argo architecture successfully maintains TDM global synchronization allowing some skew among NIs. The amount of skew absorbed is within some limits and, as shown in Section 4.8, a worst-case latency analysis is straightforward and can take possible skew into consideration.
A fundamental and novel part of the Argo NOC is the network interface (NI). The novel design of the NI simplifies the overall NOC design. Through a number of design choices, it removes the need for arbitration, buffering, flow control, and clock-domain crossings for the payload. It creates a direct path from the local SPM of one processing core to the local SPM of a remote processing core. This chapter presents the NI design and explains the design choices that lead to the simple and efficient NI design and consequently the efficient NOC design. The Argo NI is evaluated through its implementation in two different technologies: ASIC and FPGA. Parameters considered in the evaluation are overall area, scalability and frequency. The Argo NI is also compared to alternative state-of-the-art NIs. The ASIC implementation involves a gate-netlist synthesized in a 65nm CMOS STMicroelectronics technology library. The FPGA implementation targets an Altera DE2-70 FPGA board with a Cyclone II EP2C70 chip.

The content of this chapter has appeared in the following publication:


5.1. Network Interface Design

The design of the NI is based on two main ideas, as previously mentioned in Chapter [4]. These are the integration of DMA controllers with the TDM schedule and the use of a dual-ported SPM for clock-domain crossing between the processor and the NI. This section presents the complete design and its functionality in detail, and explains how the basic ideas lead to an efficient design.
5.1.1. Baseline Ideas

In a typical multi-core architecture where communication is handled over a NOC, the role of the NI is to connect the processing cores with the network of routers as seen in Figure 5.1(a). As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, typical NIs consist of a front end and a back end component. The front end interfaces the processor with a standard read-write transaction interface, specific to the processor. The back end interfaces the NOC with a packet-stream interface, specific to the network. The layered implementation of the typical NI complies with the protocol stack abstraction. On the other hand, as shown in Section 2.4.3, the end-to-end transmission of data, i.e. from the local SPM of one core to the local SPM of another core, requires data to cross several layers. The crossing of each layer requires buffering and control in the NIs to safely bridge different layers.

The essence of TDM is that it creates end-to-end virtual channels over the network, avoiding buffering, flow-control, and dynamic arbitration, throughout the network of routers. However, due to the layered implementation of typical NIs, these cannot be avoided in the NI. Thus although TDM removes the need for flow control, arbitration, and buffering along the path through the routers, there is still a need for them within the NIs. The cost implied in the NIs contrasts with the simplicity and gains in the routers resulting from the TDM-scheme. For this reason, the Argo NI reconsiders this layered approach, while maintaining the processor-specific and network-specific interfaces and implementing the required services. This is done by creating a direct data path from SPM to SPM without buffering, flow control, arbitration and synchronization of communication, resulting in a much smaller area and energy consumption. The Argo NI design is shown in Figure 5.1(b).
One of the main features of the Argo NI design is the integration of DMA controllers with the TDM schedule as a feature of the NI functionality. Since source routing is used, schedule tables are placed in the NIs and they drive the TDM operation. DMA controllers are integrated with the TDM schedule, such that each time-slot of the TDM schedule is dedicated to a DMA controller. Each DMA controller is dedicated to an outgoing channel, and thus the different end-to-end channels have access to the network in a time-multiplexed way, directed by the TDM schedule. Arbitration among the channels is handled through the TDM schedule. The time slot in Argo has a duration of three cycles, which matches the size of packets in phits. Within a time slot, a DMA controller operates by constructing one packet of data and injecting it into the network of routers, one phit per cycle. In this way the Argo NIs implement the packetization of data.

The second main feature of the Argo NI design is the dual-ported SPM and its use to directly access data from the processor and the NI. The SPM is placed between the processor and the NI, offering one port towards the processor and one port towards the NI. The dual-ported SPM serves as an interface between two clock-domains, as the data do not need to cross a clock-domain to be moved from the SPM to the network. The fact that the NIs can directly access the data in the SPM when needed eliminates the need for buffering in the NIs. It also allows the data to be written immediately to the SPM upon arriving at the NI. This eliminates the need for buffering and end-to-end flow-control following from the limited buffering capabilities.

The NIs offer an additional interface towards the processor for configuration of the TDM schedule and programming of the DMA controllers. This interface is on OCP read-write transaction interface. A DMA table contains an entry for each controller, which can be read and written by the processor. An explicit clock-domain crossing is required in this interface. However, the communication going through this interface is limited to configuration and control data. Towards the network of routers, synchronization is not required and metastability is avoided for two reasons: firstly the use of asynchronous routers, and secondly the timing assumption that the operating frequency of the NIs is lower than the handshake capabilities of the routers. The asynchronous routers exhibit time-elastic behavior and operate in a flexible manner according to the rate that is applied at their end-points, up to a maximum rate. As long as the applied rate is below their maximum rate, they will always be able to adjust to the NIs’ frequency without explicit synchronization.

5.1.2. Core-to-Core Communication

The Argo NI design extends the circuits established in the packet-switching network of routers by the TDM schedule, through the NIs and until the SPMs. Thus for a message transfer in the Argo multi-core platform with the novel NI design, data travels in a direct path from SPM to SPM. The TDM schedule establishes a circuit that is active for the current time slot. Thus, the data propagates through this circuit without the need for arbitration, clock-domain-crossing, buffering, or end-to-end flow-control. The transfer of a message in the Argo architecture, as opposed to the one in a typical architecture described in Section 2.4.3, goes through the following steps, which are also illustrated in Figure 4.2.
1. At the source end, during the assigned time slot, the corresponding DMA controller directly reads the data for a single packet from the SPM, and constructs a packet with the routing information.

2. During the assigned time slot the packet is injected into the network of routers. The packet traverses the network and arrives at the destination NI after a fixed number of cycles.

3. At the receiving end, the NI directly writes the data from the packet to the SPM in the address defined in the header of the packet. The complete message, which consist of a number of packets, arrives at the receiving SPM after the number of time slots which are required for the transmission of all the packets of the message.
5.1.3. Micro-Architecture and Functionality

Figure 5.2 shows a detailed block diagram of the NI. The main parts of the micro-architecture of the NI design are the Slot Counter, the Slot Table and the DMA Table. The NI has two types of interface: read/write transaction type interfaces towards the processor and the SPM, and packet-stream type interfaces towards the network. The read/write interfaces are either master or slave type, noted as M and S in Figure 5.2 correspondingly. The interface towards the processor is a 32-bit wide OCP interface, while the interface towards the SPM is a 64-bit wide OCP interface. Towards the network there is one incoming and one outgoing interface, both one-phit wide, i.e. 35 bits.

The Slot Counter is a simple counter that counts the TDM time slots and is used as a common reference point to direct the whole time-multiplexing process. It is reset concurrently (possibly with some skew) in all NIs and is clocked with the common mesochronous NI clock. The value of counter is incremented for every time slot in all NIs. Thus, the value of the Slot Counter should be the same in all NIs (with some skew) and can be used as a global reference point. In Argo the time-slot is three clock cycles.

The TDM schedule is stored in the Slot Table. The value of the Slot Counter indexes the Slot Table. Every entry in the Slot Table represents a time slot, and consists of a valid bit and an index to the DMA Table. The valid bit indicates whether the specific time slot is assigned to a DMA controller. If the valid bit is true then the table entry includes a pointer to the corresponding DMA controller that the time slot is assigned to.

The DMA Table is a table representation of the state of the DMA controllers. Each entry of the table corresponds to one DMA controller and consequently one outgoing channel. Each entry consists of two control bits (flags), a word count field, a route field, a read pointer, and a write pointer field and is 64 bits wide. The Flags field consists of a valid bit and a done bit. The valid bit indicates whether the corresponding DMA controller is active. The done bit indicates whether the message transfer is finished. The Word count field is 14 bits wide and shows the number of words to be transferred in this message transaction. The Route field is 16 bits, the same as in the packet format, and shows the route for this channel. The Read ptr. and Write ptr. fields are each 16 bits wide and represent the read and write addresses in the local and remote SPM from which and to which the next data are transferred, respectively. The DMA table fields of a DMA controller can be accessed as an entire entry or individually in three parts. The latter possibility is used when the processor accesses the DMA controllers through the 32-bit OCP interface. One part is for the Route field, which is initialized with the channel route information during the initialization process. A second part is for the Read ptr. and Write ptr. fields, which contain the source and destination addresses, respectively, of the next packet transfer. A third part is for the Flags and Word count fields, which are accessed to set and check the status of the controller.

A Control FSM controls the functionality of the NI regarding access to the table structures and access to the SPM, for reading and writing. The table structures are accessed by the NI during normal TDM operation and from the processor to set up and control the DMAs. The DMA table is accessed by the NI as an entire 64-bit entry, and by the processor in three 32-bit parts, as explained in this section, through the 32-bit OCP interface. The SPM is accessed by the NI outgoing channel for reading, and by the NI incoming channel for writing. The port to the SPM is 64 bits wide, so double words can be read/written. A TDM time slot corresponds
to the time it takes to transmit/receive a packet into/from the network of routers. As described in Section 4.3, a packet (or flit) consists of three phits, and consequently a time slot consists of three clock cycles. During the three cycles of one time slot, it is possible to access the SPM, the slot table, and the DMA table three times, which is more than enough to support the different needs.

During normal operation, the NIs send and receive packets to and from the network of routers in the following manner: The slot counter indicates the current time slot. The value of the slot counter indexes an entry in the slot table, i.e. a time slot. If the valid bit of this time slot is true, a pointer in this entry indexes an entry in the DMA table, i.e. a DMA controller. If the valid bit for that DMA controller is true, and the done bit is false, the DMA controller is active. The route and write pointer are used to construct the header phit of the packet. The read pointer is used as a read address to the local SPM. Two words of data can be read in one cycle from the SPM, and they are used to build the two payload phits of the packet. Within a time slot, one packet, i.e. one phit per cycle, is transmitted towards the router through the outgoing channel interface. For every packet that is transmitted, the read/write pointers are incremented to point to the next SPM address that contains data to be transmitted in the next time slot, and the word count is decremented to show the number of words left to complete the message transfer. At the same time, one phit is received per cycle from the router through the incoming channel interface. When a header phit is received, it is decoded. When the payload phits have arrived the data is written in the local SPM. Finally, for every time-slot the slot counter is incremented to the next time-slot value.

In the OCP interface towards the processor, the NI behaves as a slave. The processor uses the interface either to configure the TDM schedule in the slot table during initialization or to program the DMA controllers and check their status during normal operation. The slot table and DMA table are in the address space of the processor, and thus the above operations can be done as OCP write/read transactions. The NI responds by decoding the address and writing or reading the corresponding data. Transactions in which the processor accesses the entries in the DMA table cross the clock-domain boundary. This means that these transactions will suffer from the latency of the synchronization [51]. Assuming dual flip-flop synchronizers, a read transaction experiences 2 to 4 cycles of added latency. As setting up a DMA transfer is likely the be a rare event compared to DMA initiated read or write transactions, this is a small overhead. As it involves a fixed number of cycles, it does not affect the real-time properties of the Argo NOC.

5.1.4. NI for Asynchronous Network

The Argo NI can be connected either to a network of asynchronous Argo routers, or to a network of equivalent synchronous or mesochronous TDM routers. A number of clocked and asynchronous routers that can be connected to the Argo NI are presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

As mentioned in Section 4.7, asynchronous routers differ from the synchronous in the number of tokens, i.e. phits, they can store in their pipeline. The three-stage latch pipeline of the Argo router can hold two phits at most. This fact in combination with the packet size of three phits results in a misalignment of packets in the routers. Scheduling at the level of phits introduces the flexibility needed to deal with this, as explained in Section 4.7. The misalignment
appears in the NIs as well, as the packets are misaligned within the time slot, such that the phits appear in a time slot with a delay of zero, one, or two cycles.

To handle the misaligned phits in the time slot, additional components are required in the NI micro-architecture, and they are shown in red in Figure 5.3. For the outgoing communication, a two-bit field is added in the Slot Table to indicate the phase difference of zero, one, or two cycles. In the outgoing channel two phit-wide buffers, DelayReg1 and DelayReg2, and a multiplexer, MUX, are added in the path, to implement the one or two cycles of delay for the outgoing phits, and the selection among them. In the incoming channel a buffer containing the SPM destination address, Dest. Addr, and the data, Data, is added in the path, and the write operation in the SPM is delayed. The buffer holds the write information until the entire packet arrives, even if it is delayed for one or two cycles. The extended NI of Figure 5.3 can be used for all router implementations both synchronous and asynchronous.
### 5.2. Implementation Results

To evaluate the NI design, and assess the effects of the schedule tables in the NIs and the scaling of the NOC dimensions, we implemented different instances of the NI. We developed the design as a parametrized VHDL description and implemented a variety of configurations. All the implemented instances include the NI logic as presented in this chapter and the slot and DMA tables. The SPM is not included in the NI implementation, as it is considered the private memory of the processor. The implementation was done in two different technologies, FPGA and ASIC. This section presents the results of the implementation.

#### 5.2.1. FPGA Implementation

For the FPGA design we used an Altera DE2-70 FPGA board with a Cyclone II EP2C70 chip and Altera Quartus for the implementation.

Table 5.1 shows the area figures for a selection of NI implementations when synthesized for an Altera EP2C70 FPGA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NI design size</th>
<th>NI Logic</th>
<th>Slot Tables</th>
<th>DMA Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time-Slots</td>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>LUTs</td>
<td>FFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ctrls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Area figures for a selection of NI implementations when synthesized for an Altera EP2C70 FPGA.

The different configurations consider a slot period of 16 to 64 time slots, and a number of DMA controllers between 4 and 64. The instances implemented were chosen, considering an all-to-all communication pattern with one uni-directional channel towards every processor. In such a pattern of communication, and considering that there is a one-to-one correspondence of DMA controllers and outgoing channels, the number of DMA controllers directly represents the dimension of the NOC. In this way, 4 DMA controllers are sufficient for a 2x2 NOC, 8 DMA controllers for a 3x3 NOC, 16 DMA controllers for a 4x4 NOC, and 64 DMA controllers for an 8x8 NOC. The length of the slot period represents the traffic load of communication as it is evaluated by the scheduler. The slot period is an indirect measure of the NOC dimension, as bigger NOC dimensions produce larger amounts of traffic, and require longer slot periods to satisfy the requirements.
Table 5.2.: Area figures for two instances of the Argo NI in ASIC implementation.

Table 5.2 lists the breakdown of the area resources into the NI logic excluding the tables, the slot table, and the DMA table for the different configurations in four-input look-up tables (LUTs), flip-flops (FFs), and block RAM (BRAM) bits. The results show that the size of the NI logic stays constant for the different NI dimensions. Most of the area is due to the storage requirements of the DMA and slot tables.

The number of time slots reflects the size of the schedule as evaluated by the scheduler, i.e. the traffic load in the NOC. As expected, the cost of the slot table is the number of slots multiplied by the number of bits in an entry. In the Argo NOC we consider all-to-all communication, so each NI contains one DMA controller per processor. Therefore the size of the DMA table directly relates to the size of the NOC. As expected, the cost of the DMA table is the number of DMA controllers multiplied by the number of bits (64) in an entry.

Overall, Table 5.2 shows that the cost of the tables is small and it scales well with the size of the NOC (DMA table) and the communication requirements (slot table).

5.2.2. ASIC Implementation

For the ASIC design flow, the NI was synthesized in a 65 nm CMOS standard cell technology library from STMicroelectronics. We simulated the designs in ModelSim and synthesized them in the Synopsys Design Compiler. To compare with alternative designs from the literature, we also synthesized an instance in an 90 nm STMicroelectronics CMOS technology library. The ASIC implementation results presented in this section refer to the NI design of Figure 5.3 without the SPM.

Table 5.2 shows the area resources of the implementation of two instances of the NI, one for a 2x2 and one for a 4x4 NOC. The table shows the area breakdown of the NIs into the NI logic excluding the tables, the slot table and the DMA table, together with the total area. As in the FPGA implementation, the ASIC results show that the NI logic excluding the table size is minimally affected by the size of the network. The DMA table size scales linearly with the number of outgoing channels from that NI, i.e. with the dimensions of the NOC. The slot table scales with the schedule period. The frequency achieved by both of the two instances is approximately 1 GHz, as it is not affected by the different sizes of the tables.

A NOC with similar functionality to Argo (TDM) is the aelite NOC [59]. The implementation costs for a specific aelite NOC instance are discussed in [59, Sect. 8.1]. This NOC instance comprises 6 routers and 11 NIs and supports 45 bi-directional channels. The TDM schedule period is 24 slots. The aelite instance was synthesized in 90 nm technology. FIFO buffers in the NIs related to the channel endpoints account for 85% of the area of the entire NOC, using flip-flop based FIFO buffers. According to the figures reported in [59], we calculate the average area of one of the 11 NIs to be 0.49 mm² when using flip-flop based FIFOs, 0.22 mm² when using SRAM based FIFOs, and 0.13 mm² when using custom FIFOs. We implemented
an instance of our NI in 90 nm technology for comparison. This NI instance configuration is intended for a 3x3 NOC, comprising 9 routers and 9 NIs, and supports 8 outgoing channels from each NI, i.e. 72 uni-directional channels for the entire NOC. This Argo NI instance, including DMA controllers that are not part of aelite NI, has an area of 0.024 mm$^2$, 5.4 times smaller than the aelite instance.

5.3. Discussion

An NI design provides a bridge between a read/write transaction interface towards the processor (front end) and a NOC-specific interface towards the network of routers (back end). Thus the front end of an NI design implements a standard protocol while the back ends of different NI designs can be as different as the routers of a NOC. The features of the NOC and the communication requirements have an impact on the NI design. Therefore, different NIs implement different features and are therefore difficult to compare. Moreover, few NI designs and implementations are presented in the literature, compared to the number of published router designs. Exceptions that address the design of NIs are [138], [131] and [59], which are further explained in Section 2.4.2.

To make a generalized comparison, area measures for typical-size NIs are reported [138] to range from 7 to 50 kgates – a gate being a minimum size two-input NAND. A typical instance of the original Æthereal NOC, supporting both GS and BE traffic, is 0.25 mm$^2$ in a 0.130 µm CMOS technology [131], or 21 kgates [138]. The Argo NI corresponds to 5.5 kgates, considering the area of a minimum drive-strength 2-input NAND cell to be 4.4 µm$^2$. This number shows that the Argo NI is 3.8 times smaller than Æthereal. As mentioned in Section 5.2.2 the Argo NI is also 5.4 times smaller than an aelite NI instance [59].

An interesting perspective on the area measures reported in literature is given by a comparison with the size of a synthesizable 32-bit processor. The implementation of the original MIPS R2000 CPU (excluding caches) used 110,000 transistors or 27.5 kgates. In a 90 nm technology the size of a mips32-m14kc processor is 0.2-0.5 mm$^2$ [98]. These figures are of the same magnitude as the published NI designs, and consequently a typical NI is as large as a 32-bit CPU.

Overall, the area figures reported for each NI design are not directly comparable, as each NI implements different features. The Argo NI includes DMA controllers and schedule tables which are not normally a part of NI design. On the other hand, other NI designs may implement additional features that are not part of the Argo NOC. All in all, the comparisons with NIs designed for TDM NOCs as aelite and Æthereal show an area improvement of 4 to 5 times.

The increased area of typical NI designs comes from their layered implementation. The NIs are designed with the protocol layers in mind. This separation is intended for easy composability of components and services. The crossing between layers inflicts a hardware cost on the NI design. The Argo NI design flattens this layered implementation of the NI for the data, as it allows direct access to the core local memory, i.e. SPMs, from NI elements, i.e. DMA tables, based on the NOC time-multiplexing operation, i.e. the TDM schedule. This results in high gains in area. However, Argo NI still maintains composability in the processor interface for configuration, as it implements a standard protocol (OCP) for the front end. The back end is NOC-specific for all NOCs and needs to be designed for the individual NOC features.
A basic structural and fundamental part of the Argo NOC is the router. The Argo router was inspired by the aelite TDM router [59] and an initial attempt at an asynchronous version of it [48]. However, previous work did not reach an implementation or a complete exploration of its behavior. This chapter presents the Argo router design along with alternative asynchronous designs and equivalent clocked versions for comparison. All of the designs are based on the same pipeline but use different ways to synchronize between pipeline stages. The synchronization may rely on a global clock, on mesochronous synchronizers or on asynchronous handshaking. In addition, this chapter presents the implementation of these designs, compares the results, and explains the reasons that led to the specific choices for the Argo router. The implementation involves gate-netlist synthesis in a 65nm CMOS STMicroelectronics technology library, as well as layout of the routers. The content of this chapter has been presented in the following publications:

- “Router Designs for an Asynchronous Time-Division-Multiplexed Network-on-Chip”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki, Jens Sparsø, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, and Kees Goossens [74].
- “Argo: A Real-Time Network-on-Chip Architecture with an Efficient GALS Implementation”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki, Martin Schoeberl, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, Christoph Müller, Kees Goossens, and Jens Sparsø [71].

## 6.1. Basic Router pipeline

All the routers described in this chapter use the same basic pipeline. This section presents the basic pipeline and the combinational logic of the stages which it comprises.
The basic router has five input and five output ports, which allows the construction of mesh and bi-torus network topologies. The router consists of three pipeline stages, each of which is one phit (i.e. 35 bits) wide. The pipeline stages are: (i) the link traversal stage, (ii) the header parsing unit (HPU) stage, and (iii) the crossbar switch (Xbar) stage. A block diagram of the pipeline is shown in Figure 6.1.

Since source routing is used, the router contains no routing information. Instead, the header phit of every packet contains the routing information of the packet. The HPU decodes the header phit and the corresponding output port selection is forwarded to the Xbar to enable the appropriate connections. The router has no information about the connections enabled or the length of the packet. The decoding is done for the header phit and is kept until the traversal of the last phit. Thus no routing tables or any other information is kept in the router, apart from the connections enabled for the propagation of the current packets.

According to the TDM scheme, specific connections are enabled in every time slot in every router. This eliminates contention in the routers and removes the need for arbitration. The packets therefore traverse the router without waiting for arbitration, and consequently no buffering is required in the router and the latency for a packet to traverse the router is the time for the packet to propagate through the three-stage pipeline. All the above shows that the router is a very lightweight design. The main functionality of the router is divided between the two stages of the HPU and the Xbar. The link traversal unit is used to pipeline the link.

### 6.2. Asynchronous Argo Router

The proposed design for the Argo router is an asynchronous design that uses the basic pipeline described in Section 6.1. Instead of clocked registers, the Argo router uses handshake latches to separate the pipeline stages. A handshake latch consists mainly of a normal enable latch and a latch controller. The latch controller implements the synchronization of communication between neighboring stages to control the propagation of data from one stage to the next, using an asynchronous handshake protocol. The protocol used in the Argo router is a two-phase
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Figure 6.2.: Argo router pipeline showing with the elements of asynchronous communication.

(NRZ) handshake protocol with bundled-data encoding [151] as described in Sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4.

As explained in Section 2.6.3 the two-phase handshake protocol requires a request and an acknowledge signal. The handshake controller of a pipeline stage synchronizes the communication between the next and the previous pipeline stage controllers. As explained in Section 2.6.4 the bundled-data encoding requires the request signal to be asserted only after the data are available. This means that the request signal should arrive at the following controller in the pipeline after the data from the current combinational logic stage is available. Therefore, delay elements need to be added in the request lines, matching the delay of the combinational logic. The delay values are determined after implementation of the logic and measurement of their delay. An additional margin is added for delay fluctuations and process variations. The process is described in more detail in Section 6.5. The complete block diagram of the Argo router with the elements implementing the asynchronous communication is shown in Figure 6.2. Latches L are normal latches and they are enabled by the handshake controllers Ctrl. Delay elements D match the combinational logic delay of each stage. Finally, C-elements C implement synchronization of all input and output pipelines in the Xbar stage.

6.2.1. Architecture and Functionality

As shown in Figure 6.2, the Argo router consists of a number of components implementing the datapath and control of the router. The micro-architecture and the functionality of these components are presented in this section.

Handshake controller

The handshake latch used in every pipeline stage in the Argo router appears in Figure 6.3. It consists of a handshake controller, a gating block, and data enable latches. The controller is the Mousetrap controller [148]. This controller was chosen because it is performance efficient and easy to implement. It is fast, as it consists only of a latch and a simple logic gate (XNOR), as shown in Figure 6.3. Furthermore, it uses no special asynchronous cells like C-elements, reducing the needs for C-elements in the router in only the two used in the Xbar stage. This choice of this controller is supported by implementation results comparing a range of controllers. The implementation results are presented in Section 6.6.
The functionality of the controller during a handshake cycle is as follows: Initially, all the handshake signals (request and acknowledge) are initialized to ‘0’, the latch enable signal has the value ‘1’, and the latches are normally transparent. When a request arrives, the transition propagates through the controller latch and is propagated as a request to the next stage and as an acknowledge to the previous. Subsequently, the output of the XNOR-gate, i.e. the enable signal, turns to ‘0’, setting the latches to the opaque state. When the acknowledge from the next stage signifies its reception of the data, the output of the XNOR gate changes to ‘1’, and the latches become transparent again. A following transition on the request line initiates a new handshake cycle.

### Gating

The Argo router implements a “gating” scheme, to save energy consumption when traffic is idle, i.e. in the case of void phits. It resembles clock gating and is applied locally on the latch enable signal that controls the data latches of the current pipeline stage. The phits traversing a pipeline stage may be either valid phits (containing data) or void phits (empty time slots). The \textit{vld} control bit in the header phit of the packet (Figure 4.4) indicates whether a valid phit or a void phit is propagated. In the case of a void phit, the latch enable signal that controls the data latches is gated out. This sets the data latches transparent which is their normal state, propagating 0’s. The gating block lies between the controller and the enable latch, as shown in Figure 6.3. The gating consists of an one-bit latch and a simple logic NAND gate. The latch holds the \textit{vld} control bit and is already part of the design. The NAND gate is also used as a buffer, required to drive the enable signal for the data latch. Following from the above, the
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The combinational logic of the HPU stage is shown in Figure 6.4. The HPU logic detects the arrival of a valid header phit from \textit{vld} and \textit{sop} bits of the header phit. If the header phit is valid, the HPU decodes the route field of the header. Two bits of the route field encode the destination port of one hop. The last two bits of the route define the output destination in the current router. A decoder, shown in Figure 6.4, extracts the last two bits of the route and generates an output port selection in a five-bit one-hot encoding. The selection is stored in a latch. At the same time the HPU shifts the header phit two positions to align the header for the next router along the path. The output port selection is also pipelined along with the data and forwarded to the Xbar.

The selection for the appropriate output port is loaded into the latch when a valid header phit traverses the HPU, indicated by the \textit{sop} bit. It remains unchanged until the last phit of the packet has propagated through the HPU, indicated by the \textit{eop}. The enable signal of the selection latch is also controlled by the handshake signals of this stage. The latch cannot be loaded unless the input data are valid within the handshake cycle. The data are valid when a request from the previous stage is signaled and sufficient time has passed for the selection to be evaluated. Thus a delay element in the request line matching the selection decoding is used in the HPU. A second delay element in the request line matches the delay of the selection propagating through the latch.

Table 6.1 shows the two bits encoding for the corresponding output port destination used in the Argo router. The directions are absolute and not relative to the input port. The local output port, leading to the NI, does not have a specific encoding but uses the code of the input port.

![Figure 6.4: Combinational logic of HPU stage.](image)

Table 6.1: Output port destination encoding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit-code</th>
<th>Destination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>north</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>east</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>south</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>west</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cost of the gating block appears to be minimal, as it uses components that are used in the latch controller in any case.

**HPU**

HPU

The combinational logic of the HPU stage is shown in Figure 6.4. The HPU logic detects the arrival of a valid header phit from \textit{vld} and \textit{sop} bits of the header phit. If the header phit is valid, the HPU decodes the route field of the header. Two bits of the route field encode the destination port of one hop. The last two bits of the route define the output destination in the current router. A decoder, shown in Figure 6.4, extracts the last two bits of the route and generates an output port selection in a five-bit one-hot encoding. The selection is stored in a latch. At the same time the HPU shifts the header phit two positions to align the header for the next router along the path. The output port selection is also pipelined along with the data and forwarded to the Xbar.

The selection for the appropriate output port is loaded into the latch when a valid header phit traverses the HPU, indicated by the \textit{sop} bit. It remains unchanged until the last phit of the packet has propagated through the HPU, indicated by the \textit{eop}. The enable signal of the selection latch is also controlled by the handshake signals of this stage. The latch cannot be loaded unless the input data are valid within the handshake cycle. The data are valid when a request from the previous stage is signaled and sufficient time has passed for the selection to be evaluated. Thus a delay element in the request line matching the selection decoding is used in the HPU. A second delay element in the request line matches the delay of the selection propagating through the latch.

Table 6.1 shows the two bits encoding for the corresponding output port destination used in the Argo router. The directions are absolute and not relative to the input port. The local output port, leading to the NI, does not have a specific encoding but uses the code of the input port.
Argo does not allow forwarding of phits to the same destination port as their source input port. Therefore, the code of the source port is used for encoding the local output port as the final destination of the packet.

**Xbar**

The Xbar is a simple crossbar switch from five inputs to five outputs. It consists of five five-to-one multiplexers. For every input port the 35-bit data along with the 5-bit one-hot selection is pipelined from the HPU unit to the Xbar as shown in Figure 6.1. The 5-bit selection determines the destination output port. The pipelined selection locks the Xbar in the selected state until the arrival and propagation of the last phit of the packet through the Xbar. If an output is not selected by any of the input ports a void phit is propagated to this output. A block diagram of the Xbar is shown in Figure 6.5.

Synchronization in the routers is achieved in a distributed way. A fundamental concept of the Argo router design is the strongly indicating [151] implementation of the Xbar stage. Besides switching all the input ports to the selected output ports, the Xbar stage synchronizes all input and output communication. This is done by two C-elements implementing join-fork functionality. The C-element is described in Section 2.6.5. A five-input C-element joins all the request signals arriving in the Xbar from the input ports, and forks them to all the output ports. Similarly, a five-input C-element joins all the acknowledge signals arriving in the Xbar from the output ports, and forks them to all the input ports. In every handshake cycle, the

![Figure 6.5: Combinational logic of the Xbar stage.](image-url)
Xbar consumes one phit from every input pipeline (join), and produces a phit on every output pipeline (fork). This join-fork mechanism resembles the ticking of the clock and maintains the data flow in the Xbar, and it is the foundation for enforcing synchronization in a distributed way.

### 6.2.2. Initialization and Performance

The performance of an asynchronous pipeline is determined by its structural parameters, i.e. the number of stages, the number of data tokens in those stages, and the forward and reverse latency, $L_f$ and $L_r$, respectively \[151\]. Maximum performance is achieved when the number of handshake latches per token matches the dynamic wavelength of the circuit. For a two-phase handshake protocol, the handshake period is given by $P = L_f + L_r$ and the dynamic wavelength by $W_d = P/L_f$, \[151\]. For the Argo router we used gate delays from the implementation and calculated the dynamic wavelength of the pipeline to approximately $W_d \approx 1.5$ latches per token. Thus we decided to initialize the three-stage router pipeline with two tokens. Alternative options that would satisfy the dynamic wavelength would be three tokens in five stages or four tokens in six stages, as only an integer number of latches and tokens can be used. These options would increase the hardware cost of the router. The option with two tokens in three stages was chosen as the most efficient one in terms of hardware and performance.

### 6.3. Alternative Asynchronous Routers

In the process of developing the Argo router design, we implemented a number of asynchronous routers with the same functionality, to explore and compare alternative options. These options use different handshake protocols (two-phase, four-phase) and data encodings (bundled-data, delay insensitive) and explore the use of the gating scheme. Overall, the designs developed in connection with this thesis are: a four-phase bundled-data design without gating ("4ph-bd"), a two-phase bundled-data design without gating ("2ph-bd"), a two-phase bundled-data with gating ("2ph-bd-g"), and a two-phase bundled-data design with "gating" that uses delay-insensitive Level-Encoded Dual-Rail (LEDR) links ("2ph-LEDR-g"). In comparison with the above designs, the Argo router is a two-phase bundled-data design with gating, but the two-phase protocol is implemented with a different handshake controller. The designs and the reasons for selecting them are presented in the following subsections.

#### 6.3.1. 4ph-bd

The 4ph-bd design implements a four-phase handshake protocol (RZ) with bundled-data encoding and without the gating mechanism. The controller used in this design is a simple four-phase bundled-data handshake controller, shown in Figure 6.6. Initially, all signals are set to ‘0’ and the enable signal $L_t$ keeps the data latches in the opaque state. A $Req_{in}$ rise transition changes signals $Req_{out}$ and $L_t$ to ‘1’ and the latches to transparent, so the data from the previous stages can be loaded into the latches. An $Ack_{out}$ rise transition signals the reception of the data but does not change the output of the C-element or the state of the latches. A
falling transition of \( \text{Req}_\text{in} \) changes \( \text{Req}_\text{out} \) and \( \text{Lt} \) to ‘0’ and sets the latches to opaque again, keeping the latched data stable for the next pipeline stage.

The reason for exploring a four-phase protocol is that it requires simpler hardware for its implementation than a two-phase protocol. On the other hand, the four-phase protocol potentially exhibits worse performance than the two-phase protocol. The reason for this is that a complete four-phase handshake cycle involves four signal transitions, and thus has a longer cycle and higher energy consumption. These assumptions are verified by the implementation shown in Section 6.6.

### 6.3.2. 2ph-bd

The 2ph-bd design implements a two-phase bundled-data handshake protocol (NRZ), without the gating mechanism. It implements the same communication protocol with the Argo router but uses a different handshake controller. The controller is the reduced complexity two-phase micro-pipeline latch controller [160] shown in Figure 6.7. Compared to the four-phase controller shown in Figure 6.6, it has an additional XNOR gate to generate the latch enable signal \( \text{Lt} \). Initially, all the signals are set to ‘0’, apart from the enable signal \( \text{Lt} \), which is ‘1’, and which holds the data latches in the transparent state. A \( \text{Req}_\text{in} \) rise transition changes signals \( \text{Req}_\text{out} \) and \( \text{Lt} \) to ‘0’ and the latches to opaque, ensuring that the data for the next stage are stable. An \( \text{Ack}_\text{out} \) rise transition signals the completion of the handshake cycle and changes the \( \text{Lt} \) signal to ‘1’ and the latches to transparent again.

As shown in the Figures 6.6 and 6.7, the two-phase controller has an additional XNOR gate. However, the handshake cycle is shorter, as it involves two signal transitions instead of four.
Furthermore, this controller needs to fulfill two timing assumptions for safe operation. Firstly, the data latches need to be transparent for sufficient time for the data to be latched, from the time \textit{Ack\_out} arrives and until a new \textit{Req\_in} initiates a new handshake cycle. This timing requirement condition is satisfied by use of the delay element \textit{D1} in Figure 6.7. Secondly, the data latches need to be opaque for sufficient time for the data to be stable for the next stage, before the acknowledge from the next stage changes their state to transparent. This timing requirement is satisfied by use of the delay element \textit{D2} in Figure 6.7. These delays may affect the handshake cycle. Implementation results are presented in Section 6.6.

\subsection*{6.3.3. 2ph-bd-g}

The 2ph-bd design implements a two-phase bundled-data handshake protocol (NRZ), with the addition of the gating mechanism. It uses the same controller as the 2ph-bd design. This design was developed for direct comparison with 2ph-bd, to evaluate the effect of gating.

\subsection*{6.3.4. 2ph-bd/LEDR-g}

The 2ph-bd/LEDR-g design implements a two-phase bundled-data handshake protocol (NRZ) with the gating mechanism. In addition, it uses delay-insensitive links. To be delay-insensitive, the links use Level-Encoded Dual-Rail (LEDR) encoding [41]. As explained in Section 2.6.4, LEDR uses two lines (rails) for every signal, to represent the true value and the parity value. The communication is done by alternating between an \textit{odd} and an \textit{even} phase. In the \textit{odd} phase the two rails carry the real value and the parity value. In the \textit{even} phase both rails carry the real value. This implies an area and energy consumption overhead arising from the encoding of each signal with two lines. Nevertheless, a delay insensitive encoding has the advantage of operating correctly regardless of the delays involved. This is a good match for the links, since they can be of arbitrary length. However, the computational functionality within the router calls for a simpler encoding like bundled-data. This design therefore implements the links with LEDR encoding and the router pipeline with bundled-data encoding.

The use of two encodings requires a translation in the input and output ports. At the input ports in the first stage of the router pipeline, a converter translates LEDR to bundled-data encoding. Figure 6.8 illustrates the block diagram of the LEDR to bundled-data converter circuit. The \textit{Type Detection} circuit detects whether the arriving phit is valid and whether it is in its odd or even phase. In the case of a valid phit, the select element (\textit{Sel}) raises a signal at the True or the False port if the phit is in its odd or even phase, respectively. The \textit{Completion Detection} circuit uses a 34-bit C-element to detect the arrival of all data bits at the input port of the router. The \textit{Token Merge} circuit detects the arrival of data, either in their even or in their odd phase and generates a transition in the request signal to the latch controller.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the block diagram of the bundled-data to LEDR converter circuit, used at the output ports of the router at the last pipeline stage. It is a modified version of a previously published converter [66], to allow the gating mechanism to handle different types of phits (valid or void). It differs from the handshake latch of the previous designs in the use of flip-flops in the last pipeline stage of the router instead of enable latches. Double the number of flip-flops are required in order to generate the dual-rail encoding. The flip-flops are enabled with the pulse from the latch enable signal generated by the controller. The \textit{Toggle} element toggles
Figure 6.8.: Circuit converting LEDR to bundled-data encoding, from [74].

Figure 6.9.: Circuit converting bundled-data to LEDR encoding, from [74].

between the even and the odd phases of the LEDR encoding, such that it generates the true or the parity value of data in the parity rails.
6.4. Mesochronous Router

The typical approach to mesochronous design is to connect synchronous building blocks with mesochronous synchronizers. The mesochronous version of the TDM router presented here follows the same approach. Synchronous routers are used and mesochronous synchronizers connect the synchronous routers, such that a mesochronous synchronizer is placed in every link. The mesochronous functionality introduces a cost that amounts to one synchronizer per link. This cost can be significant, considering that the routers have five ports, i.e. five synchronizers per router.

The synchronous router resembles the Aelite router design [59], since it follows the same pipeline stages. The pipeline of the synchronous router is as shown in Figure 6.1. As a clocked design, it uses registers in the pipeline stages. Every stage is 35 bits wide and 5-bit registers are used in the HPU stage to hold the output selection. The delay elements and the C-elements used for synchronization in the crossbar are not required in the synchronous version.

The mesochronous synchronizers, as explained in Section 3.3, use FIFOs with a number of stages. The synchronizer used in the mesochronous version of the Argo router is a bi-synchronous FIFO [117]. This FIFO implements a full-detector, using a token ring. In particular, the synchronizer implemented in this work is the mesochronous adaptation of the bi-synchronous FIFO [117], with five stages. This FIFO provides flow control signals and can sustain a throughput of one data item per cycle for a clock skew of plus/minus one clock period. Optimized versions of FIFOs (e.g. full-custom FIFOs [169]) may reduce the cost of synchronization. The FIFO design presented in [84] includes only three register stages, since the flow control signals are not required for a mesochronous system. We therefore estimate that it reduces the cost of FIFOs by half. However, the overhead for the mesochronous synchronization is still present.

6.5. Implementation

All the router designs presented in this chapter were implemented, evaluated and compared. The implementation involves description of the designs in VHDL, synthesis in a gate-netlist, and layout. Since the focus is mainly on the asynchronous router designs, the implementation was done in an ASIC design flow. We used a 65nm CMOS standard cell technology library from STMicroelectronics, and conventional EDA tools for the design flow. We simulated the designs in ModelSim, synthesized them in Synopsys Design Compiler, and performed the circuit layout in Cadence SOC Encounter. We performed power analysis in Synopsys Prime Time according to the switching activity on a number of testcases.

The asynchronous design process is not as straightforward as the synchronous one, and is complicated by the lack of tools for asynchronous design. We decided to use conventional EDA tools in this work, and some special features have to be taken into account for the asynchronous designs. A characteristic of asynchronous circuits is the combinational loops in the circuit. In this work we chose to manually disable the combinational loops, rather than allow the design tools to disable them at random points. The reason is to provide more precise path delay evaluations, which are needed by the optimization algorithms in the logic synthesis process [95]. The delay of a standard cell is a function of its fan-out load. If paths are disabled at
certain points, the output load at these points is not considered in the path delay evaluation, leading to poor optimizations. By manually selecting the disable points we aim at minimizing the effect of disabling the paths in the loop.

Furthermore, asynchronous circuits often include special cells, such as the C-elements described in Section 2.3. They can either be implemented with standard cells or be custom made. We chose to do the implementation with standard CMOS library cells. The implementation of the C-element is an SR latch based implementation. We described the behavior in VHDL and let the tool derive the gate-netlist implementation. The result is an NOR gate implementation of the SR latch with some additional gates. This implementation includes feedback loops which were also cut manually.

In the synchronous design process, the combinational part of the design is optimized according to the clock period. The designer sets a target clock period and the synthesis tool optimizes the combinational logic, such that the logic of each stage fits within the time-limits of one clock period. In the asynchronous design process there is no global clock to set a target period. However, combinational logic is still organized in pipeline stages. The process we followed in this work is to imitate a clock signal and use it as a target for optimization. Therefore, we specify the enable signals of the data latches as clock signals. We associate the pipeline stages with two non-overlapping clocks in an alternating way, and use these clock periods as optimization targets. In this way, the tool optimizes the combinational part of the circuit while considering the setup and hold timing constraints of the latches.

Another challenge comes from the timing assumptions that need to hold for the correct operation of the circuit. These involve delay elements whose values need to be determined. For this purpose the designer repeats a process of setting values, synthesizing and performing timing analysis. In our designs the delay elements that need to be determined are the delays in the request lines, matching the combinational logic of each stage (i.e. the HPU and crossbar), and the wire delays, i.e. the link pipeline stage. They are estimated according to the circuit implementation delays with a 20% additional timing margin. The 20% margin is also used in other asynchronous implementations and is considered a safe margin for covering delay fluctuations. Additionally, some delay assumptions exist in the controllers of the 2ph-bd and 2ph-bd-g designs. The corresponding delay elements were set according to the timing assumptions described in Section 6.3.2.

6.6. Results

Table 6.2 lists the results of the implementation of all the router designs presented in this chapter. The second column reports the cell area of the designs in $\mu\text{m}^2$. The areas of the Argo, the 4ph-bd, the 2ph-bd, and the 2ph-bd-g routers are similar. The 2ph-bd and the 2ph-bd-g designs are slightly bigger than the 4ph-bd due to the additional XOR gate and the delay elements in the controller. The gating does not contribute additionally to the area, as it uses elements that are required in the non-gated designs as well. The 2ph-bd is slightly (less than 1%) bigger than the 2ph-bd-g as a result of heuristics applied by the synthesis tool. The Argo router is slightly bigger than the the 4ph-bd, the 2ph-bd, and the 2ph-bd-g design due to the latch used in the controller. All the above designs are smaller than the synchronous router. The size of 2ph-bd/LEDR-g is twice the size of Argo, due to the cost of delay insensitive links,


Table 6.2.: Results for the router designs implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Router Designs</th>
<th>Cell Area</th>
<th>Post-synthesis</th>
<th>Post-layout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μm²</td>
<td>Energy / cycle</td>
<td>Energy / cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>pJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesochronous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous router FIFO [116]</td>
<td>24239</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO [169, 84]</td>
<td>8026</td>
<td>16213 (8106)</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4ph-bd</td>
<td>7401</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ph-bd</td>
<td>7594</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ph-bd-g</td>
<td>7536</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 0 %</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 70 %</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 100 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ph-bd/LEDR-g</td>
<td>12578</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 0 %</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 70 %</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 100 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argo</td>
<td>7715</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 0 %</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 70 %</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link util. 100 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e.g., the double wires and the translation circuits. The size of the mesochronous router is three times the size of Argo router, due to the cost of FIFOs. The FIFOs’ cost depends on their implementation. The FIFOs implemented in this work [116] have an area which is twice that of the synchronous router. With a different implementation [169], [84], we estimate the size of the FIFOs to be equal to the size of the synchronous router.

The third and fifth columns present the operational frequency for the post-synthesis and the post-layout routers, respectively. We consider frequency of an asynchronous circuit the handshake frequency, which is not evaluated by the EDA tools. As asynchronous designs their frequency depends not only on the design but also on the data and operating conditions. We evaluated the frequency by simulating the post-synthesis and post-layout netlists in an environment of eager producers and consumers. The designs operate on similar frequencies with small differences. In the post-synthesis results Argo is slightly faster than the rest. Among the asynchronous designs, the 4ph-bd is the slowest as expected from the four-phase handshake protocol. The gating scheme and the delay insensitive links also affect the handshake cycle, as shown for the 2ph-bd-g and 2ph-bd/LEDR designs. For all designs, the frequency degrades in the post-layout stage by approximately 15-35% due to wireload effects. The Argo router is still slightly faster than the rest.

The fourth and sixth columns respectivey show the post-synthesis and post-layout energy consumption per (clock/handshake) cycle. The energy consumption was derived from a sim-
ulation of the switching activity of a testcase. The testcase considers 70% link utilization. For the designs using the gating mechanism, different percentages of utilization (0, 70, 100) were considered, to assess the effect of gating. The results show that the asynchronous designs without the gating scheme (4ph-bd, 2ph-bd) have a higher energy consumption compared to the mesochronous design, due to the additional switching activity for handshaking. However, the gated designs (2ph-bd-g, Argo) show energy gains depending on the utilization of links. The 2ph-bd/LEDR-g shows a slightly higher energy consumption, due to the dual-rail encoding.

6.7. Discussion

The router presented in this chapter combines the router functionality with inherent synchronization capabilities. The results presented show that the area and frequency of the Argo router is comparable to a synchronous router, offering elastic FIFO behavior in the same design. This elastic behavior can be compared to a mesochronous router. However, the overhead of the synchronization FIFOs required in the mesochronous design is significant. This overhead amounts to additional area that can be three times that of the synchronous or the Argo router. The Argo router can be used to replace the synchronous router and the FIFOs in its five ports, offering the same, and possibly more, elasticity in a design that is three times smaller, with similar speed, and with similar energy on the same link utilization. The energy consumption of the Argo router can be further improved at low link utilization with the gating scheme. The FIFO overhead can be reduced, but even with optimized FIFOs the overhead is considerable.

The proposed Argo router is more efficient than other asynchronous designs. It is faster due to the two-phase protocol and the simple implementation of the controller with only standard CMOS library cells. It is slightly larger than the other asynchronous designs, due to its latch-based controller. However, the Argo router is half the size of the 2ph-bd/LEDR-g design, due to the delay insensitive links of the latter. The delay insensitive links offer a trade-off of area and robust design. Furthermore, the Argo router consumes slightly less energy, also due to the simple standard cell implementation of the controller.

Another reflection upon the design and implementation process of the presented designs is related to the effort required. The asynchronous routers have local timing assumptions that need to hold for correct operation. They need to be defined at design time and verified in every step of the process. This requires a design cycle of implementation, timing analysis, and adjustment of timing constraints until timing closure is achieved. In this regard the Argo router was shown to be easier to implement than the alternative asynchronous designs. The implementation is straightforward, as the handshake controllers do not have additional timing constraints that need to be adjusted by the designer, as in the 2ph-bd design, or special asynchronous cells (C-elements). The asynchronous elements that still exist in the Argo router are the delay elements following the bundled-data encoding and the C_elements in the crossbar that are required for the distributed synchronization.

An aspect of the asynchronous design process that was touched on in this chapter is the delay element margin required in the bundled-data encoding for a safe but optimized design. A small additional margin is optimal but not safe as it may not cover high delay fluctuations. A bigger additional margin is safe but it adds delay in the handshake cycle. The amount of
margin added is not explicitly studied in the literature. However, the amount used in this thesis project agrees with the numbers mentioned in the literature.
This Chapter presents implementation results of the entire NOC in ASIC and FPGA technologies. The Argo NOC is an NxN NOC connected in a bi-torus topology. It consists of $N^2$ NIs as presented in Chapter 5, and $N^2$ asynchronous Argo routers as presented in Chapter 6. Alternatively, a synchronous version of Argo is also possible. Such a version uses synchronous routers with the same pipeline as the asynchronous Argo router. This chapter lists the possible timing organizations of a platform, using either the asynchronous Argo or the synchronous equivalent. It describes what each version comprises and the simulation environment used to verify both versions. It also presents the different implementation scenarios explored, both for the proposed asynchronous Argo NOC and for the synchronous equivalent, and results for each scenario. The ASIC implementations involve synthesis in a 65 nm CMOS technology library of STMicroelectronics, and layout. The results are in terms of area, maximum frequency and energy consumption, as well as verification of correct operation. The FPGA implementation results are in a Xilinx ML605 and on an Altera DE2-115 FPGA boards, and involve area resources utilization, frequency, and verification of correct operation.

The content of this chapter has appeared in the following publications:

- “Argo: A Real-Time Network-on-Chip Architecture with an Efficient GALS Implementation”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki, Martin Schoeberl, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, Christoph Müller, Kees Goossens, and Jens Sparsø [71]

- “Synthesis and Layout of an Asynchronous Network-on-Chip using Standard EDA Tools”, with authors Christoph Müller, Evangelia Kasapaki, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, and Jens Sparsø [106]

- “D3.4 - Report documenting the hardware implementation of the self-timed NOC”, T-CREST Project Deliverable [126]
7.1. Platform Timing Organizations

The proposed timing organization of Argo is an asynchronous implementation of the routers, mesochronous NIs and individually clocked processors, presented in Section 4.4. This is a globally-synchronous locally-asynchronous (GALS) implementation and is the most flexible and robust to timing variability. A range of simpler timing organizations are also possible, using either the asynchronous or synchronous versions of the routers. We implemented the Argo in different timing organizations and integrated it in a number of multi-processor platforms with the following organizations:

1. A GALS organization where each processor operates with its own independent clock, all the NIs are clocked by the same clock, possibly with some bounded skew (mesochronous), and the routers are implemented as asynchronous circuits. This allows independent frequency scaling in the processors and the use of different processors with different clock frequencies. In addition, it offers tolerance towards clock skew at the global level.

2. A globally multi-synchronous implementation. Each processing core uses the same clock as the NI to which it is attached, and the routers are implemented as asynchronous circuits. This implementation tolerates a bounded amount of skew between processor-NI pairs.

3. An implementation where all the processors and NIs operate synchronously and the routers are implemented as asynchronous circuits. This implementation is relevant for testing purposes.

4. A globally-synchronous implementation where the same global clock is used in all the processors as well as in all the routers and NIs. This implementation offers no flexibility but it is relevant for FPGA prototyping, for software development, and perhaps for implementation of small systems.

7.2. Argo NOC Implementation

The above timing organizations use the asynchronous Argo router or the equivalent synchronous router and the clocked Argo NI.

A 2x3 instance of the proposed asynchronous Argo NOC is shown in Figure 7.1. As we see in the figure, Argo can be regarded as a mesh of synchronization points, i.e. NIs and JF points, connected by asynchronous FIFO pipelines. These points enforce synchronization of the operation either with a clock (at the NIs), or synchronization of all input pipelines (at JF points). The asynchronous FIFOs consist of the router pipeline stages. The design also
includes a number of local FIFO stages, *Local FIFOs*, connecting the NIs and routers. In particular, the proposed Argo NOC design and the implemented instances include one FIFO stage in the channel from NI to router and two FIFO stages in the channel from router to NI. This design choice creates a balanced design with three stages of pipeline between any pair of synchronization points, i.e. JFs or NIs. The choice of three stages in the router pipeline initialized with two tokens aims for maximum performance and minimum hardware resources, as discussed in Section 6.2.2. For the same reason we maintain the three-stage pipeline between NIs and JF points in the router. Alternatives that maintain maximum performance are five stages with three tokens or six stages with four tokens. These options would increase the elastic capabilities of the NOC at the cost of a hardware increase.
The equivalent synchronous version consists of routers with a three-stage register pipeline, the same as the asynchronous Argo router. The design does not offer any flexibility and it does not include additional FIFO stages in the connection between NIs and routers. However, it is useful for testing purposes, as it is simpler to test in the environment of an entire platform. It is also easier for FPGA prototyping and for software development purposes.

### 7.3. Argo Simulation

To simulate the behavior of the Argo design, we developed a parametrized RTL-level VHDL description of the Argo NOC. It is a tile-based description of NOC nodes, where each node consists of an NI and a router, in its synchronous or asynchronous version. Additionally, we developed a behavioral VHDL description of a processor and an SPM. The dimensions of the NOC are configured as parameters in a VHDL package. Parameters that can be configured are the dimension N of the network, the length of the slot period, the number of DMA controllers etc. For the simulation we used ModelSim.

The contents of the slot table and the DMA table are programmed by the processor. Each entry in the slot table and the DMA table is mapped into the processor address map. The processor configures the slot table and programs the DMA controllers through the OCP interface as a series of OCP writes to a specified address in the address space. The address space mapping is defined in a VHDL package description. The slot table corresponds to a continuous address space as a block-aligned array of words. The route field of the DMA controllers is also placed in a separate contiguous block-aligned array of words. The rest of the configuration of the DMA controllers is placed in a different two-word block-aligned array. The slot table and the route field of the DMAs are accessed only during initialization, while the rest of the DMAs are accessed in normal operation.

For testing the design, we developed a testbench environment. This environment includes behavioral descriptions of the processors and SPMs. The SPMs are described as dual-ported RAM memories. The processors are described as test vector generators that feed test vectors into the NI design and the SPM. We used ModelSim and a number of testcases to verify the correct operation of both versions during different steps of the design process, such as post-synthesis and post-layout.

### 7.4. Implementation Scenarios

Both the asynchronous and the synchronous versions of the Argo NOC have been implemented and have been integrated into bigger platforms, e.g., the T-CREST platform in various implementation scenarios:

1. An ASIC implementation of the Argo NOC using the asynchronous routers, synthesized in a 65nm CMOS standard-cell library. This implementation was verified in post-synthesis and post-layout simulation. The results of this implementation are reported in Section 7.5.
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2. An FPGA implementation of the Argo NOC using the asynchronous routers, implemented and tested in a Xilinx ML605 FPGA board. This version was verified by post-layout simulation in ModelSim using the technology libraries of the board. Using this implementation, we verified the asynchronous Argo NOC design in an FPGA and we demonstrated its ability to tolerate skew. The results of this implementation are reported in Section 7.6.

3. An FPGA implementation of the Argo NOC using the synchronous routers, implemented and tested on an Altera DE2-115 FPGA board. This version was integrated into an open-source platform including the Argo NOC and a number of Patmos processors. This platform was used for testing purposes. The results of this implementation are shown in Section 7.7.

4. An FPGA implementation of the Argo NOC using the synchronous routers, implemented and tested in a Xilinx ML605 FPGA board. This version was integrated into the final T-CREST platform including the Argo NOC, a number of Patmos processors, a proprietary memory controller, and the bluetree memory-NOC developed within T-CREST project. Implementation results of this platform are shown in Section 7.8.

7.5. Argo ASIC Implementation

This section describes in detail the implementation of the asynchronous Argo NOC in ASIC flow (item 1 in Section 7.4). Implementation results of the components of the NOC, i.e. NIs, routers, are presented in Sections 5.2 and 6.6 respectively, for individual evaluation. In this section, results are presented for two complete Argo NOC instances, a 2x2 and a 4x4 instance. We have synthesized the integrated Argo NOC in a 65nm standard cell CMOS technology library from STMicroelectronics and produced a layout. We verified the correct functionality of the designs in post-synthesis and post-layout stages of the design process by simulation. This section reports results in terms of area, maximum frequency and energy consumption. The tools we used in the design process are ModelSim for simulation, Synopsys Design Compiler for synthesis, Cadence SOC Encounter for layout, and Synopsys Prime Time for power analysis.

7.5.1. Synthesis

Initially, we synthesized a 2x2 instance of Argo in a 65nm gate-netlist. This instance includes 4 routers, 4 NIs, and 3 FIFO stages between NIs and JF points, as explained in Section 7.2. Each NI includes 4 DMA controllers and uses a schedule with 8 time-slots. The NOC has a total area of 81388 µm². This gate-netlist was tested for correct operation with the test environment presented in Section 7.3. As an asynchronous network the frequency was evaluated through post-synthesis simulation, which shows that it reaches a maximum frequency of 929 MHz. Moreover, we tested the 2x2 gate-netlist under skew between NIs. The testcase enforced skew between two NIs and the simulation showed that the netlist can absorb 0.94 cycles of skew when running at maximum frequency and 2.85 cycles of skew when running at 500MHz. The skew tolerance will be further discussed in Chapter 8.
To evaluate bigger structures and further explore the Argo NOC design we implemented a 4x4 instance. The results of this implementation were obtained with the help of Christoph Müller. This instance of Argo includes 16 routers, 16 NIs and 3 local FIFO stages between NIs and JF points. In addition, it includes one pipeline stage in the links to pipeline the link delay. The NIs include 16 DMA controllers and a schedule of 23 time-slots, as it was generated by the scheduler for an all-to-all communication pattern with equal bandwidth requirements.

The first section of Table 7.1 shows cell area results for the synthesized netlist and a breakdown into routers, NIs, links, and local FIFOs. The total cell area of the post synthesis netlist is 633568 µm². As Table 7.1 shows, the contribution to the cell area from the routers is very small, 19%, confirming the expectation of very lightweight routers from the TDM scheme. The NIs contribute 77% in the total area, a figure that is due to the tables in the NIs. The local FIFO pipeline stages contribute minimally, approximately 2%. Links also contribute 2% from buffers required to drive the links.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Routers</th>
<th>NIs</th>
<th>Links</th>
<th>FIFOs</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis Cell Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total (µm²)</td>
<td>120931</td>
<td>486321</td>
<td>13578</td>
<td>12738</td>
<td>633568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per node (µm²)</td>
<td>7558</td>
<td>30395</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>39598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative (%)</td>
<td>19.09</td>
<td>76.76</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout Cell Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total (µm²)</td>
<td>127446</td>
<td>537397</td>
<td>43289</td>
<td>12613</td>
<td>720745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per node (µm²)</td>
<td>7965</td>
<td>33587</td>
<td>2706</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>45047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative (%)</td>
<td>17.68</td>
<td>74.56</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total (pJ/cyc)</td>
<td>96.40</td>
<td>430.80</td>
<td>363.20</td>
<td>13.41</td>
<td>903.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per node (pJ/cyc)</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>26.93</td>
<td>22.70</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>56.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative (%)</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>40.19</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1.: Synthesis and post layout area breakdown and post layout energy distribution for the 4x4 Argo.

To take into account the wireload effects of long wires after placement and routing, we produced a layout of the 4x4 instance of Argo. This was done with the help of Christoph Müller. The layout is a tile-based layout that comprises 16 tiles. Each tile includes one Argo router and one NI. Empty space in the tile is dedicated to one processor and SPM memories. Figure 7.2 shows the layout of the 4x4 instance. Each tile occupies an area of 1.5mm x 1.5mm, of which the tile itself is defined to cover 1.9 mm², which is considered sufficient to account for realistic link lengths, and the rest of the space is available for link channels. Each link is pipelined with one stage. The bi-torus topology of the NOC has been folded to even out link lengths. The tiles are placed with a flipping scheme to reduce congestion in the link channels.

The second section of Table 7.1 shows cell area for the post layout netlist. The total area of the post layout netlist is 720745 µm². The difference of the post layout area compared to the
Figure 7.2.: Layout of the 4x4 Argo NOC with a single pipeline latch added to each link, from [106].

post synthesis cell area (633568 µm²) is due to buffers introduced during layout from the tool to drive the links and for the clock tree. The same trends in cell area appear for the post layout netlist as for the post synthesis netlist. The routers are very small contributing approximately 18% in the total area. The NIs contribute 75%, the local FIFOs 2% and the links 6%

The last section of Table 7.1 shows the energy consumption per cycle. This is based on the switching activity of a simulation testcase and is independent of the operating frequency. The testcase produces link activity of 22% with 78% of the links being idle on average. As shown in the table, a large contribution to the energy comes from the NIs (48%), and an equally large contribution from the links (40%). A much smaller contribution comes from the routers (11%), due to the gating mechanism. The local FIFOs contribute 1.5%.

The maximum frequency of the post layout 4x4 Argo instance was measured through simulation to be 450 Mhz. In principle, the maximum frequency is defined by the maximum handshake frequency of the asynchronous routers, which was measured to be 746 MHz, as shown in Table 6.2. The performance reduction is due to changes in environment conditions, as the results of Table 6.2 were derived for a single router connected to an environment of eager producers and consumers. The measured frequency for the 4x4 NOC, considers a realistic environment of routers and NIs and has a larger delay on the links.

### 7.6. Argo FPGA Implementation

A 2x2 instance of Argo with the asynchronous Argo routers was implemented in FPGA technology (item 2 in Section 7.4). The results of this section were obtained with the help of Ioannis Kotleas. The FPGA board used was a Xilinx ML605 board and Xilinx ISE was used for synthesis and layout.

For the FPGA implementation of the asynchronous Argo router, the asynchronous components need special care. This applies to the C-elements in the crossbar stage of the router and
the delay elements. The C-elements were implemented explicitly as a LUT function and the delay elements as an array of LUTs. To set the right delay for the delay elements, an iterative process is required for implementing and adjusting the delay elements. More details can be found in [128].

Table 7.2. presents the resource usage of the 2x2 asynchronous Argo NOC instance implemented in the Xilinx ML605 FPGA board. The second column shows the area resources for the entire 2x2 asynchronous Argo NOC. Columns three to five show the breakdown of one node into NI, FIFOs and the asynchronous Argo router. The last column shows the area resource of a single synchronous router that has been implemented on the specific FPGA for comparison.

As expected, the asynchronous router is a latch-based design and the synchronous router is a flip-flop based design. As shown in the table, the area resources for an asynchronous router are slightly bigger but comparable to the synchronous one. This is mainly due to implementation of the delay elements. The table also shows that the NI tables are implemented as flip-flops, as their size is small.

The operation of the implemented netlist was verified by post place and route simulation in ModelSim using the technology libraries of the board, and on the FPGA board. Although clock skew cannot be introduced in the FPGA board, we introduced reset skew by delaying the reset signal of specific NIs by one clock cycle. Simulation and running on the FPGA board verified that the implemented design operates correctly under skew.

7.7. Open-Source Platform with the Synchronous NOC

In the context of the T-CREST project, an open-source version of the platform was developed (item 3 in Section 7.4). The platform is a 3x3 instance and consists of 9 Patmos processors,
7.8 T-CREST Platform with the Synchronous NOC

The final T-CREST platform, which is used for evaluation by the industry partners, (item 4 in Section 7.4) consists of a number of Patmos processors, connected by the Argo NOC to synchronous routers. Access to shared memory is provided through the memory tree NOC and is controlled by the memory controller, both developed within the T-CREST project. The platform is implemented and runs on the Xilinx ML605 FPGA board. The implementation of this platform is a combined contribution of the T-CREST group.

Resource utilization results of a 3x3 implementation of the final T-CREST integrated platform are shown in Table 7.4. The second column shows the area resources of the entire 3x3 platform. Columns three to six show a breakdown of one node of the platform into the SPM, Patmos processor, NI, and the synchronous version of the router. The numbers in the table show the area efficiency of the NOC. It can be seen that for a single node of the platform 89% of the LUTs of the node are used for the Patmos processor, while 5% are used for the NI and 6% for the router. Considering that NIs presented in the literature have a similar area to processors, as shown in Section 5.3, the contribution of the Argo NOC to the entire platform is very small.

This platform runs on a frequency of 75 MHz and the critical path is not in the Argo NOC.
7.9. Use of Argo NOC

In the context of the T-CREST project and to facilitate the use of the Argo NOC, a message passing library has been developed by Rasmus Bo Sørensen. It offers the application programmer a way to handle communication over the Argo NOC, while abstracting the hardware details. It is a C library and provides functions such as “send”, “receive”, and “acknowledge”, for sending, receiving, and acknowledging the reception of a message, respectively. The functions take as arguments the message size, the pointer address in the local SPM and the pointer address in the receiving SPM.

To provide guidelines on the use of Argo NOC we developed the Argo Programming Guide [72]. This describes how an open-source T-CREST platform can be implemented in an FPGA and how the Argo NOC can be used by an application programmer to implement message passing functionality. The guide also provides examples of simple parallel application with the use of the message passing library. The T-CREST platform was used and evaluated by industry partners within the T-CREST project on a number of avionics and railway applications.

Accessing the Source Code

The source code or the Argo NOC is provided through the T-CREST GitHub repository. The Argo repository includes the Argo VHDL source files, the test environment, and scripts for the simulation and the implementation, both in ASIC and FPGA, of Argo. The repository can be accessed via the git link:

https://github.com/t-crest/argo

7.10. Discussion

As shown in Chapter 5, the Argo NI design is extremely small. Alternative NIs in the literature are as big as a processor and NI designs for similar TDM NOCs were shown to be four to five times bigger than Argo. Similarly, as shown in Chapter 6, the Argo router is very small, as follows from the TDM scheme, and efficient. Equivalent mesochronous TDM router designs are two to three times bigger than the Argo router. Overall, the entire NOC, as shown in this chapter, results in a very efficient implementation in terms of area.

Comparisons among NOCs are not easy to reach due to the different logical dimensions, features and requirements implemented by the NOCs. Argo NOC is a virtual circuit switching TDM NOC that uses source routing. Aelite is a TDM NOC that follows the same principles and is comparable to Argo. They both offer hard real-time guarantees via the TDM scheme. They also operate mesochronously at their end-points (NIs), yet Argo offers bigger amounts of elasticity as will be shown in Chapter 8. Implementation results for aelite [59] present an instance that includes 6 routers, 11 NIs and 45 bi-directional channels. This instance was implemented in ASIC design flow, in 65nm technology. The area of this instance after synthesis was calculated to be 2.5 mm². As shown in Section 7.5, a 4x4 instance of Argo synthesized in 65nm technology has an area of 0.63 mm². This Argo instance includes 16 routers, 16 NIs, 3 FIFO stages between NIs and JF points, and 240 uni-directional channels. The two architectures are not directly comparable. For example, Argo contains the DMAs in the NIs
while aelite contains them in the processors. In addition, the logical dimensions are not exactly the same and the communication load differs. However, the Argo NOC is roughly four times smaller for slightly bigger dimensions. We can conclude that in general Argo is at least four times smaller for instances of equal logical dimensions. In terms of performance, the post synthesis maximum frequency achieved by the two architectures is similar.

The Argo NOC has been used in the T-CREST multi-processor platform in a number of implementations. The T-CREST project produced various versions of the platform with synchronous and asynchronous versions of the Argo NOC. The T-CREST platform has been implemented in instances of up to 4x4 nodes. Software support with a message passing library was also generated within the T-CREST project group, and application programming documentation is also provided. The platform was used and evaluated in a number of industrial applications from the industrial partners of the T-CREST project and was shown to be easy to use.
Part III.

Elasticity Analysis
Theoretical Analysis

The timing organization of Argo has been briefly discussed in Section 4.4. This chapter analyzes in detail the timing organization and behavior of the Argo design. Furthermore, it explores the elastic behavior of the asynchronous network of routers and the parameters that affect it. Along these lines it presents a qualitative analysis of the elastic behavior of Argo. Material from this chapter has been published in:

- “Argo: A Time-Elastic Time-Division-Multiplexed NOC Using Asynchronous Routers”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki and Jens Sparsø [73]
- “Argo: A Real-Time Network-on-Chip Architecture with an Efficient GALS Implementation”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki, Martin Schoeberl, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, Christoph Müller, Kees Goossens, and Jens Sparsø [71]

8.1. Argo Timing Organization

As explained in Section 4.4, Argo is organized in three timing layers. As Figure 8.1 shows, in the core of Argo a network of asynchronous routers operates in an elastic, self-timed way. At the endpoints of this elastic structure, the mesochronous NIs operate at a common rate, with some bounded phase difference, i.e., skew. The NIs enforce the TDM schedule and the NI clock is the point of reference for global synchronization. The overall system supports a GALS organization; the processors connected at the endpoints of Argo may operate at independent clock rates.

The enforcement of global synchronization for TDM relies on the use of TDM counters in the NIs. All TDM counters are reset with a global reset signal and incremented by a global NI clock signal. Thus the TDM skew is defined as the skew among the TDM counters. The TDM skew is a combination of the skew of two signals, the reset and the clock, and may
result in a phase difference in the TDM schedule of more than one clock cycle. For the global synchronization, and thereby for the TDM scheduling to operate correctly, the elastic network of routers should be able to absorb the TDM skew that is present. A goal of this work is to explore the capabilities of the Argo NOC to absorb the TDM skew. In the following we simply use “skew” to refer to the TDM skew.

Asynchronous pipelines inherently operate as ripple FIFOs. Figure 8.2 shows a FIFO connected to a clocked producer and a clocked consumer [71].
nal towards the FIFO and a data token to be stored in the FIFO. If there is space available in the FIFO for a token and the handshake cycle is faster than the NI clock period, the acknowledge signal from the FIFO can be safely ignored without the possibility of metastability. The consumer’s clock generates an acknowledge signal to the FIFO and consumes a data token from the FIFO. If there are data tokens in the FIFO and the handshake cycle is faster than the NI clock period, the request signal from the FIFO can also be safely ignored. Thus, with a half-filled FIFO, there is available free space in the input of the FIFO for tokens from the producer, and available data tokens in the output of the FIFO, for the consumer. The above half-filled FIFO connected to a producer and consumer with a slower clock rate than the handshaking capabilities of the FIFO is safe from metastability. In the same way, a system with half-filled asynchronous router pipelines connected to NIs with a slower clock rate than the router handshake capabilities is safe.

The network of asynchronous routers maintains the data token flow, such that at its endpoints the token flow complies with the TDM schedule. This is assured by two principles: Firstly, the propagation of data tokens between neighboring stages is controlled locally with asynchronous handshaking, and secondly, the global synchronization of different data flows is controlled in a distributed way. The distributed synchronization is done by the join-fork (JF) functionality of the crossbar. Between JF points, the router pipeline behaves as an elastic FIFO.

8.1.1. Argo as a Structure of FIFOs

To analyze Argo and evaluate its elastic properties, it can be viewed and modeled as a mesh of elastic FIFOs. Ignoring the combinational logic of the pipeline stages of the routers and considering only the latches, the routers can be viewed as an asynchronous three-stage FIFO. The Argo design of Figure 8.1 can be represented in an abstract way as illustrated in Figure 8.3, which shows a 2x3 instance of Argo consisting of six routers and six NIs. The structure of a router with the three pipeline stages and the JF point of synchronization at the crossbar can be recognized in the figure. The figure also shows the additional FIFO stages, i.e. Local FIFOs, placed between the NIs and the routers. In the proposed Argo design we chose one pipeline stage for the input channel towards the network of routers, and two pipeline stages for the output channel from the network of routers, as explained in Section 6.2.2. The black dots show the two tokens which each router pipeline is initialized with. The white dots in the NI to router channels are the void tokens injected by the NIs after reset, to initialize the operation of the network of routers. The initialization process has been described in Section 4.6.

The focus of this work was also to evaluate the elasticity of Argo and its performance, taking into consideration the Argo design and implementation presented in previous chapters. The elasticity is in other words the amount of TDM skew which the elastic network of routers is able to absorb. As the next section shows, the skew tolerance of a FIFO is related to the clock frequency applied at its endpoints. The goal is to evaluate the relation between skew and operating frequency.
8.2. Qualitative Analysis

This section presents a qualitative analysis based on theory, in order to build up an understanding of the elastic behavior of Argo and evaluate its properties and limits.
8.2 Qualitative Analysis

8.2.1. Performance and Elasticity of Asynchronous FIFOs

The behavior of an asynchronous pipeline is elastic and resembles a self-synchronizing FIFO like the one shown in Figure 8.2. The parameters affecting the performance of the pipeline are the design, the initialization of the design, the implementation technology, the rate applied at its endpoints by the producer and consumer, and the potential presence of skew. This section reviews these parameters and how they relate to the Argo pipeline.

The design refers to the number of pipeline stages, the handshake protocol among stages, etc. The Argo design has been presented in detail in the previous chapters. The asynchronous Argo router pipeline, as seen in Chapter 6, consists of three pipeline stages. JF points in the crossbar synchronize the router pipelines, allowing a pipeline of three stages between every pair of JF points to be time-elastic, resembling an elastic three-stage FIFO. Additional FIFO stages can be added between NIs and routers to improve the performance of the FIFO and allow more space for elasticity. This is a trade-off between hardware resources and elasticity.

Another parameter affecting the performance is the implementation technology, which determines the gate delays of the circuit and therefore the handshake cycle delays. Timing parameters that determine the cycle timing of an asynchronous handshake are the forward and reverse latency of the pipeline, $L_f$ and $L_r$, respectively [151]. These parameters determine the inherent minimum handshake cycle of the FIFO. For an implementation of the Argo router in 65nm CMOS technology, these parameters are estimated from gate delays to be $L_f \simeq 420$ ps and $L_r \simeq 190$ ps. For a two-phase handshake protocol the minimum handshake period for this implementation is $P = L_f + L_r = 610$ ps.

The state of the FIFO refers to the number of tokens and bubbles in the FIFO; the initialization state is the state which the FIFO is initialized with. The pipeline reaches maximum performance when the number of latch stages per token matches the dynamic wavelength of the design [151], $W_d = P/L_f \simeq 1.45$. The Argo router is therefore initialized with two tokens and one bubble for three stages to satisfy the dynamic wavelength, while keeping the hardware cost low.

The clock rate applied at the endpoints of the FIFO determines the data flow rate. If the applied rate is slower than the inherent handshake rate of the FIFO, the FIFO will adjust to this rate. If the applied rate is faster, the FIFO will fail to satisfy this rate. This leads to the timing assumption for correct operation of Argo, that the inherent handshake rate of the asynchronous pipeline is faster than the NI clock frequency. Thus, the FIFO operates correctly for a range of periods between the inherent handshake period $P$ and the applied clock period. The presence of skew between the producer and the consumer fills or drains the FIFO compared to its initial state, causing a slowdown. This reduces the range of periods in which the FIFO operates correctly.

Figure 8.4 shows the relation between the performance of an asynchronous FIFO, i.e. the handshake cycle, and the skew, i.e. the state of the FIFO. The x-axis represents the state of the FIFO, in other words the number of FIFO stages per token. A FIFO operating at its optimal performance is in a state where the number of FIFO stages per token matches the dynamic wavelength $W_d$. The y-axis represents the handshake cycle time of the asynchronous FIFO. In the state where the FIFO matches its dynamic wavelength, $W_d$, the FIFO operates at its minimum handshake period, $T_{min}$. Any change away from that state causes the handshake cycle time to increase, as the graph in Figure 8.4 indicates. The presence of skew creates a phase...
The theoretical analysis of the Req-Ack handshake cycle for a FIFO shows that the cycle time for the FIFO is faster than the clock period due to skew. FIFO stages are filled or drained based on the difference between the producer and consumer connected at the endpoints of the FIFO. If the producer lags behind, the FIFO is drained, changing its initial state. This introduces a slowdown, as the number of tokens per latch stage no longer matches the dynamic wavelength. If the consumer lags behind, the FIFO is filled. This also introduces a slowdown, as the FIFO state moves away from the optimal state of matching the dynamic wavelength. Eventually, more skew leading to further slowdown of the FIFO leads to failure, as the FIFO becomes slower than the clock frequency. The horizontal dotted line in Figure 8.4 shows the operating clock period of the producers/consumers. The FIFO operates correctly below this limit, and fails above it. This line also bounds the region where the timing assumption for the Argo NOC is satisfied.

8.2.2. Performance and Elasticity of Asynchronous FIFO Rings

The abstract view of Argo as a structure of FIFOs includes several repeated ring structures. They are all balanced due to the balanced pipeline depth throughout the design, i.e. three-stage pipelines. Thus the FIFO ring that appears in Figure 8.5(a) can be recognized in many places in the Argo structure in Figure 8.3. This section gives an analysis of the timing and elastic properties of this FIFO ring as a smaller component of Argo in a first step towards providing an analysis of the bigger picture.

The ring shown in Figure 8.5(a) consists of two identical FIFOs. These represent the three-stage router pipeline, initialized with two tokens and one bubble and connecting two JF points, i.e. two points of synchronization. To evaluate the elastic properties of the FIFO ring, we enforce a fixed rate at the two JF points by connecting them to a clock. By skewing the clock by delays d1 and d2 for the JF1 and JF2 points, respectively, we explore the behavior of this ring under skew.

Looking at the upper FIFO alone, the situation is similar to the one described in Section 8.2.1. The synchronization points can be seen as a producer, JF1, and a consumer, JF2, operating at the same rate but possibly with some skew. If the skew causes the consumer to lag behind the producer \((d1 = 0, d2 > 0)\), the FIFO will be filled more than its initial state. If the skew causes the producer to lag behind the consumer \((d1 > 0, d2 = 0)\), the FIFO will be drained compared to its initial state. In both cases there will be a slowdown in the speed of
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(a) Ring with JF points connected by FIFOs.

(b) Analysis of the above ring under skew between the JF points.

Figure 8.5.: Two neighboring join-fork points connected by three-stage ripple FIFOs forming a ring and analysis of the system behavior under some amount of skew, from [73].

the FIFO. For the lower FIFO the behavior is analogous, with JF2 as a producer and JF1 as a consumer.

Figure 8.5(b) illustrates the performance of the two FIFOs and the combined performance of the ring. The two x-axes show the FIFO stages per token for the two opposite FIFOs of the ring and the y-axis shows the handshake period of the ring. The continuous graph shows the performance of the upper FIFO. The dashed graph shows the performance of the lower FIFO. The two FIFOs are identical except for their direction of operation, and their performance graphs are therefore vertically mirrored copies. The two graphs are aligned according to the FIFOs’ initial state and for the case with no skew between JF1 and JF2. The 360° clock skew point corresponds to the FIFO containing one token per stage, i.e. being completely filled. The bold section of the two graphs is the combined performance of the ring formed by the two FIFOs. Optimal performance (\(T_{min}\)) is reached when the FIFO stages match the dynamic wavelength \(W_d\), which for Argo is computed to be 1.45. Initializing the FIFO ring to the closest
integer number of latches (3) which will give this dynamic wavelength, leads to an inherent
cycle time of $T_{\text{init}}$ for the combined FIFO ring. The presence of skew changes the combined
performance in one or the other direction, filling one FIFO and draining the other. One of the
two effects dominates and therefore defines the performance. $T_{\text{clk}}$ is the clock period applied
at the endpoints. While the inherent cycle time of the FIFO ring is smaller than $T_{\text{clk}}$, the circuit
operates correctly. If the skew increases beyond a certain threshold, one of the FIFOs (or
perhaps both) will fail to cope with the rate dictated by the clock.

8.2.3. Skew Limits

The elasticity of Argo is translated into the question of how much skew can be absorbed by
Argo, if it is still to operate correctly. Exact answers can be given for specific scenarios. An
interesting question to answer is what are the skew bounds within which Argo is guaranteed to
operate correctly. The aim of this section is to estimate worst-case bounds on the skew among
any two endpoints, within which the circuit operates correctly.

To define worst-case bounds, we focus and analyze a subcircuit of Argo that is representative
of the entire design. This subcircuit is illustrated by the shaded area in Figure 8.3. We denote
the maximum skew between two JF points $\delta_{\text{JF}}$. We provided an analysis for the relationship
between skew and performance in Section 8.2.2. A similar analysis can be made for the skew
between an NI and a JF point. We denote the maximum skew between an NI and its nearest
JF point $\delta_{\text{NI}}$. The subcircuit in the shaded area of Figure 8.3 consists of three ring segments.
Therefore, the maximum possible skew that can be present between two neighboring NIs is:

$$\delta \leq 2\delta_{\text{NI}} + \delta_{\text{JF}} \quad (8.1)$$

For NIs that are further apart, the path between them contains more FIFO ring segments, i.e.
more room for skew, and thus the maximum possible skew can potentially be higher. However,
we are interested in the worst-case skew between any two NIs. That would involve the shortest
path, i.e. the skew between two neighboring NIs. In the worst case, the ring segment between
JF points may contribute negatively to the skew, as it is synchronized with the other neighbor-
ing JF points that it is connected to. Thus it can contribute $\delta_{\text{JF}}$ in the opposite direction. This
results in the following worst case bound on the maximum skew between any pair of NIs in
Argo:

$$\delta_{\text{NOC}} \leq 2\delta_{\text{NI}} - \delta_{\text{JF}} \quad (8.2)$$

This is a pessimistic but safe bound. Further analysis is required to evaluate the contribution
of the ring segment connecting two JF points. A model analysis of the ring structure and of
bigger structures is presented in Chapter 9.

8.3. Discussion

This chapter presented an analysis of the elastic timing behavior of Argo. Argo is based on a
novel timing organization than is time-predictable at its endpoints (NIs) and elastic in its core
(routers). This chapter analyzed the performance within this novel timing organization and
explored the limits of the elastic behavior in relation to the overall performance. We defined the problem of elasticity analysis and approached it in a bottom-up fashion.

Elasticity is defined as the maximum skew that can be absorbed by the core of Argo structure and is related to the frequency at its endpoints. Argo consists of specific repeated elastic structures, FIFO pipelines and FIFO rings. The performance of FIFOs and rings was examined and illustrated in graphs relating skew to frequency both for the general case and for the Argo structure. The skew limits were explored for structures that appear in the Argo NOC in relation to the skew of the elastic segments of the structure. This exploration produced equations defining the skew limits of Argo.

Theoretical analysis contributed to the intuitive understanding of the problem. A qualitative assessment of simple structures gave the trends and derived limits for the elasticity. Applying the theory to the Argo structure models verified the intuition. Simulation of the actual circuit also verified the analysis. More detailed analysis will be presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 8 defined elasticity and presented a qualitative analysis of elasticity in the Argo NOC. This chapter quantifies the elasticity in Argo. The quantitative analysis uses timed graph models to describe the elastic behavior of Argo and an algorithm for the timing separation of events to analyze the timing behavior of Argo. Two different models are used, one on a coarse and one on a fine level of granularity.

Material from this chapter has been published in:

- “The Argo NOC: Combining TDM and GALS”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki and Jens Sparsø [1]
- “Argo: A Time-Elastic Time-Division-Multiplexed NOC Using Asynchronous Routers”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki and Jens Sparsø [73]
- “Argo: A Real-Time Network-on-Chip Architecture with an Efficient GALS Implementation”, with authors Evangelia Kasapaki, Martin Schoeberl, Rasmus Bo Sørensen, Christoph Müller, Kees Goossens, and Jens Sparsø [71]

In Section 9.3 some new material from preliminary analysis is included that has not yet been published.

9.1. Elasticity Analysis Approach

The previous chapter derived worst-case bounds for the skew between any pair of NIs. This section aims at determining safe skew values for $\delta_{JF}$, $\delta_{NI}$ and $\delta_{NOC}$, and at determining the relationships among them and with respect to the period. For this reason, we use two timed graph models to describe the behavior and timing of the design and a timing analysis algorithm to analyze the models. In particular, the two models describe the behavior of the design, one
in a fine-grained way, aimed at defining skew values, and the other in a coarse-grained way, aimed at defining the relationships between them. One of the models is an extended version of the signal transition graph (STG) model [32], that defines the behavior of the design as a set of events and timing dependencies among them. The second model is a version of the full-buffer channel net (FBCN) model [14] that defines the behavior of the design based on its timing parameters, forward and reverse latency. They are both subclasses of the PetriNet models described in Section 2.6.6. We use timing separation of events (TSE) analysis [65] to evaluate worst-case performance as explained in Section 3.5. For the TSE analysis we use an automated TSE EDA tool [70] based on the algorithm of Hulgaard et al. [65] to evaluate the worst-case handshake time at the endpoints of the asynchronous structure, i.e. the NIs, and to verify that it is within the clock cycle time.

9.1.1. TSE Algorithm

TSE analysis evaluates the maximum timing separation between events in concurrent systems, like asynchronous circuits. In this work we use the TSE algorithm of Hulgaard et al. [65]. This algorithm considers a concurrent system described in a timed graph representation. Based on this model it evaluates a mathematical worst-case bound on the maximum timing separation between events.

TSE analysis [65] is applied to process graphs (PGs). PGs extend Event-Rule systems [28] and Timed-STGs [20]. They are defined as follows:

Definition 9.1.1. a PG is a graph model $G = (E, R)$ where:

- $E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_m\}$ is a finite set of events, the nodes of the graph,
- $R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m\}$ is a finite set of rules, the arcs of the graph,
- each arc is labeled with a delay range $[d_{\text{min}}, d_{\text{max}}]$ and an integer $\varepsilon$,
- the graph contains a unique event root that defines the initial state of the system.

The behavior of a concurrent system is determined by timing dependencies among events. Such systems have an initial state that represents the state of the system after reset. The execution of a concurrent system starts from its initial state, and displays varying behavior, until it reaches a point of steady operation. After this point, the system balances and displays steady and repeating timing behavior. The key idea of the TSE algorithm is to unfold the execution of the repetitive system starting from its initial behavior until the system reaches a steady state of operation. When the steady state is reached, the timing behavior of the system is maintained and repeated, and so further unfolding is not required. The TSE algorithm uses functional decomposition and applies concepts of $(\text{max}, +)$ algebra [35] to analyze the infinite execution of the system and evaluate when the steady state is reached. The maximum time separation between a source and a target event appears when the source event happens as early as possible, and the target event as late as possible. This value is stable when the system reaches the steady state of operation.

The decision to use this algorithm is motivated by the fact that it evaluates worst-case performance and it also considers the initial behavior of the design, from reset to steady state of
operation. This is in contrast to algorithms used in the performance analysis of asynchronous
designs as they focus on the steady state of operation [91]. This ignores the initial behavior
of the system in the evaluation of the worst-case bound. The initial behavior is essential for
verification of correct operation as it includes worst-case timing conditions occurring during
the initial behavior.

In this thesis we use an automated TSE analysis tool [70] to verify the correct operation of
Argo in the presence of skew. Argo is based on the assumption that the asynchronous routers
are able to handshake faster than the NI clock frequency. If the worst-case timing separation
between handshake signals is always within the NI clock period, the initial assumption is true
and the correct operation of the design is verified. In addition, as described in Section 8.2.2, the
operating clock period and the skew which a design is able to absorb are related. By changing
the skew values, we determine the minimum period for which the design operates correctly
and define the relationship between the skew and clock period.

In the following sections we describe the two models, STG and FBCN, used in this work to
model Argo, and the specific models for various Argo parts or instances. For each model we
explain how the TSE analysis is applied to the model and its results.

9.2. STG Model Analysis of Argo

This section focuses on the STG model and analysis of Argo. The STG model specifies the
handshake signals of the control circuit and their behavior. It is a fine-grained description of
the control part and gives the timing behavior of the control signals based on gate delays of the
asynchronous pipeline. Because it includes information on gate delays, it takes more detailed
information about the signal transitions into consideration.

9.2.1. STG Specification

STGs are an interpreted type of PNs [32]. In STGs the transitions are interpreted as signal
transition events, i.e. rising/falling transitions, of control signals.

The PGs have similar semantic interpretations to Timed-STGs [20], where transitions are
associated with timing constraints. The nodes of the graph represent transitions in the STG
and events in the PG. The arcs that connect nodes represent places and rules, respectively.
The initial marking of the STG is corresponds to the root event in a PG. They both include the
concept of timing dependencies as timing constraints on the edges that lead to transition firings
in the STG or on the rules of the PG. They also follow the same semantics for firing/occurrence
of an transition/event [109], [20], [65].

In the analysis presented here, we use the STG specification of the system, annotated with
timing constraints (Timed STGs) on the input arcs of transitions. For the TSE analysis we
use the Timed STG models of Argo and extend them with the root event to indicate the initial
behavior.
9.2.2. Argo STG Model

The STG description of Argo deals with its control part. For the subcircuit in the shaded area of Figure 8.3, we model the structure and timing behavior of the latch controllers, the JF points and the delay elements. The latch controllers are the basic building block of the design and the foundation of its timing behavior. As Argo uses the Mousetrap controllers, the analysis is based on the Mousetrap STG model. However, the analysis presented here can easily be adapted to another controller by replacing the STG model of the controller.

The STG model that describes the operation of the Mousetrap latch controller is shown in Figure 9.1. The nodes $R_i$, $A_i$ and $R_o$, $A_o$ represent transition events in the input and output handshake channels of the controller, respectively. $E_n^+$ and $E_n^-$ represent rising and falling transition events on the enable signal of the latch, putting the latch into its transparent and its opaque state respectively. The edges in the graph represent timing dependencies between signal events and they are associated with delays of the corresponding circuit components. In relation to the circuit of the latch controller in Figure 6.3, we can understand the delays noted on the edges of Figure 9.1 as follows: $t_L$ represents the propagation delay of the latch and $t_X$ the delay of the XNOR gate. Edges with no annotation refer to zero-delay dependencies due to concurrent occurrence of the events. For example, edge $A_i \rightarrow R_o$ indicates that events $A_i$ and $R_o$ are produced by the same signal. Dotted edges represent timing dependencies that model the environment.

The STG model of the latch controller can be used as a building block to build more complicated structures in a tile-based way. Figure 9.2 shows a three-stage pipeline of latch controllers connected to a clocked producer NI and a clocked consumer NI. The timing annotations on the dependencies are omitted for clarity. The figure also illustrates the interfaces of the NI and the pipeline, including the translation of the clock pulse to the asynchronous two-phase protocol. A positive transition of the producer NI clk generates a transition (positive/negative) of the $R_i$ of the leftmost pipeline stage. Similarly, a positive transition of the consumer NI clk generates a transition (positive/negative) of the $A_o$ of the rightmost pipeline stage. Possible delay elements placed between pipeline stages to match the combinational logic delay are modeled as timing annotations on the corresponding edges of the graph, i.e. $t_D$ on $R_o \rightarrow R_i$. The clock is modeled as a repeating event (positive pulse of the clock) with the period of the clock, $P$. Skew is modeled as a delay dependency of the producer and consumer clk from the main clk, $d_1$ and $d_2$. 
Figure 9.2.: Timed STG of a three-stage Mousetrap pipeline connected with clocked NIs.

Figure 9.3.: Signal Transition Graph of JF synchronization point synchronizing a number of latch pipelines.

Figure 9.3 shows how the STG models the synchronization join-fork point in the crossbar. The Ro events from the input pipeline are joined in the JR event. The Ro → JR dependencies represent this join and they are annotated with the delay of the the five-input C-element, \( t_C \), that implements the join. The dependencies JR → Ri represent the fork of the joined request signal to the output pipelines and are annotated with the propagation delay of the crossbar, \( t_X \).
Similarly, the $Ai$ events from the output pipelines are joined in the $JA$ event with the delay of a five-input C-element, $t_C$, and forked to the $Ao$ events of the input pipelines.

### 9.2.3. TSE Analysis Results

This section presents results from the TSE analysis for a number of STG models. The results show the relationship between the skew that the models tolerate and the NI clock period. The TSE analysis performed in this work assumes delay timing parameters that were obtained from an implementation of the NOC. The delays are derived by simulating a gate-netlist synthesized in a 65 nm CMOS standard cell technology library. The TSE analysis uses constant delay values. Ranges of values are also possible, but their use implies an unrealistic behavior of the design, where consecutive occurrences of an event alternate between minimum delay and maximum delay values.

The graphs in Figure 9.4 show the relationship between the tolerated skew and the period of the NI clock for three segments of the design. Graph $JF$ shows the skew-period relationship for a FIFO ring connecting two JF points, like the one shown in Figure 8.5. The FIFOs include three stages of pipeline, resembling the Argo routers. Graph $NI(3)$ shows the skew-period relation for a FIFO ring connecting a JF point and an NI, considering a FIFO depth of three stages. Graph $NI(6)$ shows the skew-period relation for a FIFO ring connecting a JF point and an NI, considering a FIFO depth of six stages. As expected, at slower periods the model absorbs more skew. The graphs of Figure 9.4 follow the same pattern as the graph presented in Figure 8.5(b). The comparison of the graphs $NI(3)$ and $NI(6)$ shows that models with more FIFO stages absorb more skew.

The graphs in Figure 9.5 show the relationship between the tolerated skew and the period of the NI clock for two extended sections of the design, from an NI to a neighboring NI. Graph $NOC(3)$ shows an NI to NI segment, considering a FIFO depth of three stages between NI and...
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Figure 9.5: Skew analysis of a complete NI-NI segment, using NI-JF ring segments with 3 and with 6 FIFO stages, from [73].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points in design space (NI clock, NI-JF)</th>
<th>STG analysis</th>
<th>Bound</th>
<th>Simulation $2 \times 2$ NOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_{\text{JF}}$</td>
<td>$\delta_{\text{NI}}$</td>
<td>$\delta_{\text{NOC}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GHz 3 stages</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GHz 6 stages</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 MHz 3 stages</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 MHz 6 stages</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Skew tolerance in cycles for different circuit structures and different operating conditions.

JF points. Graph $\text{NOC}(6)$ shows an NI to NI segment, considering a FIFO depth of six stages between NI and JF points. The same trends appear as in the graphs of Figure 9.4.

At the maximum frequency 1 GHz, the segment connecting NIs with three FIFO stages between NI and JF point is able to absorb up to 1.8 ns (1.8 cycles) of skew. The NI to NI segment with six FIFO stages between NI and JF points is able to absorb 2.6 ns (2.6 cycles). At a slower frequency 500 MHz, the two structures, with three and six stages of FIFO depth, are able to absorb 5.8 ns (2.9 cycles) and 9.4 ns (4.7 cycles) respectively.

As expected from the performance analysis of ring structures in Section 8.2.2, a slower system (longer period) is capable of absorbing more skew. However, even at the maximum frequency the structures presented here are able to absorb some skew. This is illustrated in all the graphs presented in Figures 9.4 and 9.5, which have a flat bottom within a certain interval, and a positive linear slope outside this interval. They resemble the graphs shown in Figure 8.5(b), with the difference that the latter refers to clock cycle units (a relative relation) instead of time units. Furthermore, the graphs show that by increasing the number of FIFO stages between the NI and JF points, the skew tolerance increases. In other words, deeper FIFO structures can tolerate more skew, verifying our expectation.
Table 9.1 shows the maximum skew for four different points in the design space, as obtained from three different methods. Each row in the table represents a design point. The design points refer to two designs operating at two different frequencies. The two designs are respectively with three and six FIFO stages between NI and JF points. The operating frequencies are the maximum frequency of 1 GHz and a frequency of 500 MHz. The methods for deriving the skew values are: (i) TSE analysis on the STG models of different structures, (ii) the safe bound from Equation 8.2, and (iii) simulation from an actual implementation of the design. Columns δ_{JF}, δ_{NI} and δ_{NOC} report results obtained from the TSE analysis of the corresponding models as presented in Section 9.2.2. Column “Bound Eqn. 8.2” shows results for safe bounds of skew obtained from Equation 8.2. The last column shows results obtained from simulation of a synthesized 4x4 Argo NOC in a 65 nm CMOS standard cell technology library. The implemented design includes 4 NIs, 4 routers and three-stage FIFOs between NIs and JF points.

The TSE analysis in Table 9.1 shows that even at the maximum frequency the structure between two NIs can absorb up to 1.84 cycles. This number increases to 2.68 cycles when three more stages are added to the FIFO structure connecting the NIs and JF points. The skew tolerance also increases when the operating frequency drops. At 500 MHz the skew tolerance reaches 2.91 cycles with three FIFO stages among NIs and JF points and 4.72 cycles with six FIFO stages.

In Table 9.1, a comparison between the bound calculated from Equation 8.2 and the TSE analysis results for δ_{NOC}, shows that Equation 8.2 indeed provides a safe bound for the skew absorbed between NIs. The TSE analysis results for δ_{NOC} indicate that the maximum skew absorbed between NIs is less or equal to 2 × δ_{NI}. Depending on the operating frequency, the negative term to be added to 2 × δ_{NI} may range from 0 to δ_{JF}. Thus, the JF ring segment may contribute negatively to a bigger or smaller extent, but overall it does not exceed δ_{JF}. This confirms that Equation 8.2 is a safe bound. This bound may be overly pessimistic in some cases. However, it still gives a considerable amount of skew that the structure is able to absorb.

The last column of Table 9.1 reports the skew that was absorbed from an actual circuit implementation. The implementation is for a single design point and serves as a comparison to the results obtained from the analysis. The implemented instance of Argo is a complete 4x4 structure, not entirely modeled by the STGs analyzed. However, it shows that the real circuit is able to absorb 2.85 cycles of skew. This figure is very close to the δ_{NOC} value found by the TSE analysis of the models. Furthermore, it also confirms that Equation 8.2 gives a pessimistic but safe bound.

9.3. FBCN Model Analysis of Argo

This work includes a preliminary analysis based on a second type of timed-graph model, FBCN. This model provides an abstraction of the detailed circuit signals. It considers handshake channels between pipeline stages, and the timing behavior is based on the timing parameters, i.e. the forward and reverse latency of the pipeline, L_f and L_r, respectively. Since the model is more coarse-grained, it ignores detailed signal information from the design, but allows analysis of larger structures. It also allows the exploration of the timing behavior and behavioral effects that would be difficult to study in a more detailed structure. Thus this anal-
ysis serves mainly to provide insight into the behavior of the system rather than evaluating specific values of skew and period.

9.3.1. FBCN Specification

FBCN models, like STGs, are a type of timed marked graphs, and are defined as follows [14].

**Definition 9.3.1.** A FCBN $N$ is a PetriNet $N = (P \cup \bar{P}, T, F, m_0)$ which satisfies the following properties:

- place symmetry, i.e. $|P| = |\bar{P}|$,
- channel connectivity, i.e. for every $p \in P$, there exist $(t_i, p)$ and $(p, t_j) \in F$ and $p \in \bar{P}$ such that $(t_j, p)$ and $(p, t_i) \in F$,
- single token channels, i.e. for every $p \in P$, $m_0(p) + m_0(\bar{p}) = 1$.

The intuitive understanding of this model is that pipeline stages are connected with handshake channels. Each pipeline stage is modeled as a transition, and each channel is modeled as two places and four arcs connecting two transitions in an opposite way. Places $p$ represent the forward dependencies, and the delays assigned to them, $d(p)$, represent the forward latencies $L_f$. The corresponding places $\bar{p}$ represent the backward dependencies, and the delays assigned to them, $d(\bar{p})$, represent the reverse latencies $L_r$.

The semantics and the firing conditions are similar to the STG model. A transition fires when a token is propagated through the specific pipeline stage. For a transition to fire, the preconditions need to be satisfied, i.e. a request from the previous stage and an acknowledge from the following stage are needed, as modeled by the channel arcs. The cycle time of a channel represents the local handshake period, as given by $L_f + L_r$ [15]. The maximum TSE of two consecutive firings of the same transition indicate the maximum handshake period. The same analysis can be applied as in Section 9.2.3.

9.3.2. Argo FBCN model

In this section we use the FBCN model to construct structures for Argo similar to those in Section 9.2.2.

A three-stage FIFO connected to clocked producers and consumers and its FBCN model is shown in Figure 9.6. The black parts of the circuit and the model represent the FIFO, while the red parts represent the clocked interface. For simplification, and since each place has one input and one output arc, the places are omitted in this and the following figures, as for STGs. The input and output arcs are replaced by one that connects the corresponding transitions. The delays and tokens of the places are assigned to the corresponding arcs. The forward and reverse latency, $L_f$ and $L_r$, are annotated in the figure, as well as the initial marking of tokens. The FIFO is initialized with two tokens in three stages, as shown by the marking in the FBCN model of Figure 9.6.

To model the interface of the asynchronous pipeline to a clocked producer and consumer, we extend the model with the red segments shown in Figure 9.6. The FCBN considers channel-oriented modeling and does not consider clocks in its specification. Based on the concept
of the clock and the specifics of the model we model the clock as shown in Figure 9.6(b) in red, based on the following considerations. The concept of the clock is a pulse that repeats with a certain period with no other pre-condition. In the model of Figure 9.6(b) the clocked producer and consumer are separated by the dotted lines and the clock is represented as a loop arc with delay $p$, the period of the clock. The pulse of the clock is dependent on the firing of the last stage transition, i.e. the presence of a token at the output of transition $t_3$, in contrast to the lack of precondition for the clock pulse. However, this modeling is consistent for the following reasons: In the initial marking the corresponding arc is initialized to contain a token, and thus the model is consistent upon initialization. Moreover, Argo has the timing assumption that the asynchronous pipeline handshakes faster than the clock frequency, and consequently there will always be a token in this arc. The case in which the design fails to adhere to this timing assumption is detected through TSE analysis of the clock cycle, as the timing separation between two clock pulses exceeds the period of the clock. This condition is studied in the TSE analysis of this section to verify the correct operation of the design.

Figure 9.6(b) also illustrates the skew between the two clocked interfaces, i.e. the producer and the consumer. The skew is modeled as an arc between the endpoint transitions and is annotated with the phase difference, $d_s$. The direction of the arc shows the direction of the skew. In Figure 9.6 the solid line represents the case where the consumer lags behind the producer by $d_s$, while the dotted line represents the case where the producer lags behind the consumer by $d_s$. Depending on the case, the graph model includes one of the two arcs.

Larger structures can be easily constructed in a tile-based way. To achieve further understanding, we study the behavior of the FIFO rings in the Argo structure. Figure 9.7 illustrates the model of a FIFO ring like the one shown in Figure 8.5(a). Figure 9.7 shows the pipeline stages of the FIFO ring and a producer and a consumer clocked interfaces joined at opposite sides of the ring to enforce a clock rate of period $p$. The skew between the two clocked interfaces is modeled by the two red arcs $t_1$ to $t_4$ and the reverse, with delay $d_s$. As in Figure 9.6,
9.3.3. Performance Analysis

Some observations on the models shown in Figures 9.6 and 9.7 are presented here. We assume uniform forward latencies $L_f$ and uniform reverse latencies $L_r$ for all the FIFO stages. The models are symmetric in terms of the forward and reverse path dependencies and the cycles in the graph. Consequently, we can assume $L_f > L_r$ without loss of generality. According to these assumptions and parameters we derive equations relating the handshake period to the skew and explore the effect of a clocked environment on the performance of the systems.

The timing behavior in these models is determined by the critical cycle and the cycle time of the graph. The cycle time in timed graph models has been used in research as a metric for timing and performance analysis purposes as explained in Section 3.5. As explained in Section 2.6.6, a cycle is a sequence of transitions $t_1, t_2, ..., t_i$ connected by arcs. The cycle weight is the sum of delays of the arcs $d(c)$ divided by the sum of the tokens placed in the cycle $t(c)$, $d(c)/t(c)$. The critical cycle(s) are the ones with the highest weight and that weight is the cycle time of the graph. The cycle time is straightforward to evaluate and is a direct metric for the average-case performance of the system. It also affects the worst-case timing separation between events, but it is not sufficient in the general case for evaluating the worst-case timing separation.

**FIFO**

In the FIFO model of Figure 9.6 the critical cycles $C_{cr}$ of the FIFO, ignoring the clock and skew parameters are $(t_1, t_2, t_1)$ and $(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_2, t_1)$ with weight $W(C_{cr}) = L_f + L_r$. The critical cycle is a metric of the inherent performance capabilities of the FIFO. With the addition of clock and skew arcs, more cycles are created in the model, affecting the handshake period of the model. If the clock period is larger than $W(C_{cr})$, the model operates at the clock period. Otherwise, the handshake at the endpoints of the FIFO fails to follow the clock rate. With the assumption the clock period is larger than the $W(C_{cr})$, we now explore the effect of skew.
In the presence of skew with delay $d_s$, more cycles are created and further affect the timing. If the consumer lags behind the producer, cycle $(t_1, t_3, t_2, t_1)$ with weight $d_s + 2L_r$ is created. Therefore, the handshake cycle time of the FIFO is determined by:

$$P = \max\{L_f + L_r, d_s + 2L_r\} \quad (9.1)$$

If the producer lags behind the consumer, cycle $(t_3, t_1, t_2, t_3)$ with weight $d_s + 2L_f$ is created, and the handshake cycle time of the FIFO is determined by

$$P = \max\{L_f + L_r, d_s + 2L_f\} = d_s + 2L_f \quad (9.2)$$

under the assumption $L_f > L_r$.

The above analysis conforms with the theoretical analysis presented in Section 8.2.1 and Figure 9.8 presents the performance graph of the three-stage FIFO model based on this analysis. The flat part of the right graph represents the part where $L_f + L_r > d_s + 2L_r$. The slope of the left graph is steeper since $L_f > L_r$. In the opposite case where $L_f < L_r$, the left and right graphs would be mirrored about the Y-axis.

**FIFO ring**

In the FIFO ring model of Figure 9.7, we identify a number of possible critical cycles $C_{cr}$, ignoring the clock and skew parameters. Those are the cycle $(t_1, t_2, t_1)$ and all the local cycles with weight $L_f + L_r$, the cycle $(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_1)$ with weight $6L_f/4 = 1.5L_f$, and the cycle $(t_1, t_6, t_5, t_4, t_3, t_2, t_1)$ with weight $6L_r/2 = 3L_r$. The weight of the critical cycle $C_{cr}$ is

$$W(C_{cr}) = \max\{L_f + L_r, 1.5L_f, 3L_r\} \quad (9.3)$$

As in the case of the FIFO model, in the presence of skew with delay $d_s$, more cycles are created and further affect the timing. If the consumer lags behind the producer, the cycle $(t_1, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_1)$ is introduced with weight $(d_s + 3L_f)/2$ and the cycle $(t_1, t_4, t_3, t_2, t_1)$ with weight $(d_s + 3L_r)/1$. Therefore, the handshake cycle time of the ring is determined by

$$P = \max\{L_f + L_r, 1.5L_f + 0.5d_s, 3L_r + d_s\} \quad (9.4)$$
If the producer lags behind the consumer the model is symmetric, and thus the handshake cycle time of the ring is the same. The performance graph of the ring resembles the one shown in Figure 8.5(b) and is symmetric about the Y-axis.

9.3.4. Oscillating behavior

An interesting behavior appears in some ring models. This behavior has also been observed in [6] in the example of [6, Figure 5]. In this ring example with specific delay parameters, the timing separation between consecutive occurrences of event \( a \) oscillates between two values, 4 and 8. This gives a worst-case timing separation of 8, indicating that the occurrences of event \( a \) may be 8 time units apart in the worst case.

The same behavior is observed in the ring shown in Figure 9.7. Assume a ring with \( L_f = 3, L_r = 1 \), without a clock enforcing a rate. The critical cycle weight from Equation 9.3 is \( W(C_{cr}) = 4.5 \). The value \( W(C_{cr}) \) indicates the average-case performance of the ring, while the maximum timing separation for consecutive occurrences of the same transition represents the worst-case handshake cycle. The TSE analysis applied to the ring evaluates the worst-case handshake cycle of \( t_1 \) to 5, oscillating between values 4 and 5. This indicates that for safe operation the clock period to be applied at the ring should be greater than or equal to 5. However, by applying a clock with a period corresponding to the average performance period given by the \( W(C_{cr}) \), the ring balances at the average performance period. The worst-case handshake cycle is now 4.5 as evaluated by TSE analysis, without oscillations. This indicates that the elastic behavior of a self-timed ring may result in fluctuating handshake cycles, leading to large deviations from the average case performance and large worst-case handshake cycles. Nevertheless, a ring constrained by a clock period equal to \( W(C_{cr}) \) eliminates the fluctuations and results in a lower worst-case handshake period.

This observation opens up the possibility that an average case performance analysis can be enough for evaluating the rate that should be applied at the endpoints of the elastic ring. Average case analysis amounts to traversing the graph models and enumerating the cycles in them and their weights, as was done in Section 9.3.3. It does not require unfolding the execution of the model or complex mathematical analysis to evaluate the maximum timing separation over infinite occurrences. Therefore, it is a low complexity analysis. This is promising, as it allows bigger structures and more precise models to be analyzed and a simple way to evaluate the maximum clock rate that can be applied at the endpoints of the elastic asynchronous network.

9.3.5. TSE Analysis Results

To study the effects of bigger structures we performed TSE analysis on larger FBCN models. The purpose of this is to explore the relative effects on bigger structures, and therefore we use uniform delay stages. The forward and reverse latencies are based on the implementation of the Argo pipeline. For the delay elements we consider uniform delays in every stage. In the implementation, \( t_L = 120 \) ps is the propagation delay of the latch, \( t_X = 70 \) ps is the propagation delay of the XNOR gate. We consider \( t_D = 300 \) ps to be a realistic delay for the delay elements to match the combinational logic stages. Thus, \( L_f = 420 \) ps and \( L_r = 190 \) ps.
Ring

With these parameters and from Equation 9.3 we get \( W(C_{cr}) = 630 \) ps. From Equation 9.4 the average handshake cycle is:

\[
P_{avg} = \max\{610, 630 + 0.5d_s, 570 + d_s\}
\] (9.5)

By running TSE analysis on this ring model with no skew \((d_s = 0)\) and without a constraining clock, the worst-case handshake cycle time is evaluated as 650 ps, while it oscillates between the values 610 ps and 650 ps. By setting a clock on the opposite transitions \(t_1\) and \(t_4\) with period \(P_{avg} = 630\) ps, the worst-case handshake period of the ring found from the TSE analysis is constrained to 630 ps. In the presence of skew, TSE analysis yields the same results as Equation 9.5 and these are presented in Figure 9.9(c). Overall, we conclude that by constraining an elastic ring with its average-case rate, the worst-case handshake period which the ring exhibits at its endpoint does not exceed the average case.

NOC

The analysis of larger models provides better understanding of the Argo NOC structure. We built a number of models, which are shown in Figures 9.9(a-b) and 9.10(a-b). Since the models consider uniform delay for all pipeline stages, and to simplify the models we consider FBCN ring models both the FIFO ring connecting two JF points and the NI to JF points. The red arcs in the models define the clocked interfaces, while the arcs defining the skew are omitted from the figures. The graphs in Figures 9.9(c) and 9.10(c) illustrate for the different models the relationship between the skew and the handshake period for which this skew can be absorbed safely.

Figure 9.9(a) is a simplified representation of the ring of Figure 9.7 and is used as a building block for the rest of the models. Figure 9.9(b) models a 2x2 mesh consisting of four JF points connected by four ring segments. In Figure 9.9(c), graph \( JF \) shows the relationship between skew and period between points JF1 and JF2 of the model in Figure 9.9(a). Graph \( JF_4 - n \) shows the relationship between skew and period between two neighboring JF points in the 2x2 mesh of the model in Figure 9.9(b). If we consider JF1 as a reference point then graph \( JF_4 - n \) refers to the skew between JF1 and JF2 while JF3 and JF4 are not skewed with reference to JF1. This case is symmetric to the skew between JF1 and JF3 while JF2 and JF4 are not skewed with reference to JF1. Graph \( JF_4 - c \) shows the relationship between skew and period between two JF points in opposite corners of the 2x2 mesh of the model in Figure 9.9(b). If we consider JF1 as a reference point then graph \( JF_4 - c \) refers to the skew between JF1 and JF3. All the graphs show the same trends and the expected behavior as explained in the performance analysis in Section 9.3.3. Graph \( JF_4 - n \) coincides with graph \( JF \), revealing that two neighboring JF points, connected by a ring segment in a mesh of four, absorb the same skew as a single ring. Graph \( JF_4 - c \) shows that opposite corner JF points, connected by two ring segments in a mesh of four, absorb double the skew of a single ring.

Figure 9.10(a) models two NIs connected by three ring segments and two JF points. Figure 9.10(b) represents a 2x2 mesh consisting of four NIs and four JF points. In Figure 9.10(c), graph \( JF \) repeats the graph of Figure 9.9 for comparison. Graph \( NI \) illustrates the relationship between skew and period between points NI1 and NI2 of the model in Figure 9.10(a).
9.3 FBCN Model Analysis of Argo

Graph $NI_4 - n$ illustrates the relationship between skew and period between two neighboring NI points in the 2x2 mesh of the model in Figure 9.10(b). If we consider NI1 as a reference point then graph $NI_4 - n$ refers to the skew between NI1 and NI2 while NI3 and NI4 are not skewed with reference to NI1. This case is symmetric to the skew between NI1 and NI3 while NI2 and NI4 are not skewed with reference to NI1. Graph $NI_4 - c$ illustrates the relationship between skew and period between two NI points in opposite corners in the 2x2 mesh of the model in Figure 9.10(b). If we consider NI1 as a reference point then graph $NI_4 - c$ refers to the skew between NI1 and NI3. Graph $NI$ compared to $JF$ reveals that the segment between two NIs, consisting of three rings absorbs three times the skew absorbed by a single ring. Graph $NI_4 - n$ coincides with graph NI illustrating that two NIs connected by 3 ring segments absorb the same skew regardless the rest of the structure connected to JF points. Graph $NI_4 - c$ shows that NIs connected by four ring segments absorb four times the skew that a single ring absorbs.

Overall, the above results are not to be taken as an absolute analysis of Argo, as the models are abstract and hide some signal details, and the stages are modeled uniformly. However, a
relative comparison contributes to the understanding of the Argo NOC structure and the timing effects that take place. In particular, there are two main points that come out of the analysis. Firstly, the skew that can be absorbed between two points is the sum of the skew absorbed by the ring segments in the shortest path that connects the two points. Secondly, a bigger structure of JF points does not affect the skew absorbed between two neighboring JF points. Thus the

Figure 9.10.: FBCN ring models connecting two and four NIs and JF points, along with the graphs showing the relation of skew and period in these models.
skew absorbed safely between any pair of NIs in a 2x2 mesh is the skew absorbed by the three ring segments in the path that connects the NIs.

9.4. Discussion

This chapter presented a quantitative analysis on the elasticity of Argo. Argo is an elastic network of asynchronous routers wrapped in a clocked environment of mesochronous NIs. This organization requires some analysis of how this elastic structure operates in a clocked environment. The elasticity of Argo was explored through timing models of Argo which were constructed in a bottom-up fashion and analyzed with a timing analysis algorithm tool, to produce results quantifying the relationship between skew and performance.

Analysis of the more detailed STG model, with real timing parameters from the implementation, provided a quantitative evaluation of the elasticity of Argo. The graphs presented showed that Argo is able to absorb roughly 2-3 cycles of skew, depending on the clock frequency. The elasticity is reduced at higher frequencies as expected, and can be increased by adding FIFO stages between NIs and routers. Simulation of the actual circuit confirmed the analysis of this model as well as the theoretical skew bound equations.

Analysis of the more abstract FBCN model revealed an interesting behavior appearing in self-timed rings. With specific timing parameters, the timing at certain points of the ring might oscillate between two values. The timing at these points is determined by cyclic paths alternating between best-case and worst-case timing. The safe timing in this case is determined by the worst case. However, when constrained by a clock with a period matching their average-case performance, they maintain an average-case timing, eliminating the fluctuations between a best-case and a worst-case timing. This leads to the conclusion that a clock can constrain the rings to operate safely with average case timing. With this observation we can further conclude that the choice of clocked NIs driving the asynchronous elastic structure is an efficient design choice. Another aspect of this is that the exploration of Argo elasticity is reduced to the exploration of the average-case performance. This is an considerably easier task, as it does not involve evaluation over infinite executions of the system.

Further exploration of the elasticity can move in the direction of more precise modeling and of modeling larger and more complete structures. The analysis of the models presented in this chapter relies on fixed timing constraints. Further analysis could include ranges of delays for the timing constraints of models and evaluation through TSE analysis. This modeling is more flexible but not realistic for the TSE analysis used, since this then considers immediate changes in timing from as early as possible to as late as possible or vice versa, a behavior not common in digital circuits. A more accurate modeling of the circuit could consider stochastic models, assuming probability distributions for the timing constraints. The analysis presented here is a step into a field open for exploration.
Part IV.

Conclusions
Conclusions

This chapter summarizes and concludes the work of this thesis. It reviews the initial goals and how they were met. It lists the contributions made in this thesis and discusses the topics raised during the completion of this work. Finally, it reports open issues and interesting ideas revealed by this work that require further investigation.

10.1. Overview

The initial goals for Argo were for it to be: (i) time-predictable, such that it provides guarantees for real-time requirements, (ii) time-elastic, such that it is tolerant to signal distribution issues and variability effects, and (iii) able to be implemented efficiently. This section reviews how Argo NOC met these initial goals.

Argo is time-predictable through TDM. In the Argo design, the TDM scheme is enforced by the NIs, which are clocked components. The NI frequency directs the TDM mechanism. Thus the throughput of a message which traverses the NOC follows directly from the TDM schedule. In this thesis the timing parameters of Argo, i.e. the latency and throughput, have been analyzed, and the WCET that Argo contributes to a message transaction has been evaluated. The end-to-end latency which Argo contributes to a message transaction is also affected by the TDM skew between the NIs. In this thesis, it was shown that the skew tolerance of Argo has fixed limits and contributes a fixed worst-case number of cycles to the latency. Overall, this thesis showed that Argo offers WCET guarantees in an easy and straightforward way.

Argo is time-elastic, as it is a network of asynchronous routers. The asynchronous network can be seen as a mesh of FIFOs and exhibits elastic behavior. This elastic behavior is able to absorb skew among the mesochronous NIs. This skew originates from clock and reset skew and appears as shifts in the TDM schedule. In this thesis the limits of this elasticity have been explored, and models of the Argo NOC have been studied, leading to the derivation of
equations for safe bounds within which Argo operates safely. The analysis of the models showed that the asynchronous Argo network is able to tolerate two to three cycles of skew depending on the frequency of the NIs.

Argo has an efficient implementation. This is based on the efficient design of its components, i.e. the NIs and the routers, and the combination of the two. The main idea leading to an efficient design is to eliminate the overhead in the end-to-end path of data communication, following from timing synchronization, flow control, and the buffering that this incurs. This design creates direct paths from the local memory of one core to a local memory of another core, thus eliminating synchronization, flow control, and buffering overhead. The implementation of the overall Argo design is at least four times smaller than alternative TDM-based NOC designs. Moreover, it is power efficient, saving power when there is no traffic scheduled.

10.2. Contributions

This thesis contributed in a number of areas. This section reviews the contributions in detail and summarizes interesting points that were raised in relation to each topic.

Router

The router proposed in this thesis is a very efficient design. TDM routers are by design very lightweight routers. In addition, the Argo router combines the router functionality with elastic FIFO behavior. As shown by the implementation and comparison in Chapter 6, the Argo router is two to three times smaller than a mesochronous TDM router with the same functionality. The overhead of the mesochronous router comes from the mesochronous FIFOs implementing synchronization. Alternative custom designs of mesochronous synchronization in the literature still introduce an overhead of at least the size of the router. Moreover, the Argo router saves energy and reaches a similar speed to the equivalent mesochronous router. The energy savings follow, on one hand, from eliminating the energy consumed by the FIFOs, and on the other hand, from gating off the unnecessary switching activity occurring in the asynchronous pipeline while there is no traffic scheduled.

NI

The Argo NI design is a novel design that integrates the DMA functionality and TDM schedule. DMA controllers are placed in the NIs and their operation is time-multiplexed according to the TDM schedule. In addition, dual-ported SPM memories implement the clock-domain-crossing interface between processors and NIs. Moreover, the direct access to the SPM at the receiving end eliminates the requirement for buffering and end-to-end flow control. This design flattens the layered implementation of the NI, avoiding the overhead and the cost of crossing different layers, and leading to a very efficient NI design. A direct comparison of NIs from the literature is difficult, as each NI implements different features, depending on the processor and the router designs that it bridges. Section 5.3 presents a discussion on a comparison with other NI designs. As the reported results show, the Argo NI is approximately five times smaller than other NI designs of equivalent NOCs.
10.3 Discussion

NOC

The combination of the routers and NIs in the overall Argo NOC builds end-to-end paths from a local SPM to a remote SPM without any buffering, synchronization, or end-to-end flow control. This results in an efficient implementation which is three to four times smaller for roughly equal dimensions of similar TDM NOC architectures, as explained in Section 7.10. A direct comparison is difficult, since each architecture implements different features. As shown by the implementation, Argo is at least four times smaller than a comparable instance of aelite, which is a very lightweight TDM NOC.

The Argo NOC follows a novel timing organization. The NIs are clocked designs operating on a common mesochronous clock. The core network of routers is asynchronous operating in an elastic way. Correct operation relies on the timing assumption that the NI clock is slower than the handshake cycle of the asynchronous network. As long as this assumption holds, there are no issues of metastability in the NOC and there is no need for explicit synchronization, as the elastic NOC handshakes faster than the clock period.

Elasticity

This work explored the elasticity of Argo, building an intuitive understanding of its elastic behavior, and a more specific model-based analysis of Argo. A bottom-up theoretical analysis contributed in defining and understanding the problem and exploring its bounds. The more precise modeling of Argo as a timed-STG was used to evaluate the limits of its elasticity. The skew tolerance of Argo was evaluated by TSE analysis, which gives worst-case bounds estimations, and found to be to be two to three cycles of the NI clock. The skew tolerance can be increased by adding more FIFO stages connecting the NIs and the routers. We performed TSE analysis in this work and the results agree with the theoretical analysis and were verified by simulation of an implemented instance of Argo.

The more abstract FBCN model gave some insight into the behavior of Argo. As shown by the worst-case TSE analysis of the model, the timing of ring structures oscillates between worst-case and best-case timing. Under these conditions the timing is limited by the worst case. Applying an average-case rate at certain points of the ring eliminates the oscillations and constrains the timing of the ring to its average case. While the timing at those points is fixed, the structure between them is allowed to be flexible. This indicates that a clock can constrain a ring to its average-case rate, not allowing it to reach the worst case. This shows that average-case analysis is sufficient to verify the safe operation of the network. This is an important observation, as an average case analysis is far simpler than worst-case analysis, and moreover, it allows the clocking of the NOC to be done at the average instead of the worst-case rate.

10.3. Discussion

The work of this thesis raised some points for discussion in certain areas of the design, implementation, and analysis of the Argo NOC. These points are mentioned and discussed throughout the thesis. This section aims at summarizing interesting discussion points and presenting an overall view.
The design of Argo revisits the overall NOC architecture, to provide an overall solution rather than providing solutions to certain problems individually. At first sight, Argo seems to combine two contradictory principles: time predictability and time elasticity. However, each principle operates within certain limits without contradicting the other. The elasticity provided by the asynchronous network of routers absorbs skew caused by signal distribution issues up to a certain number of cycles. Taking this limit into account, the time-predictability is maintained at the level of the NIs.

For the above combination to be valid, the data flow should be maintained within the NOC. The Argo NOC employs a distributed method of synchronization. The asynchronous network of routers is time-elastic but maintains the data flow of different connections, due to the strongly indicating implementation of the crossbar. The crossbar performs join-fork functionality resembling the clock ticks. From this distributed local ticking, a global synchronization emerges. At the endpoints of the asynchronous network, the NIs operate at a specific frequency. Based on this frequency, they inject and remove one packet in every time slot. So at the interfaces of the NOC towards the processors, the data flow is maintained. Thus, the combination of the above two principles, i.e. local join-fork and end-point flow rate, ensures the data flow and maintenance of the TDM schedule at the NIs.

The NIs of the Argo NOC reconsider the traditional layered design of the NIs. The purpose of the layered design is to encapsulate and distinguish the services of various protocol layers and implement clear interfaces between layers and components. The Argo NI flattens this design. Yet it maintains a standard interface to the processor (OCP) and allows the implementation of services of higher protocol stack layers. The front and back end functionality of the NI can still be recognized in the Argo NI. The NI uses common resources, i.e. DMA tables, slot tables and SPM, accessed both by the processor and the packet-switching network. The key idea is the time multiplexing of the accesses to these common resources. This extends the TDM scheme from the packet-switching network of routers to include also the functionality of the NIs. In this way Argo achieves very lightweight NIs and routers.

Argo has a lightweight implementation both in the routers and in the NIs. The hardware architecture implements all the necessary functionality to support communication among processors. The NOC encapsulates this functionality and offers the processors a view of a mesochronous TDM NOC. The hardware does not offer complex services that are required in higher levels of the protocol stack. However, it provides all the functionality required to implement these features in software. Argo follows the approach of retaining a low cost hardware implementation and providing complex functionality in software when needed. Argo has been used in the T-CREST platform, and libraries supporting the abstraction of communication services were built over the NOC. The entire platform has been used in a number of industrial applications.

Another aspect of Argo is the design of routers as asynchronous circuits. Argo takes advantage of the inherent time flexibility of asynchronous circuits that offers a natural solution to clock and reset distribution problems. The asynchronous design process is a challenge as it requires more effort from the designer. Within the area of asynchronous design the design options offer trade-offs between design effort and efficiency. The Mousetrap controller was shown to be a good balance between design effort and performance.

The design of Argo avoids metastability at the interface between clocked NIs and asynchronous routers, as it relies in the timing assumption that the NI clock frequency is lower.
than the router handshake capabilities. However, the asynchronous pipeline is elastic and may exhibit fluctuations in its timing. To verify the safe operation of the elastic network, we therefore evaluated its worst-case timing over infinite executions with a TSE analysis. However, analysis on elastic rings has shown that, depending on their timing parameters, their timing behavior may oscillate between their worst- and best-case performance. Constraining them with a clock limits these oscillations and eliminates them when a clock period equal to or larger than their average case handshake cycle time is applied. This leads to the conclusion that the average-case cycle is sufficient to maintain the elastic structure in safe operation. Due to this observation, the use of clocked NIs wrapping around the elastic network of routers seems to be a good design decision.

10.4. Future Work

The work described in this thesis has contributed to the design and implementation of an efficient, time-predictable, and time-elastic NOC, and provided an analysis of its elasticity. In addition, it has revealed some new aspects for further investigation.

At the architectural level of the platform, the Argo NOC supports message passing as write operations to remote cores. This scheme is sufficient to implement all-to-all communication. The support of read operations from remote cores would be an extension to the NOC for more flexible communication. In addition, Argo currently implements statically scheduled TDM. End-to-end connections are defined statically and are assigned with different bandwidths. A step towards more flexible communication would be the reconfiguration of the TDM schedule, with different end-to-end connections. This would permit various modes of operation in the NOC, and mode changes depending on the requirements.

A feature that would benefit the operation of the entire platform would be the implementation of interrupts, on the completion of a message transfer. Currently, the processor has the responsibility of polling the NI structure to check the status of a message transfer. While this respects the hard real-time nature of the platform, the triggering of an interrupt may lead to a more optimal mechanism. The handling of the interrupt should be in accordance with the real-time requirements.

At the platform level, heterogeneous platform organizations would be another approach to increase flexibility and create space for performance improvement of the entire platform. Initial work on integrating hardware accelerators with the Argo NOC has been done within the T-CREST project [123].

With respect to hardware platform optimization, the Argo NOC is already an efficient design. Multiple design options were explored on the way to the final design. The performance of the asynchronous pipelines is based on analysis of the design parameters, e.g. the dynamic wavelength, and on the implementation technology of the components, e.g. gate delays. Additional effort could be put into evaluation of alternative options along the same lines (latches/tokens ratio, fine-tuning of delay elements, etc.). Further exploration to optimize the hardware platform could focus on optimizing the link delay. In particular, in the post-layout implementation the long links between routers incur a high delay. This delay is dependent on link length and affects the performance of the entire NOC. Link pipelining has been used in Argo, but it is an area that can be further explored.
With regard to the usability of the NOC, software libraries for message passing functionality have been implemented in the context of the T-CREST project. An area for further exploration could be the development of several software layers to support additional functionality. Services that have been developed within the T-CREST project to support the application development include high level flow control, double buffering, acknowledgments, and synchronization primitives. Alternative programming models and scheduling algorithms may be areas worth further exploration.

With respect to the elasticity analysis, a qualitative theoretical and a quantitative analysis provided insight and estimation of the worst-case limits for the elasticity in Argo. The analysis was based both on abstract and more detailed models. There is space of further investigation in the modeling of Argo structures. Bigger structures and ways of more precise modeling can be explored. The models use timing constraints of fixed values. The TSE analysis offers the option of delay ranges in the timing constraints. As the delay ranges have uniform probability, this was considered an unrealistic option for digital circuits and was not explored in this work. Other options such as stochastic models with different probability distributions offer a promise of more realistic modeling.

Furthermore, the elasticity analysis revealed some interesting aspects of the timing which would benefit from further exploration. Rings exhibit oscillating behavior, which is eliminated by constraining them with average-rate clocks. This indicates that the worst-case timing will not exceed the average-case at the endpoints of the structure, that is constrained by an average-case clock rate. This indicates that an average-case analysis of the rings is equivalent to the worst-case analysis. Average-case analysis is less complex and allows for more precise modeling and bigger structures to be analyzed. This is a promising indication that requires further investigation.

10.5. Conclusion

Overall, the work described in this thesis resulted in the design and implementation of the Argo NOC. Argo uses statically scheduled TDM and supports a GALS system organization. It offers time-predictability in a straightforward way with the TDM schedule, and inherent time-elasticity using asynchronous routers. Its novel timing organization eliminates signal distribution issues and the need for additional synchronization. We implemented the Argo NOC in various technologies, proving the functionality of the NOC, its time-elastic behavior, and its low cost implementation. Additionally, we analyzed the elasticity of Argo and its limits. Model-based analysis gave insight into the elastic nature of Argo, estimated the skew tolerance in clock cycles for specific Argo instances, and defined the parameters characterizing it. Finally, the analysis revealed interesting aspects of the timing behavior of Argo and opened the way for further exploration of this behavior.
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